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Preface

This book, sponsored by the Special Issue entitled “Optoelectronic Materials, Devices, and

Applications”, is devoted to gathering a broad array of research papers on the latest advances in

the development of optoelectronic materials and devices of semiconductors, fiber optics, power

electronics, microwaves, and terahertz. Each of the included papers highlights the latest principles,

methods, and potential applications of optoelectronics. The primary aim of this Special Issue is to

promote cross-disciplinary research in optoelectronics. It is our sincere hope that these advances

will provide new inspiration for the development and application of optoelectronic materials and

devices. We would like to give our thanks to all of the authors and peer reviewers who contributed

to this Special Issue.
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This Special Issue entitled “Optoelectronic Materials, Devices, and Applications”
is devoted to gathering a broad array of research papers on the latest advances in the
development of optoelectronic materials and devices of semiconductors, fiber optics, power
electronics, microwaves, and terahertz. Each of the included papers highlights the latest
principles, methods, and potential applications of optoelectronics. The primary aim of this
Special Issue is to promote cross-disciplinary research in optoelectronics.

In total, ten papers are included in this Special Issue. New advances in optoelectronic
materials have been reported for crystals, electrodes, and bonding materials. First, Za-
krzewski et al. analyzed the photothermal piezoelectric spectroscopy of Cd1−xBexTe, a new
material with potential for use in X-ray and γ-ray detectors [1]. Next, Han et al. investigated
the characteristics of a copper foil three-electrode planar spark gap high-voltage switch
integrated with EFI [2]. Ding et al. showed in their study a reliable way to improve the
electrochemical migration resistance of nanosilver paste as a bonding material [3]. New
advances in optoelectronic devices have also been reported for LEDs and photonic crystal
waveguides. Bai et al., for example, proposed a new method for the measurement of
adhesive force between a single μLED and a substrate based on the use of an atomic force
microscope [4]. Zhang et al. analyzed the strain relaxation effect on the peak wavelength of
blue InGaN/GaN multi-quantum well micro-LEDs [5]. In addition, Shi et al. proposed an
all-dielectric terahertz photonic crystal waveguide with a lilac-shaped defect operating in
a 6G terahertz communication window [6]. New applications of optoelectronic materials
and devices have additionally been reported for piezoelectric sensors, crystal materials,
synthetic aperture radar (SAR), and optical coherence tomography (OCT). Wang et al. estab-
lished a collision model of wheat grains impacting a force plate with a piezoelectric sensor
and investigated the influence of the elastic recovery coefficient on the sensor’s detection
accuracy during the collision process [7]. Next, He et al. demonstrated the application
of a BaGa4Se7 crystal in a tunable and compact mid-infrared optical parametric oscillator
with a repetition rate of up to 250 Hz [8]. Wang et al. proposed a new feature learning
method for the automatic target recognition of SAR images [9]. Finally, Shi et al. reviewed
the quantitative assessment methods used for early enamel caries with OCT [10].

It is our sincere hope that these advances will provide new inspiration for the develop-
ment and application of optoelectronic materials and devices.

Acknowledgments: We would like to give our thanks to all of the authors and peer reviewers who
contributed to this Special Issue entitled “Optoelectronic Materials, Devices, and Applications”.

Conflicts of Interest: The authors declare no conflict of interest.
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Experimental Analysis and Verification of the Influence on the
Elastic Recovery Coefficient of Wheat

Jizhong Wang, Weipeng Zhang, Fengzhu Wang, Yangchun Liu, Bo Zhao and Xianfa Fang *

National Key Laboratory of Agricultural Equipment Technology, China Academy of Agricultural Mechanization
Science Group Co., Ltd., Beijing 100083, China
* Correspondence: fangboshi2023@163.com

Abstract: To establish a collision model of wheat grains impacting a force plate with a piezoelectric
sensor, and to investigate the influence of the elastic recovery coefficient on the sensor’s detection
accuracy during the collision process, this study employed object kinematic principles to construct a
wheat elastic recovery coefficient measurement device. This device ascertains the elastic properties of
wheat during collisions and determines the elastic recovery coefficient of the wheat collision model.
The wheat variety Jinan No. 17 was selected for testing, and the effects of the contact material, grain
drop height, material thickness, and grain moisture content on the collision recovery coefficient
during the collision process were analyzed through single-factor and multi-factor experiments. The
experimental results demonstrate that the collision recovery coefficient of wheat grains increases
with the stiffness of the collision materials for different materials. The grain recovery coefficient
of wheat exhibits a downward trend with increasing falling height and moisture content, while it
tends to rise as the material thickness increases. Data analysis and comparison reveal that, given the
determination of the collision material, the moisture content of wheat exerts the most significant effect
on the elastic recovery coefficient, followed by material thickness, while the influence of falling height
is less pronounced. The findings of this study can provide data support for simulation testing and
product design of wheat combine harvester cleaning screen body mechanisms and wheat seeders.

Keywords: response surface method; collision model; elastic recovery coefficient; elastic characteristics;
kinematics

1. Introduction

The elastic characteristics of wheat constitute fundamental data for designing cleaning
shakers and sowing plates in wheat harvesters. During the screening operation of the
harvester cleaning system, wheat undergoes collisions and ejections, either with other
wheat particles or with the screen body, within the screening bin. The efficacy of the cleaning
system’s screen selection is influenced by these collision and ejection motions. Furthermore,
an array of collision and ejection movements occurs as wheat is transported within the
seed harvester, seed scraper, and seed feeder during seeding operations. Consequently,
studying the elastic characteristics of wheat bears considerable significance for enhancing
the vibratory screening mechanisms of wheat cleaning and the functional components of
wheat seeders.

The recovery coefficient represents the capacity of an object to recover from defor-
mation during collisions, first introduced by Newton as he employed the instantaneous
impulse method to resolve the collision issue of rigid body systems. This coefficient serves
as an essential parameter for characterizing alterations in the motion state of objects pre-
and post-collision. Currently, extensive research has been conducted on elastic collision
theory, the exploration recovery coefficient, and the methodologies for measuring these
coefficients both domestically and internationally. Ning et al. assessed the elastic recovery
coefficient for two soybean varieties [1]. Liu et al. analyzed and calibrated the elastic
recovery coefficient for wheat seeds via a wheat accumulation test, subsequently deriving

Appl. Sci. 2023, 13, 5481. https://doi.org/10.3390/app13095481 https://www.mdpi.com/journal/applsci
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the discrete element parameters of wheat [2]. Li et al. measured maize seeds’ recovery
coefficient and established the contact parameters between maize seeds and seeders [3].
Kong investigated and analyzed the recovery coefficient for seed cotton; Yang et al. mea-
sured and analyzed the collision recovery coefficient for castor capsules [4]. Liu determined
the collision recovery coefficient for oil sunflower grains [5]. Wen gauged the recovery
coefficient of garlic seeds [6]. Zhang measured the recovery coefficient of mung beans [7].

In this study, Ji’nan 17 wheat seed was selected, and based on the analysis of the
principle of kinematics, a wheat seed falling impact test platform was designed. The effects
of the contact material, grain fall height, material thickness, and grain water content on
the collision recovery coefficient of wheat were investigated through single-factor and
multi-factor experiments, providing a basic data reference for the design optimization of
harvesting and seeding machinery structure and the simulation modeling of loss sensor [8,9].

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Test Materials

Four wheat samples with varying moisture content (10%, 13%, 15%, and 18%) were
prepared by screening complete and plump wheat grains to simulate harvest conditions [10].
The working components of the combine harvester during wheat harvesting are typically
composed of rubber, structural steel, and other materials. In order to simulate the collision
recovery coefficient in the realistic environment of wheat grain collision, the test materials
selected were structural steel Q235 and rubber. The material properties of the chosen
materials can be ascertained by consulting the material library parameters as displayed in
Table 1 [11].

Table 1. Collision material properties.

Material
Model

Size mm
(Length, Width, Thickness)

Density
(g·cm−3)

Young’s Modulus
(MPa)

Poisson’s
Ratio

Q235
Steel 140 × 75 × 7 7.85 2.10 × 105 0.25

Rubber 140 × 75 × 7 1.8 100 0.30

2.2. Experimental Setup

To measure the collision recovery coefficient between wheat grain and collision mate-
rial, a kinematic model of the grain impact process was established, and a test apparatus for
grain elasticity recovery coefficient was constructed as illustrated in Figure 1. The test appa-
ratus primarily consists of the overall support of the test bench, the grain collection plane,
the collision plate or the loss sensor striking the force plate, the grain feeding mechanism,
and the grain height lifting lead screw. The collision plate was mounted at a 45-degree
angle in front of the grain collection plane of the test bench, and the wheat grain sample
was positioned in the grain dispensing mechanism directly above.

2.3. Test Principle

Collision represents a prevalent mechanical phenomenon, characterized by a brief
duration of the collision process [12], minimal displacement of the colliding objects, con-
siderable velocity alterations, substantial impact force exerted by the colliding entities,
and energy dissipation. Consider two objects possessing masses m1 and m2, colliding
at velocities v1 and v2, respectively. In accordance with the conservation of momentum
principle, the momentum conversion formula during the collision process involving these
two objects can be deduced, as demonstrated in Equation (1) [13]:{

m1v1 + m2v2 = m1v,
1 + m2v,

2

k =
v,

2
−v,

1
v1−v2

(1)

4
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Figure 1. Grain impact test bench. 1. test bed bracket; 2. grain collection plane; 3. collision plate;
4. grain delivery mechanism; 5. grain height lifting screw.

After derivation and calculation, velocities v1 and v2 after the collision can be ascer-
tained, as indicated in Equation (2):{

v,
1 = v1 − (1 + k) m2

m1+m2
(v1 − v2)

v,
2 = v2 + (1 + k) m1

m1+m2
(v1 − v2)

(2)

when k is equal to 1, {
v,

1 = v1 − 2m2
m1+m2

(v1 − v2)

v,
2 = v2 +

2m1
m1+m2

(v1 − v2)
(3)

when k is equal to 0,

v,
1 = v,

2 =
m1v1 + m2v2

m1 + m2
(4)

where m1 and m2 denote the masses of the two colliding objects, with the unit in kg. v1 and
v2 represent the pre-collision velocities of the two colliding objects, expressed in m/s; and
v1 and v2 correspond to the post-collision velocities of the objects, with the unit in m/s.
The reference formatting has been adjusted.

Upon analyzing Equations (3) and (4), it becomes apparent that the k value dictates
the post-collision velocity alteration of the objects. When k = 1, a perfect elastic collision
transpires, and the velocities of the two objects are transferred. Notably, when m1 = m2,
the velocities of the two objects are exchanged following the collision. When k = 0, an
imperfectly elastic collision occurs. Post-collision, the velocities become identical and the
two objects proceed in unison.

In addition to their velocity, the kinetic energy of the two objects undergoes alter-
ation following the collision, with the most pronounced change being kinetic energy loss.

5
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Equation (5) illustrates the pre- and post-collision kinetic energy equation, with T1 and T2
representing the cumulative kinetic energy before and after the collision, respectively.

{
T1 = 1

2 m1v2
1 +

1
2 m2v2

2
T2 = 1

2 m1v,2
1 + 1

2 m2v,2
2

(5)

The total kinetic energy loss of the two objects post-collision can be derived, as dis-
played in Equation (6):

�T = T1 − T2

= m1m2
2(m1+m2)

(1 + k)2(v1 − v2)
2 (6)

when k = 1, kinetic energy loss is expressed as Equation (7):

�T = T1 − T2 = 0 (7)

where T1 signifies the aggregate kinetic energy of the two objects prior to the collision, with
the unit in J; T2 represents the total kinetic energy of the two bodies following the collision,
with the unit in J; and ΔT denotes the difference in kinetic energy between the two objects
pre- and post-collision, expressed in J.

When k = 0, kinetic energy loss is expressed as Equation (8):

�T =
m1m2

2(m1 + m2)
(v1 − v2)

2 (8)

In accordance with the definition of the recovery coefficient e (both e and k are des-
ignated as elastic recovery coefficients), the proportion of the separation velocities of two
objects in the normal direction at the contact point before and after collision represents the
elastic recovery coefficient. Consequently, a schematic illustration of the determination
of the elastic recovery coefficient is depicted in Figure 2. It is merely necessary to obtain
the approaching velocity prior to the collision and the separating velocity following the
collision to deduce the elastic recovery coefficient. To enhance the precision of velocity
detection, this test employs the principle of kinematic equations, calculating the requisite
velocity values through an indirect method.

After the grain experiences impact and rebound, a parabolic trajectory is formed,
where s signifies the horizontal displacement following the grain rebound, and h represents
the distance from the grain collection plane to the rebound point. From this, the x-axis
directional velocity after the collision can be determined, as demonstrated in Equation (9):

vx = s
√

g
2h

(9)

where s denotes the horizontal displacement of seeds post-rebound, with the unit being
millimeters; h is the vertical distance between the rebound point and the grain collection
plane (unit: mm). Additionally, g corresponds to neutral acceleration, measured in m/s2;
vx refers to the velocity along the x-axis after the grain collision, with the unit expressed
in m/s.

The grain descends from the feeding mechanism, undergoing free-fall motion, with
H being the distance from the seed falling point to the impact point. From this informa-
tion, the y-axis directional velocity prior to grain collision can be calculated, as shown in
Equation (10):

vy =
√

2gH (10)

where H is the height of grain fall and the unit is mm.
Finally, the formula for computing the recovery coefficient is derived by utilizing the

definition of the recovery coefficient, as presented in Equation (11). In this equation, θ
symbolizes the angle between the Y-axis velocity and the normal vector velocity before

6
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grain collision, while β represents the angle between the X-axis direction velocity and the
normal vector velocity prior to grain collision.

e =
v1

v0
=

vx cos β

vy cos θ
=

s cos β

2 cos θ
√

Hg
(11)

where e refers to the elastic recovery coefficient, θ is the angle between the velocity along
the Y-axis and the normal vector preceding grain collision, and β is the angle between the
velocity along the X-axis and the normal vector before the grain collision.

v1

V0

Figure 2. Schematic diagram of elastic recovery coefficient determination. 1. test bed bracket; 2. grain
collection plane; 3. collision plate; 4. grain delivery mechanism; 5. grain height lifting screw.

2.4. Experimental Methods

The wheat recovery coefficient primarily correlates with moisture content, collision
material, material thickness, and fall height of wheat. To emulate the actual harvest scenario,
wheat samples with varying moisture contents of 10%, 13%, 15%, and 18% were employed
in the experiment. The chosen materials comprise Q235 steel plate and rubber; the material
thicknesses selected are 2 mm, 4 mm, and 8 mm; the seed drop heights are 120 mm, 180 mm,
and 240 mm; and the factor levels constituting the wheat univariate test are presented in
Table 2.

Table 2. The level of univariate test factors.

Trial Level
Water Content

(%)
Collision
Materials

Material
Thickness (mm)

Drop Height
(mm)

1 10 Q235 Steel 2 120
2 13 Rubber 4 180
3 15 / 8 240
4 18 / / /

/: indicates that no data exists.
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In accordance with the factor level in Table 2, four sets of single-factor influence tests
were conducted. In the test on the effect of moisture content on the recovery coefficient,
Q235 steel served as the collision material, the material thickness remained at 4 mm, and
the drop height was set at 180 mm, resulting in four sets of data. In the test regarding
the impact of collision material on the wheat recovery coefficient, the material thickness
remained at 4 mm, and the drop height was set at 180 mm, yielding eight sets of data. In the
test regarding the effect of material thickness on the wheat recovery coefficient, Q235 steel
served as the collision material, and the drop height was set at 180 mm, procuring 12 sets
of data under distinct moisture conditions. In the test regarding the impact of fall height on
the wheat recovery coefficient, Q235 steel served as the collision material, and the material
thickness remained at 4 mm, obtaining 12 sets of data under varying moisture conditions.

3. Results and Analysis

3.1. Effect of Moisture Content on Recovery Coefficient of Wheat

The experimental data corresponding to various moisture content levels are presented
in Table 3. From this information, a trend figure (Figure 3) illustrating the factors influencing
single-factor water content on the recovery coefficient can be derived. The analysis reveals
that under the test premise of employing Q235 steel as the collision material, maintaining
material thickness at 4 mm, and setting the drop height at 180 mm, the recovery coefficient
of wheat is significantly impacted by moisture content. As moisture content increases, the
recovery coefficient progressively declines.

Table 3. Moisture content univariate experimental data.

NO
Whereabouts
Height (mm)

Material Thickness
(mm)

Collision
Materials

Water Content
(%)

Recovery
Factor

1 180 4 Q235 Steel 10 0.4826
2 180 4 Q235 Steel 13 0.4651
3 180 4 Q235 Steel 15 0.4598
4 180 4 Q235 Steel 18 0.4276

0.4826

0.4651
0.4598

0.4276

0.42
0.43
0.44
0.45
0.46
0.47
0.48
0.49

7 9 11 13 15 17 19

Re
co

ve
ry

 fa
ct

or

water content %
Figure 3. Trend of recovery coefficient of factors influencing single-factor moisture content.

3.2. Influence of Collision Materials on Wheat Recovery Coefficient

Table 4 displays experimental data related to different collision materials. A bar
chart depicting the recovery coefficient of single-factor collision material can be generated
(Figure 4). Analysis indicates that when material thickness remains fixed at 4 mm and
the drop height is set at 180 mm for the test, the recovery coefficient of wheat is notably
affected by the collision material. The recovery coefficient for grain collision involving
rubber material across four moisture levels is lower than that of Q235 steel, which can be
attributed to the soft texture of the rubber and the partial absorption of collision energy.
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Table 4. Single-factor experimental data of collision materials.

NO
Whereabouts
Height (mm)

Material
Thickness (mm)

Water
Content (%)

Collision
Materials

Recovery
Factor

1 180 4 10 Q235 Steel 0.4826
2 180 4 13 Q235 Steel 0.4651
3 180 4 15 Q235 Steel 0.4598
4 180 4 18 Q235 Steel 0.4276
5 180 4 10 Rubber 0.4716
6 180 4 13 Rubber 0.4521
7 180 4 15 Rubber 0.4306
8 180 4 18 Rubber 0.4086

 

0.4826
0.4651 0.4598

0.4276

0.4716

0.4521

0.4306

0.4086

0.36

0.38

0.4

0.42

0.44

0.46

0.48

0.5

1 2 3 4

Re
co

ve
ry

 fa
ct

or
 e

Collision Steel

single factor influence coefficient of collision material

Q235 Steel Rubber

Figure 4. Single factor of collision material affects recovery factor.

3.3. Effect of Material Thickness on Wheat Recovery Coefficient

Table 5 presents experimental data for different material thicknesses. A distribution
map of the factors influencing single-factor material thickness on the recovery coefficient
can be created (Figure 5). Analysis demonstrates that under the test premise of utilizing
Q235 steel for the collision material and maintaining the drop height at 180 mm, the recovery
coefficient of wheat exhibits an increasing trend as material thickness grows. When the
thickness reaches approximately 7 mm, the increase in recovery coefficient levels off and
stabilizes. Material thickness directly reflects the stiffness properties of the material. As
material thickness increases, stiffness follows suit. Consequently, when wheat deformation
is reduced during collision events, energy loss also decreases, resulting in a larger elastic
recovery coefficient.
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Table 5. Material thickness unifactor experimental data.

NO
Whereabouts
Height (mm)

Collision
Materials

Material
Thickness (mm)

Water
Content (%)

Recovery
Factor

1 180 Q235 Steel 2 10 0.4712
2 180 Q235 Steel 2 13 0.4535
3 180 Q235 Steel 2 15 0.4376
4 180 Q235 Steel 2 18 0.4109
5 180 Q235 Steel 4 10 0.4826
6 180 Q235 Steel 4 13 0.4651
7 180 Q235 Steel 4 15 0.4598
8 180 Q235 Steel 4 18 0.4276
9 180 Q235 Steel 8 10 0.4915
10 180 Q235 Steel 8 13 0.4721
11 180 Q235 Steel 8 15 0.4644
12 180 Q235 Steel 8 18 0.4309

Figure 5. Single factor of material thickness affects the recovery factor.

3.4. Effect of Drop Height on Wheat Recovery Coefficient

The data from experiments with varying fall heights are presented in Table 6, from
which a univariate fall height influence factor recovery coefficient distribution map can be
derived, as depicted in Figure 6. Upon analysis, it becomes evident that, when utilizing
Q235 steel as the collision material and maintaining a constant material thickness of 4 mm,
the falling height of wheat grains exerts an influence on the recovery coefficient. For wheat
with different moisture content, the impact of falling height on the recovery coefficient
remains relatively consistent. As the fall height of wheat grains increases, the recovery
coefficient between them and the collision material diminishes. This phenomenon can
be attributed to the rising falling height of wheat particles, which leads to increased
deformation during collisions with the test plate and heightened frictional resistance
between the air and the collision plate. Consequently, the energy loss of wheat particles
escalates during the collision process, causing the rebound velocity of grains to decrease
after the collision and subsequently leading to a reduced recovery coefficient, as calculated
based on the principle of elastic recovery coefficient.
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Table 6. Single-factor experimental data of drop height.

NO
Collision
Materials

Material
Thickness (mm)

Drop Height
(mm)

Water
Content (%)

Recovery
Factor

1 Q235 Steel 4 120 10 0.4968
2 Q235 Steel 4 180 13 0.4651
3 Q235 Steel 4 240 15 0.4368
4 Q235 Steel 4 120 18 0.4384
5 Q235 Steel 4 180 10 0.4826
6 Q235 Steel 4 240 13 0.4501
7 Q235 Steel 4 120 15 0.4735
8 Q235 Steel 4 180 18 0.4276
9 Q235 Steel 4 240 10 0.4685
10 Q235 Steel 4 120 13 0.4763
11 Q235 Steel 4 180 15 0.4598
12 Q235 Steel 4 240 18 0.4167

Figure 6. Single factor of fall height affects the recovery coefficient.

4. Conclusions

(1) The collision material influences the deformation and recovery capacity of wheat
during collisions, serving as the primary factor affecting the recovery coefficient in wheat
collision experiments. Given constant drop height, material thickness, and moisture content,
the elastic recovery coefficient of wheat and rubber in this test is lower than that of wheat
and Q235 steel. Therefore, during the mechanical design process for wheat, material
selection should be tailored to the specific context.

(2) The falling height dictates the energy changes as the wheat grain collides with
the test board material, particularly affecting the size of the wheat shape variable and the
movement resistance. When the falling height increases, the grain shape variable expands,
and the movement resistance rises correspondingly, leading to a reduced elastic recovery
coefficient. The stiffness of the material is determined by its thickness, with an increase in
material thickness enhancing the stiffness. When wheat grains come into contact with the
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collision material, their energy loss decreases, the initial rebound velocity grows, and, in
turn, the elastic recovery coefficient is elevated.

(3) Wheat grains interact with different materials during the collision process, undergo-
ing force deformation and rebound recovery in two separate movement phases. Following
the collision, wheat grains may also exhibit rotation and other factors. Consequently, the
recovery coefficient of wheat for the same material with varying parameters in the collision
material yields a wide range of recovery coefficient changes. The test process revealed that
the same wheat grain produced varying test results in multiple tests.
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Abstract: Cd1−xBexTe, a new material with potential for X-ray and γ-ray detectors, was analyzed by
photothermal piezoelectric spectroscopy. The samples were tested depending on beryllium content
and surface preparation. The main aim of the measurements was to extract the energy gap values,
which were found for x = 0.01, 0.03, 0.05, and 0.1. It was shown that mechanical (polishing) and
chemical (etching) treatment strongly influenced the amplitude and phase spectra of CdBeTe crystals.
Piezoelectric spectroscopy allowed for comparing the quality of preparation of both surfaces for a
single sample. The sub-surface damaged layer that was created as a result of surface processing had
different thermal parameters than the bulk part of the sample. It was responsible for the additional
peaks in the amplitude spectrum and changes in the phase spectrum of the photothermal signal.
Two different methods of sample etching were analyzed. One completely quenched the signal, and
the other did not eliminate the defects present on the surface after the cutting process. The article
presents the preliminary interpretation of experimental data using the modified Blonskij model.

Keywords: photothermal spectroscopy; surface defects; semiconductors

1. Introduction

The quality of the crystals used in the construction of X-ray and gamma radiation
detectors affects their efficiency and sensitivity; hence, there is a need to know about their
lattice disorder, defects, and both radial and axial homogeneity. Good homogeneity and
low defect density lead to significant charge transport properties, low leakage currents,
and no conductive short circuits between the detector contacts. The substitution of the
native element with a foreign atom within the crystal always leads to undesired effects like
disordered structure, defect generation, etc.

Bulk form CdTe and Cd1−xZnxTe mixed compounds are applied in X-ray and gamma-
ray detectors [1–4], in electrooptic and photorefractive devices [5], and as substrates for
epitaxy [6]. Cd1−xZnxTe (0.1 ≤ x ≤ 0.2) crystals have been studied intensively over the
last twenty years as materials for gamma-ray detection application and also spectroscopic
X-ray imaging [7].

Intensive investigations of Cd1−xZnxTe have also been carried out in recent years.
Lately, C. Zhou et al., studied the extended defects in CdZnTe crystal [8], and the effects of
Al-rich AlN transition layers on the performance of CdZnTe films for solar-blind photode-
tector were investigated by J. Gu [9]. Effects of deep-level traps on the transport properties
of high-flux X-ray CdZnTe detectors were investigated by Y. Li et al. [10].

Great attention is also paid to the surface preparation of the samples [11–14]. Surface
phenomena play a large role in obtaining crystals in all phases of processing and often
affect the parameters of an electronic component. The sub-surface layer plays an important
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role, which in high-purity semiconductor devices could become significant due to minia-
turization. The effects of the inductively coupled Ar plasma etching on the performance of
(111) face CdZnTe detector were investigated by B. Song [15], who proposed and analyzed
the influence of different solutions for etching. The proposed method could remove the
damaged layer caused by mechanical polishing. Still, it also led to the surface composition
deviating from the stoichiometric ratio and forming a Te-rich surface. They noticed that
the Te-rich layer is a highly conductive region, which results in a large surface leakage
current and affects the detection performance. Zhang et al. [16] proposed a new chemical
mechanical polishing method (silica, hydrogen peroxide, and citric acid), effectively reduc-
ing surface roughness. Min et al. [17] analyzed the effect of hydrogen plasma on CdZnTe
and showed that hydrogen plasma could fill the Cd vacancy defect on the surface and
reduce the leakage current.

Photothermal spectroscopy was also used to investigate the surface treatment proce-
dures and their influence on the surface quality. Zakrzewski et al. [18] applied piezoelectric
phase spectra to determine both the energy gaps (Eg) and the thermal diffusivities of
CdxZn1−xSe mixed crystals. The authors showed and interpreted the different ampli-
tude and phase spectra characters depending on the surface preparation procedure for
Cd0.3Zn0.7Se and Cd0.5Zn0.5Se samples. The mechanical (grounding, polishing) and chem-
ical (etching) procedures of surface preparation and their impact on both the amplitude
and phase of photothermal spectra were observed for Zn1−x−yBexMnySe compounds [19].
The surface defects in the samples’ sub-surface damaged layer were also reported for ZnSe
binary crystal [20].

There are many methods of surface quality testing, e.g., different imaging methods.
Piezoelectric photothermal spectroscopy is a cheap and fast method. Other photothermal
methods that use microphones or pyroelectrics as detectors are not sensitive (do not show)
to effects related to surface states. This is an advantage and a disadvantage; in the case of
thermal diffusivity studies in the frequency domain, there is no signal coming from the sub-
surface layer, and it is easier to interpret the obtained results (there are well-known models).

Still, more investigations and literature data on Cd1−xBexTe mixed crystals are needed.
One article has been published so far [21], which determines thermal properties using the
pyroelectric method in the frequency domain. The present work investigates the optical
and thermal properties using piezoelectric photothermal spectroscopy. Adding beryllium
to the CdTe matrix should give a similar effect in tuning the energy bandgap or lattice
constant as in the case of zinc. This fact should be interesting for detecting purposes and
producing better substrates for infrared sensors.

Here we report the first experimental data describing the properties of crystals grown
in our laboratory. Piezoelectric photothermal spectroscopy was applied to characterize
Cd1−xBexTe mixed crystals. This work aimed to investigate the optical properties of
Cd1−xBexTe mixed crystals and the effect of surface treatment on the amplitude and phase
spectra. On that basis, we aimed to find a procedure and the best solution for obtaining
excellent surface quality among the samples.

2. Materials and Methods

Crystals investigated in this work were grown by using the vertical Bridgman tech-
nique. Before the growth process, starting mixtures were prepared from high-purity CdTe
(6 N) and Be (99.9%) powders and put into a graphite crucible. The crucible was placed
into a growth chamber, sealed, and evacuated. After evacuation, the external pressure
of argon gas (around 90 atm.) was applied to reduce evaporation of the material during
the growing. The temperature in the hot zone was set to 1600 K, with a stability better
than 0.1 K. We used a 4 mm/h pulling rate to grow the crystal within two days. Typically,
our crystals grown by the Bridgman high-temperature and high-pressure technique were
4–6 cm in length and 1 cm in diameter. We could cut 15–20 plates 1–1.5 mm thick from one
crystal rod. Four specimens of beryllium content (in ingot) were measured for x = 0.01, 0.03,
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0.05, and 0.1. Pure CdTe crystals were also measured for the same procedure of surface
preparation. More details concerning the growth procedure can be found elsewhere [22].

The beryllium concentration in the samples was determined after crystal milling (in
agate mortar) by applying the powder X-ray diffraction technique (Empyrean diffrac-
tometer, Malvern Panalytical) with a Cu anode used as a source of CuKα X-ray radiation
(λ = 1.5406 Å). More details about the measurement were presented in previous work [23].
The diffraction data were fitted using the ReX v. 0.91 Rietveld analysis software. The
following parameters were fitted: scale factor, 2-theta offset, background coefficients, and
cell constant a for the CdTe structure. In this case, the beryllium in the CdTe was treated as a
solid solution of the first type, and thus the main changes were mainly observed for the cell
dimension. All U factors were isotropic and set to 0.5. The reflection shape was described
by the pseudo-Voight function. For analysis, the necessary crystal structure file of CdTe
(cif) was downloaded from the American Mineralogist Crystal Structure Database [24].

The XRD patterns of example CdBeTe mixed crystals (CdTe and Cd0.9Be0.1Te) pow-
dered are presented in Figure 1a. Characteristic diffraction reflections from (111), (220),
(311), (400), (331), (420), and (511) planes of the cubic phase (type of zinc blende structure)
are visible on the patterns for both CdTe (black) and Cd0.9Be0.1Te (red) samples. In the case
of a mixed crystal, the diffraction peaks are shifted towards higher 2 θ in comparison to the
position of these signals in the CdTe. Such behavior demonstrates the presence of mixed
crystals, so the beryllium was successfully incorporated into the crystal lattice of CdTe.
The absolute values of the lattice constant were calculated by the Rietveld method and the
results that were obtained as the function of the composition are displayed in Figure 1b.
Linear dependence of the lattice constant versus Be content confirms the composition of
the grown crystals.

 
(a) (b) 

Figure 1. The XRD patterns of CdTe (black) and Cd0.9Be0.1Te (red) powders (a) and lattice constant
versus beryllium concentration (b).

The cut samples were ground in a suspension of water and Al2O3 powder on flat glass
parallel plates. The grain diameter of the grinding powder was approximately 10 μm. Then,
the samples were polished with diamond paste on polishing discs until a mirror surface
was obtained. The grain diameter in the polishing paste was between 0.1 and 1 μm.

The samples were subjected to two different etching processes. First, the samples
were etched using a mixture containing 48% HF (hydrofluoric acid), 30% H2O2, and H2O.
Digestion took place at room temperature. The samples were subjected to photothermal
tests. Then, the surfaces of the samples were ground and polished again to use a mixture
of K2Cr2O7, 96%H2SO4, and H2O for etching. The etching took place at a temperature of
about 80 ◦C. After etching, the samples were briefly immersed in a 50% NaOH solution,
then rinsed in water, and finally in ethyl alcohol.
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The typical experiment setups for piezoelectric detection, piezoelectric cell allowing
front and rear detection, and lock-in detection were used [25]. A 150 W xenon lamp was
used as the light source. The beam passed through a computer-controlled spectrometer;
90% of the beam fell on the photothermal cell and 10% on the photodiode, whose task
was to monitor the light intensity. Cell and photodiode signals were measured by two
lock-in Stanford SR 510 units. In piezoelectric detection, there are two possible ways of
mutual arrangement of the detector and the measured sample. The detector is located
behind the illuminated sample in the more commonly used rear configuration. In the
front configuration, the detector is placed on the illuminated surface. Depending on the
configuration, different course amplitude and phase spectra are observed.

3. Results

3.1. Cut and Grounded Samples

First, cut and grounded samples were examined. Figure 2 presents the experimental
amplitude (blue) and phase (green) spectra of Cd0.97Be0.03Te in the rear configuration at
the frequency modulation of 126 Hz. In both spectra, the theoretical simulations for the
ideal sample are presented (in black). The different characters of both experimental and
simulated spectra are visible. There are two additional maxima in the sub-bang gap region
for the amplitude and the significant change (at the energy of E = 1.46 eV) of the phase in
the same area. The amplitude signal in the above bandgap area is increasing in comparing
stable values in simulated amplitude spectra. Similar behavior was previously observed
for Zn1−x−yBexMnySe compounds [19]. It was associated and interpreted as coming from
the defects located on the surface of the sample and strictly connected with the method of
surface preparation.

 
(a) (b) 

Figure 2. (a) Experimental amplitude (blue) and (b) phase (green) spectra of Cd0.95Be0.05Te in the
rear configuration at the frequency modulation of 126 Hz. The solid black lines simulate the ideal
crystal’s theoretical amplitude and phase spectra.

Figure 3 presents amplitude (a, b) and phase (c, d) spectra for Cd0.99Be0.01Te grounded
mixed crystals for different frequencies of modulation frequency and the rear (a, c) and front
(b, d) configurations. In this case, the character of amplitude and spectra deviates from the
theoretical predictions. For the lowest frequency (12 Hz), the additional maximum visible
for higher frequencies is not visible. The higher the frequency, the higher the intensity of
the maximum below the energy gap will be compared to the area above the energy gap: as
the modulation frequency increases, the thermal diffusion length decreases, and the signal
is generated from a smaller thickness. For low frequencies, the signal comes from a large
sample thickness, and the signal from the surface is not dominant. It is worth noting that
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regardless of the frequency, the points of inflection of the curves are observed in the phase
spectra for the same energies.
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Figure 3. Amplitude (a,b) and phase (c,d) spectra for Cd0.99Be0.01Te grounded mixed crystal for
different frequencies of modulation frequency for the rear (a,c) and front (b,d) configurations at 12 Hz
(blue lines), 76 Hz (green lines), and 126 Hz (red lines).

The different amplitude and phase spectra characters were observed for the Cd0.9Be0.1Te
mixed crystal. Figure 4 presents amplitude (a) and phase (b) spectra for this sample.
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Figure 4. Amplitude (a) and phase (b) spectra for Cd0.9Be0.1Te grounded mixed crystal for different
frequencies of modulation frequency for the front configuration at 12 Hz (blue lines), 36 Hz (cyan
line), 76 Hz (green lines), and 126 Hz (red lines).
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Two maxima are observed for this sample in the amplitude spectra of E1 = 1.51 eV and
E2 = 1.59 eV. The first one is present for all the frequencies, and its intensity is not changed
compared to the intensity of the signal in the region above the energy gap. The behavior of
the second maximum is similar to the one observed in the previous sample. A probable
cause is that the thickness of the damaged layers on both surfaces is different. In the phase
spectra, one must analyze the maxima and bending points to identify the localization of
defects and their energetic positions.

Beryllium and defects related to its presence in the subsurface layer are undoubtedly
responsible for changes in spectra and the formation of additional peaks. A strong correla-
tion between surface preparation for Zn1−x−yBexMgySe [26] was previously observed, but
no explanation has yet been found for the mechanisms of the formation of defects on the
surface; research is ongoing to clarify their nature.

A decrease in amplitude spectra in the region above Eg (not a constant signal as in
theory) was observed by Kuwahata et al. [27] in studies of implanted Si + ions in InP.
According to them, silicon ions are responsible for defects in the crystal lattice and suppress
the propagation of an elastic wave, which causes a decrease in the amplitude above the
energy gap region. This is related to an increase in the number of free carriers in the
conduction band states in the annealed samples. When these states are filled, photons
of the energy close to the energy gap are not absorbed, and the photothermal signal is
not generated.

A similar effect was also reported by Matsumori et al. [28] in studies of the impact of
damage caused by ion implantation in Si. The photothermal signal was sensitive to the size
and structure of damage in the layer with implanted ions. The authors attributed the signal
reduction below the energy gap of the surface quality and the defects present on it. Its
damage suppresses the generation of elastic waves. The authors came to conclusions that
can also be drawn from the current research: the increased number of defects on the surface
causes a more significant generation of thermal energy in the sub-bandgap region and the
opposite effect for the area above the gap. Here, the thermoelastic waves are suppressed.

3.2. The Change of the Energy Gap with the Be Content

The series of Cd1−xBexTe samples was measured to obtain the energy gap values’
dependence on the beryllium content described by the composition parameter (x). The
amplitude and phase spectra were measured for the samples: x = 0.01, 0.03, 0.5, 0.1. A pure
CdTe sample was also measured and subjected to the same surface treatment procedure.
The amplitude and phase spectra for the modulation frequency of 126 Hz are presented
in Figure 5. There was an increase in the value of Eg with the rise of beryllium content
(clearly visible). Calculating the energy gap value from the phase and amplitude spectra
was possible. The values could be estimated directly from the spectra or calculated as a
parameter from the theory.
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Figure 5. Amplitude (a) and phase (b) spectra of Cd1−xBexTe for different beryllium content. Black
line: x = 0, red: x = 0.01, blue: x = 0.03, green: x = 0.05, magenta: x = 0.1. The color arrows indicate the
values of energy gaps.
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The phase spectra course may differ for different samples and frequencies. Still, the
most important are the changes (inflection points) at which these changes occur: they
indicate additional photothermal signal sources and the energetic position of the defects on
the surface.

The obtained values of energy gaps are presented in Table 1.

Table 1. The experimental values of Eg for Cd1−xBexTe.

x Energy Gap (Eg), eV

0 1.49 eV
0.01 1.53 eV
0.03 1.61 eV
0.05 1.64 eV
0.1 1.72 eV

3.3. Etched Samples

One of the sample preparation goals was to obtain a perfect-quality surface. First,
the polished samples were subjected to etching using a mixture containing 48% HF (hy-
drofluoric acid), 30% H2O2, and H2O. This procedure caused the photothermal signal to
be wholly quenched for mixed samples, making it impossible to measure the spectra. A
possible explanation for this will be discussed later in this article. Therefore, it was decided
to grind the samples again and further etch them in a new solution. The surfaces of the
specimens were ground and polished to use a mixture of K2Cr2O7, 96% H2SO4, and H2O
for the etching.

Figure 6 compares the amplitude spectra for the ground and etched Cd0.95Be0.05Te sample.
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Figure 6. Amplitude (a) and phase (b) spectra for the ground (green lines) and etched (blue lines)
Cd0.95Be0.05Te sample at 126 Hz of modulation frequency.

The expectation was to obtain the spectra close in shape to the ideal crystal (black
in Figure 2). The applied method of etching did not improve the surfaces of the sample.
In the amplitude spectrum, an additional maximum still exists below the energy gap,
which is not expected for an ideal sample. Although the phase has a different shape, it
is worth noting that phase changes take place at the same energy values (indicated in
the figure with vertical lines). This proves that the defects on the surface were present
at a different depth of the damaged layer (by etching) or that additional effects had been
achieved, e.g., with phenomena associated with the carriers. The same changes in phase are
manifested differently in amplitude; with different maximums, it is also worth emphasizing
that piezoelectric spectroscopy allows for studying the differences on both surfaces of the
sample prepared with the same treatment procedure.

Figures 7 and 8 present the experimental spectra of the amplitude and phase of
Cd0.95Be0.05Te after the etching process was obtained for the illumination of different sur-
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faces of the sample. The sample was measured in rear and front configurations. The
surfaces of the samples were assigned numbers 1 and 2 and then measured after illumi-
nation of surface 1, then 2. The aim was to examine and compare the surfaces after an
identical treatment procedure.
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Figure 7. Amplitude spectra of Cd0.95Be0.05Te for front and rear detection and illumination of different
surfaces at 12 Hz (blue lines), 76 Hz (green lines), and 126 Hz (red lines). (a) Surface 1 illuminated,
rear detection. (b) Surface 1 illuminated, front detection. (c) Surface 2 illuminated, rear detection.
(d) Surface 2 illuminated, front detection.

Complementarity, especially in the amplitude spectra, is evident. Whether rear or
front detection is considered, the strong maximum associated with the surface defect is
observed for the illumination at surface 2. Its intensity is much higher in comparison to the
above bandgap region, which indicates that etching negatively affects the quality of the
surfaces, and the defects strengthen the photothermal signal. In the case of illumination
of surface 1, the amplitude spectra have a similar character with a smaller maximum in
the sub-bandgap region. The maximum has a higher intensity for rear detection and is
associated with subtracting the piston and drum effects.

The phase spectra for the illumination of surface 2 show the changes at the same
energy values despite the curves’ different characters. The more significant differences are
observed for phase spectra for front detection and the illumination at surface 1. It should
be emphasized that both phase and amplitude must be analyzed to interpret piezoelectric
spectra correctly.

The same change of character was also observed for the rest of the samples, which
proved that the chosen etching procedure introduced additional defects on the surfaces of
the samples.
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Figure 8. Phase spectra of Cd0.95Be0.05Te for front and rear detection and illumination of different
surfaces at 12 Hz (blue lines), 76 Hz (green lines), and 126 Hz (red lines). (a) Surface 1 illuminated,
rear detection. (b) Surface 1 illuminated, front detection. (c) Surface 2 illuminated, rear detection.
(d) Surface 2 illuminated, front detection.

4. Discussion

The amplitude and phase spectra courses for the ideal semiconductor are known [25].
To measure against them, the temperature distribution in the tested sample and the wave-
forms for the absorption coefficient below and above the band gap were required. The
expression for the absorption coefficient is one of the parameters of the temperature distri-
bution. The expression for the phase and amplitude of the photothermal signal depends on
this distribution. Details are presented in prior work [25].

The changes observed in the experimental spectra were interpreted as originating from
defects located on the surface of the samples, as they were observed to be strongly depen-
dent on the method of surface preparation. To simulate the changes, it was assumed that
the defects could be simulated in temperature distributions with Gauss-shaped expressions.
In the simulations, parameters such as energy, thermal diffusivity, and thermal conductivity
were determined, and their courses were compared with the obtained experimental spectra.

The modified Blonskij’s model [26,29,30] was applied to interpret the obtained spec-
tra. The heat conduction equation describes the sample’s temperature distribution as
previously described [30]. The modified model considers a damaged subsurface layer on
both surfaces of the sample with significantly different thermal parameters from the main
part of the sample. The absorption coefficient due to the presence of the defects has the
Gaussian character.

β = Ad·exp
(

E − Ed
β1

)2
(1)
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where Ed is the value of the energy of the defect, β1 is the parameter describing the width
of Gaussian shape maximum, and Ad is the amplitude of the maximum.

The defect is located at the surfaces of the sample, and its nature can be associated
with the quality of the surface after the preparation process (grounding, polishing, etching).
For the energy Ed of radiation, the layer strongly absorbs, while the volume of the sample
is transparent. The temperature distribution in the sample is the sum of temperatures
generated on the surface and the volume of the sample:

T′(x) = T(x) + Td
1 (x) + Td

2 (2)

The piezoelectric signal is given by the expression [24]

V ∼
⎛
⎝1

l

l/2∫
−l/2

T′(x)dx ± 6
l2

l/2∫
−l/2

T′(x)xdx

⎞
⎠ (3)

Two terms in the expression represent piston and drum effects [26]; they add up in the
case of front detection and subtract in the case of rear mode.

Assuming the proper expressions for the absorption coefficient in the direct bandgap
semiconductors (Urbach tail thermal broadening and absorption connected with the band-
to-band electron transitions) [26], one can simulate the amplitude and phase spectra for
the semiconducting sample with the presence of the defects localized on the subsurface
damaged layer.

The nature of the amplitude and phase spectra is influenced by thermal bulk and layer
parameters, the most important of which are thermal diffusivities, energy gaps, and the
thicknesses of the sample and the near-surface layer. These basic parameters characterizing
the material were used to simulate both amplitude and phase spectra.

Figure 9 presents amplitude (a) and phase (b) spectra of ground Cd0.95Be0.05Te mixed
crystal. Experimental data are shown together with simulations according to the above-
given model. The simulation was performed for the presence of two defects with the
location Ed1 = 1.51 eV and Ed2 = 1.55 eV, thermal diffusivity of 0.05 cm2/s, thermal con-
ductivity of 0.07 W/(cm·K) for the sample, and conductivity of the layer, ten times smaller
than the bulk: Ad1 = 15 cm−1, Ad2 = 7 cm−1, β1 = 0.2 cm−1, β2 = 0.06 cm−1. The thickness
of the defective layer was 0.01 mm. The simulations qualitatively confirm the presence of
defects on the surface, but they are not entirely consistent with the experiment data.
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Figure 9. Amplitude (a) and phase (b) spectra of the ground Cd0.95Be0.05Te mixed crystal for 126 Hz
modulation frequency. Simulated spectra are presented by black lines, experimental amplitude by
red lines, and experimental phase by blue lines.
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Figure 10 presents amplitude (a) and phase (b) spectra of etched Cd0.95Be0.05Te mixed
crystal. Experimental data are shown together with simulations. The simulation was
performed for the presence of two defects with a location different than the previous case:
Ed1 = 1.6 eV and Ed2 = 1.62 eV, thermal diffusivity of 0.05 cm2/s, thermal conductivity of
0.07 W/(cm·K) for the sample, and conductivity of the layer, 12 times smaller than the
bulk: Ad1 = 110 cm−1, Ad2 = 80 cm−1, β1 = 0.045 cm−1, β2 = 0.06 cm−1. The thickness of
the defective layer was 0.001 mm, ten times smaller than in the previous case. In this case,
lower compatibility in experiment and simulation was achieved.

 
(a) (b) 

Figure 10. Amplitude (a) and phase (b) spectra of the etched Cd0.95Be0.05Te mixed crystal for 126 Hz
modulation frequency. Simulated spectra are presented by black lines, experimental amplitude by
red lines, and experimental phase by blue lines.

The applied theory assumes the generation of a photothermal signal only due to the
thermoelastic effect. As shown before, the fall of the signal above the gap may be due to
free carrier contribution. Their participation should also be considered when generating
the signal in the defective subsurface layer. This assumption can be supported by the
most recent results obtained by Aleksić et al. [31]. In their article, the dependence of the
photoacoustic signal on the frequency of the excitation beam was used to analyze the
influence of thin transparent foil on the thermal and elastic properties of a two-layer sample
consisting of a silicon substrate and a thin TiO2 foil. A thin layer can significantly affect
the substrate’s thermal state and increase the sample’s bending. This is related to a slight
change in the number of photogenerated carriers in the transparent layer, which strongly
influences the temperature differences between the illuminated and non-illuminated sides
of the sample [31]. The influence of the carriers in the defective layer probably extinguished
the signal for the first sample etching procedure.

5. Conclusions

Using piezoelectric photothermal spectroscopy, a new Cd1−xBexTe material was in-
vestigated, and its basic optical parameters were determined (Eg primary and thermal
diffusivity). The influence of the sample preparation method on the amplitude and phase
of the photothermal signal was observed and interpreted. High-quality sample surfaces
have yet to be achieved, and further work on surface treatment procedures is needed.
Further research and development of an appropriate etching method are required to obtain
a defect-free surface of the samples. The next step will be to measure the different etching
mixtures and etching times. The extinction of the signal-etching procedure may have been
caused by excessive etching time. Despite not achieving good surface quality, piezoelectric
spectroscopy is a sensitive method and can help choose the appropriate surface treatment
method to obtain the desired quality.
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In this paper, we presented a preliminary interpretation of our experimental data
using the modified Blonskij model. As not all courses of the amplitude and phase could
be interpreted with the proposed theory, it is necessary to expand it. We have shown that
considering only the thermoelastic effect for analyzing and simulating experimental spectra
cannot fully reproduce them. Effects related to carriers should also be considered in the
interpretation, both in terms of nonradiative bulk recombination of carriers that diffuse in
the crystal and the nonradiative surface recombination of carriers.
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Abstract: Compared with traditional liquid crystal and organic light emitting diode (OLED), micro
light emitting diode (μLED) has advantages in brightness, power consumption, and response speed.
It has important applications in microelectronics, micro-electro-mechanical systems, biomedicine,
and sensor systems. μLED massive transfer method plays an important role in these applications.
However, the existing μLED massive transfer method is faced with the problem of low yield. To
better transfer the μLED, the force value detached from the substrate needs to be measured. Atomic
force microscope (AFM) was used to measure the force of a single μLED when it detached from the
substrate. The μLED was glued to the front of the cantilever. When a single μLED was in contact with
or detached from the Polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS), the maximum pull-off force can be obtained.
The force at different peel speeds and preload was measured, and the experimental results show
that the separation force between a single μLED and PDMS substrate is not only related to the peel
speeds, but also related to the preload. The force values under different peel speeds and preload
were measured to lay a theoretical foundation for better design of μLED massive transfer system.

Keywords: AFM; μLED; mass transfer; adhesive force measurement

1. Introduction

The main advantage of micro light emitting diode (μLED) is that each LED can be
controlled and driven independently, leading to excellent power consumption, bright-
ness, resolution, contrast, heat dissipation, and other characteristics [1–3], and μLED has
important applications in microelectronics [4], biomedicine [5], and sensor systems [6].

μLED needs to be transferred to the circuit substrate in practical application. Currently,
the most popular transfer method is the stamp method, which adjusts the adhesion force by
adjusting the peeling parameters of Polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) to complete the μLED
pickup and release. The design of stamp is one of the key technologies of μLED transfer
printing [7–9]. A comprehensive understanding of the adhesion between μLED and PDMS
is needed to achieve more efficient and high-yield transfer. Therefore, it is very important
to measure the adhesion between the μLED and the substrate under different peel speeds
and preload.

Recently, many scholars have studied the adhesion between μLED and substrate. Tian
Yu et al. found that the peel angle can regulate the adhesion and friction through a theoreti-
cal model, which is the mechanism of gecko’s strong adhesion and fast separation [10]. Xu
Quan, Rogers et al. found that peel speed is an important factor affecting adhesion [11].
Rogers optimized the ground geometry of PDMS by using a sharp substrate, and the
strength of adhesion can be switched from strong to weak in a reversible manner by more
than three orders of magnitude [9].
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Chang Dong Yeo developed an instrument based on capacitive force sensor to measure
the dynamic adhesion between rough surfaces [12]. Min sock Kim proposed a new instru-
ment to measure the dynamic adhesion of the interaction surface on the flexible substrate,
and proposed an optimal adhesion control strategy based on the analysis of adhesion [13].
In 2017, Lindsay Vasilak used strain gauge load cell to measure the normal adhesive force
of OLED [14]. Chang-Dong Yeo used a high-resolution, high-dynamic bandwidth capaci-
tive force transducer and two piezoelectric actuators to measure adhesive pull-off forces
between nominally flat rough silicon surfaces under various dynamic conditions [15]. Jaeho
Lee used Atomic Force Microscope (AFM) to measure the adhesion between the colloidal
probe and silicon wafer. Two spherical colloids made of silicon dioxide and gold that
were attached to an AFM cantilever were approached to and retracted from a silicon wafer
specimen [16].

However, at present, none has been found in the literature regarding adhesion test
between a single μLED and the substrate and most of the experiments demonstrate the
adhesion between a large area of PDMS and μLED array, since it is hard to attach a single
μLED to the force sensor. In this paper, based on AFM, the adhesion between a single μLED
and the substrate was measured using cantilever, and the relationship between peel speeds,
preloads, and adhesion was evaluated [17,18]. In Section 2, the theoretical relationship
between pull-off forces to peel speeds and preload will be deduced. In Section 3, the
theoretical results will be verified experimentally.

2. The Theoretical Relationship between Pull-Off Forces to Peel Speed and Preload

2.1. The Image of μLED

The size of μLED is generally smaller than 100 μm [19,20], as shown in Figure 1. A
scanning electron microscope (SEM) image of μLED is shown in Figure 1A. The surface of
the μLED array obtained by optical microscope is shown in Figure 1B.

Figure 1. Image of μLED. (A) Scanning electron microscope (SEM) image of μLED. (B) The surface of
the μLED array obtained by optical microscope.

2.2. The Theoretical Relationship between Pull-Off Forces and Peel Velocity

The relationship between peel speed and pull-off force has also been extensively
studied [21], which can be expressed as:

Gc(v) = G0[1 + (
v
v0

)
k
] (1)

where G0 is the critical energy release rate and corresponding detaching speed v0 ap-
proaches zero, v is the peel speed, and the exponent k is a parameter that can be determined
from experiments. The power–law relationship (Equation (1)) has been found applicable to
low or high peel speed obtained from metal/polymer and polymer/polymer interfaces at
various temperatures.
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2.3. The Theoretical Relationship between Pull-Off Forces and Preload

According to the Hertzian contact theory, the actual contact occurs only on a small part
of the apparent area due to the surface roughness when two solid surfaces are in contact.
The size and distribution of the zone of contact exert a decisive influence on friction and
wear. The shape of the rough peaks on the actual contact surface is usually elliptical. Since
the size of the contact area of the ellipsoid is much smaller than its radius of curvature, the
rough peak can be approximately regarded as a sphere. The contact of two flat surfaces
can be regarded as a series of uneven spheres. The contact between two elastomer can be
converted into the contact between an elastic sphere with equivalent radius of curvature R
and equivalent modulus of elasticity E and a rigid smooth surface.

When μLED contacts with PDMS, the Young’s modulus of PDMS is much lower than
that of μLED, so it can be considered as elastic contact. When the two rough peaks contact
each other, the normal deformation δ is produced under the action of load W, which makes
the shape of the elastic sphere change from dotted line to solid line. The actual contact area
is a circle of radius a, as shown in Figure 2. The relationship between load and contact area
is given by Equation (2) [22]. ⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎩
δ = ( 9W2

16E∗2R
)

1/3

a = ( 3WR
4E∗ )

1/3

W = 4
3 E∗R1/2δ3/2

(2)

 

Figure 2. Diagram of single peak elastic contact.

The ideal rough surface is composed of many orderly rough peaks with the same
curvature radius and height, and the load and deformation of each peak are exactly the
same and independent from each other. However, the rough peak height of the actual
contact surface is randomly distributed in general, so the contact peak should be calculated
according to the probability. The contact condition of two rough surfaces is shown in
Figure 3.

Their contact can be converted into the situation where one smooth rigid surface
touches another rough elastic surface. Since the surface of μLED is very smooth, while the
surface of PDMS is quite the opposite, this assumption is consistent with reality.

When the distance between the center lines is h, only the part of the contour height
z > h contacts with. In the probability density distribution curve, the shading area of the
z > h part is the surface contact probability, that is [23]

P(z > h) =
∫ ∞

h
ψ(z)dz (3)
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Figure 3. Contact of rough surfaces. The root mean square values of the roughness of the two surfaces
are respectively σ1 and σ2, h is the distance between the center lines, z is the part of the contour height
z > h contacts with, and Ψ(z) is the probability of the surface contact.

If the number of peaks on the rough surface is n, the number of peaks participating in
the contact, m, is given by [23]:

m = n
∫ ∞

h
ψ(z)dz (4)

The normal phase deformation of each contact peak is z-h. From Equation (2), the
actual contact area A is given by [23]:

A = mπR(z − h) = nπR
∫ ∞

h
(z − h)ψ(z)dz (5)

The total load W is supported by the contact peak as [23]:

W =
4
3

mE∗R1/2(z − h)3/2 =
4
3

nE∗R1/2
∫ ∞

h
(z − h)3/2ψ(z)dz (6)

Usually, the contour height of the actual surface follows a Gaussian distribution [24],
in which most of region near the z-score approximates an exponential distribution. Suppose
that ψ(z) = exp(−z/σ), we get:

m = nσ exp(−h/σ) (7)

A = πnRσ2 exp(−h/σ) (8)

W =
3
4

nE∗R1/2σ3/2 exp(−h/σ) (9)

From the above equations, it can be derived that W is proportional to A and W is
proportional to m. Thus, the actual contact area and the number of contact peaks have
a linear relationship with the load in the elastic contact state of the two rough surfaces.
Separating μLEDs from PDMSs creates two new interfaces, and the force value Fcr required
for this process is obtained as [10]:

Fcr = Aγ (10)

where γ is the viscosity coefficient of the two surfaces. From Equations (8)–(10), it can be
concluded that the adhesive force increases with the increase of preload.

3. The Experimental Results and Discussion

3.1. Experimental Steps

To measure the adhesion between a single μLED and the substrate, a cantilever
measurement scheme is adopted, and the specific steps are shown in Figure 4A–C.
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Figure 4. The adhesion measurement results based on cantilever between μLED and substrate.
(A–C) Measurement steps. (A) The initial state. (B) The loading status. (C) The reverse motion.
(D) Typical single measurement results.

Step 1: Apply glue to the tip of the tipless cantilever with a stiffness of 5.1 N/m.
Step 2: Move the cantilever above a μLED.
Step 3: Lower the cantilever to contact the μLED and wait for the glue (UV photoresist)

to solidify.
Step 4: Raise the cantilever to make the μLED separate from the base.
Step 5: Move μLED above the PDMS substrate.
Step 6: Measure the relevant force value at different peel speeds and preload.
A typical adhesion–depth curve on a single μLED with a flexible PDMS substrate

(1:10 mixing ratio) measured by AFM is shown in Figure 4D. The tip of the cantilever
is controlled at a speed of 10 μm/s. The x-axis is the displacement of the μLED. The
measurement process is divided into two segments according to the direction of cantilever
movement: approach (red line in Figure 4D) and retract (blue line in Figure 4D). The y-axis
is force between the μLED and PDMS.

The AFM has been well calibrated using thermal method. The relationship between
the force acted on cantilever and PSD output has been obtained before measuring the
adhesion force.

The μLED on the cantilever was moved above a substrate PDMS, as shown in
Figure 4A. Figure 4B is in a loading status. The μLED is pressed on the PDMS and
continuously moved through the precision stage. The laser spot moves as the cantilever
bends. The cantilever will not stop until the pressure equals the set preload, as shown in
section BC in Figure 4D. Figure 4C is in reverse motion. With the reverse movement, the
pressure of μLED on the PDMS substrate becomes smaller and smaller until the pressure
reaches 0, as shown in the CD section.

Dynamic jumping behavior during approach (such as the BC segment) and measured
jumping behavior during return (CF) were measured.
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As can be seen from Figure 4D, the measurement process can be divided into four
stages according to the contact status: (I) pressure down to contact with PDMS, (II) pressure
to the maximum to reach preload, (III) reverse movement, and (IV) separation from PDMS.

I—Initial state: the cantilever is moved by a precision stage and is not in contact with
the PDMS, as shown in Section AB.

II—Loading status: μLED contact PDMS. The μLED is pressed on the PDMS and
continuously moved through the precision stage. The laser spot moves as the cantilever
bends. The cantilever will not stop until the pressure equals the set preload, as shown in
section BC.

III—Reverse motion: With the reverse movement, the pressure of μLED on the PDMS
substrate becomes smaller and smaller until the pressure reaches 0, as shown in the CD
section. As the reverse motion continues, the PDMS deforms due to the tension between
the μLED and PDMS. At this point, the elastic force of the cantilever acting on μLED is less
than the critical adhesion force of PDMS, as shown in section DE.

IV—Exit stage: The elastic force of the cantilever on μLED is greater than the critical
adhesion force. A sudden jump in the position sensitive device (PSD) voltage output can
be observed, as shown in the EF section.

The maximum pull-off force can be defined as the minimum force of the force-depth
curve, as shown in Figure 4D.

3.2. Measurement of Adhesion under Different Detaching Velocities and Preload

As shown in Figure 5, the maximum pull-off force was measured at different peel
velocities (detaching velocity) varying from 10 μm/s to 300 μm/s, in which high peel speed
(300 μm/s) resulted in strong adhesion, while low peel speed (10 μm/s) resulted in weak
adhesion. Obviously, there is a strong correlation (proportional relationship) between the
maximum pull-off force and the peel velocity.
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Figure 5. The measured maximum pull-off forces with respect to peel velocity.

We measured the maximum adhesion force at different preload from 0.5 to 3 μN (the
peel speed was fixed at 10 μm/s). The proportional relationship between the maximum
pull-off force and the preload is shown in Figure 6.

The experimental results show that the preload has a great influence on the adhesion,
which is different from the previous research: “Unlike the effects of material property of
PDMS, the maximum pull-off force has similar value regardless of the initial indentation
force between the tip and the flexible substrate”. Our theoretical result is consistent with
our experimental result but different from the literature.

It Is hard to compare the experimental results to results from Equations (8)–(10). The
equations show a positive proportion relationship between contact area and the maximum
pull-off force. However, the real contact area between the μLED and PDMS or other
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substrates could not be measured. Therefore, it is impossible to directly compare the
quantity of theoretical value and experimental value absolutely, but only relatively.
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Figure 6. Results for the maximum pull-off force at different preload.

4. Conclusions

In this paper, the adhesion force between the μLED and substrate at different peel
speeds and preload was measured by AFM. The experimental results show that the sep-
aration force between a single μLED and PDMS substrate is not only related to the peel
speed, but also related to the preload. Although it is hard to directly compare the abso-
lute quantity of theoretical value and experimental value, the results find a new way to
design an apparatus for μLED transfer printing. Future research is required to reversibly
change adhesion strength between strong and weak modes by more than two orders of
magnitude so that the system can be applied in transfer printing. We will focus on the
design of a novel substrate to achieve this target. This system would have broader impacts
in transfer printing.
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Abstract: Terahertz (THz) photonic crystal (PC) waveguides show promise as an efficient and versatile
waveguiding platform for communication, sensing, and imaging. However, low-frequency THz PC
waveguides with a low-cost and easy fabrication remain challenging. To address this issue, a THz
PC waveguide with a lilac-shaped defect has been designed and fabricated by 3D printing based on
stereolithography (SLA). The reflection and transmission characteristics of the proposed waveguide
have been analyzed using the finite difference frequency domain (FDFD) method. The waveguide
spectral response is further optimized by changing the distance of the lilac-shaped resonant cavities.
Consistent with the results of numerical modeling, the measured results show that the waveguide
performs a resonant reflection in the region of 0.2 to 0.3 THz and low-pass transmission in the
6G mobile communication window. Furthermore, in order to characterize the performance of the
proposed waveguide, parameters have been analyzed, including the Q factor, resonant frequency,
and bandwidth. This work supplies a novel pathway for the design and fabrication of a low-
frequency THz PC waveguide with potential applications in communication, sensing, and imaging.

Keywords: terahertz; photonic crystal waveguide; 3D printing

1. Introduction

Terahertz (THz) is electromagnetic radiation with a frequency in the range 0.1 to
10 THz, which lies in the gap between the microwave and infrared regions [1]. THz
technology has been playing an increasingly important role in various fields, including
wireless communication, security, biomedical applications, imaging, sensing, and spec-
troscopy [2–4]. Although THz waves have proven to be beneficial for many applications,
most THz systems are based on free-space optics that are complex, delicate, and require
frequent alignment [1]. To solve these issues, different types of THz waveguides have
been proposed. Many of THz waveguides have been demonstrated for applications such
as communication, sensing, and imaging. Notably, the THz band from 0.1 to 0.3 THz
has been of significant research interest in recent years, as it is considered to be the main
transmission band for 6G telecommunication; low-frequency THz waveguides working in
the 6G mobile communication window are gaining immense demand [5]. Currently, the
very limited design library of conventional waveguide structures substantially constraints
their functionalities to mostly mere waveguiding. Researchers are still struggling to design
and manufacture high-performance waveguides with a low-cost and easy fabrication [3].

A variety of waveguides have been explored, including metallic and dielectric waveg-
uides [4,6–12]. Most metallic waveguides are only suitable for millimeter lengths [13], be-
cause of the strong trade-off between mode confinement and metallic loss [11,12]. Because
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of the existing surface plasmon polaritons (SPPs) [12], metallic PCs enable confinement
of THz waves in the sub-millimeter scale. However, metallic PC waveguides are still
inevitably accompanied by Ohmic losses, which limit the quality factors of resonance and
compromise the efficiency of metallic-based devices [8]. In the past few years, a growing
number of reports have shown that this problem could be solved by employing dielectric
waveguides, which mostly rely on high-index and low-loss particles (such as silicon, SiO2,
and TiO2) [7,9,10]. Consequently, interest in dielectric waveguides has increased with the
application of dielectric antennas, resonators, polarizers, etc. [4,8–10,14]. Meanwhile, a
number of researches have been focused on dielectric waveguides because of the wide
variety of available materials and the greater flexibility of the waveguide design. Many di-
electric waveguide structures, including planar [15], rectangular [16], circular [1], strip [17],
and photonic crystal waveguides [10,18,19] have been investigated. Among them, photonic
crystals can realize strong light confinement due to the nature of photonic band gaps, and
show great potential in high-performance dielectric waveguides [10].

Currently, THz waveguides are mostly fabricated by photolithography, which requires
multiple steps, including spin-coating, prebaking, the preparation of masks, exposure,
etc. [20–22], leading to a long preparation cycle and a high cost [16,23]. In addition, most
of these devices have a substrate, which significantly lowers the transmittance and causes
internal interference. Therefore, it is of great significance that THz PC waveguides are
fabricated in a simple, low-cost, and efficient way [16]. Furthermore, most of the related
works are conducted at a microwave and millimeter wave; it remains challenging to obtain
low-frequency THz PC waveguides with a low-cost and easy fabrication. Direct writing
technology has been applied to create complex THz waveguides, such as microfluidic three-
dimensional photonic crystals [24]. High-accuracy 3D printing based on stereolithography
(SLA) [13,23,25–27] as an emerging technology shows great potential in high-performance
dielectric waveguides, but it has not been applied in THz PC waveguides.

In this work, a THz PC waveguide with a lilac-shaped defect is demonstrated. This
proposed waveguide is fabricated with a high-density photosensitive resin by 3D printing
based on SLA. The reflection and transmission properties of the waveguide in the 6G
mobile communication window have been investigated. The waveguide spectral response
is optimized by changing the distance of the lilac-shaped resonant cavities. The waveguide
performance in the range of 0.1 THz to 0.5 THz has been analyzed, including the Q factors,
resonant frequency (fR), full width half max (FWHM), −60 dB bandwidth, and loss.

2. Design and Simulations

In this part, a low-frequency THz PC waveguide with a lilac-shaped defect is designed,
as shown in Figure 1a,b. The symmetrical petal hollow core is induced in the waveguide
structure to broaden the operation frequency bandwidth. For efficiently guiding the
terahertz wave, the structural parameters are optimized to design a suitable structure. The
lattice structure of the periodically arranged unit cells consists of air holes on the o-xy plane,
which are described by the following [28,29]

x(M, m) = aM cos
(

2mπ

6M

)
(1)

y(M, m) = aM sin
(

2mπ

6M

)
(2)

where a is the lattice constant, M is the number of the air hole rings, and m (1 ≤ m ≤ 6M) is
the number of the air holes in the Mth ring. The lilac-shaped resonant cavities are formed by
four larger symmetrical air holes at the center, with the first, second, and third rings of the
periodically arranged unit holes removed. Each resonant cavity consists of an intersection
of one circular air hole with a diameter of D and one square air hole with a length of L.
The gap distance between four petals of the lilac-shaped resonant cavities is defined as g.
Initial values of the structure parameters are a = 1000 μm, d = 0.8 a = 800 μm, D = 1500 μm,
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L = 750 μm, and g = 500 μm. Meanwhile, the depth of the air holes in the z direction is
much larger than a (h >> a).

Figure 1. (a) The 2D structure of the THz PC waveguide. (b) The 3D structure of the THz PC
waveguide. (c) The process of reflection and transmission characteristics of the THz PC waveguide.
(d) The real and imaginary parts of the refractive index (RI) of the photosensitive resin.

In the simulation process, the optical characteristics of the THz PC waveguide were
analyzed using COMSOL Multiphysics. The boundary condition was set to the scattering
boundary condition to absorb energies. The physics-controlled mesh was applied to the
model [29]. The process of the reflection and transmission characteristics of the proposed
waveguide is shown in Figure 1c. The TE-polarized Gaussian form was injected into the
waveguide from the left side and a monitor was set on the right side of the waveguide.
Air holes were placed throughout the photosensitive resin background. In the simulation,
the refractive index (RI) of the photosensitive resin used in the range of 0.1 to 0.5 THz
were measured using the Terahertz Time-Domain Spectroscopy (THz-TDS) system (Menlo
TeraSmart, Martinsried, Germany), which is shown in Figure 1d.

The gap distance (g) is an important parameter that can change the photonic bandgap
of the photonic crystal; in particular, the guidance of the terahertz wave in the waveguide
is caused by the photonic bandgap mechanism. Therefore, in order to explore the detailed
functionality of the waveguide, the influence of the gap distance (g) has been simulated
from 100 μm to 2000 μm in steps of 100 μm. The reflection map of the waveguide with
different gap distances is shown in Figure 2a. As the gap distance increases from 100 μm to
2000 μm, the reflection loss performs a resonant dip in the frequency region of 0.2 to 0.3 THz.
Correspondingly, as shown in Figure 2b, the transmission loss increases continually within
0.5 THz. For instance, when the gap distance is 1000 μm, the reflection loss (S11) and
transmission coefficient (S21) are shown in Figure 2c. The band-stop behavior of the
proposed waveguide is analyzed by the reflection loss. The resonant frequency of the
band-stop is approximately at 0.23 THz with a transmission loss of about −44 dB. The
transmission coefficient shows the low-pass behavior. To better understand the reflection
and transmission effect, the simulated electric field patterns at different frequencies are
analyzed in Figure 2d when g is 1000 μm. It is observed that the THz wave can smoothly
pass through this waveguide within 0.2 THz and it is reflected mostly higher than 0.3 THz.
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Figure 2. (a,b) The 2D contour maps of simulated reflection loss and transmission loss as a function of
frequency with different gap distances (g), respectively. The black dashed line indicates g = 1000 μm.
(c) The simulated S parameters of the THz PC waveguide with g = 1000 μm. These blue dashed
lines indicate the frequency at 0.1 THz, 0.2 THz, 0.3 THz, and 0.5 THz, respectively. (d) Electric field
distributions of the THz PC waveguide at g = 1000 μm with different frequencies (0.1 THz, 0.2 THz,
0.3 THz, 0.5 THz, respectively).

3. Experiment and Results

3.1. Fabrication of the Proposed Waveguides

The exact reproduction of the designed structure requires tremendous efforts to opti-
mize the parameters of the facility. Fortunately, 3D printing is a process of making prototype
parts directly from computer models, which opens up almost unlimited possibilities for
rapid prototyping [13]. In this study, waveguides with the gap distance (g) set as 500 μm,
1000 μm, and 2000 μm, respectively, were printed using the SLA 3D printing mechanism.
Figure 3a shows an overview of the entire 3D printing methodology [25,26]. Figure 3b–e
shows a cross-section of the optical electron microscopy (OEM) images of the waveguide
(e.g., the gap distance g is 500 μm). The fabricated error of the waveguide structure was
measured using a microscope camera to evaluate the accuracy of the dimensions [27].
The OEM results proved that the morphology of the 3D-printing was consistent with the
design. According to the measurement result, as shown in Figure 3f, d = 800 ± 14.96 μm,
D = 1500 ± 19 μm, L = 750 ± 18.74 μm, g = 500 ± 14.23 μm. It is noted that the difference
between the measured and designed dimensions was within the allowable printer error
(<50 μm). Therefore, the fabrication method of the proposed waveguide had the advantages
of a low-cost and easy fabrication, and flexible design. These properties are desirable for
applications of various terahertz devices [30].

3.2. 3D Printing Based on Stereolithography

The desired waveguide devices were first drafted using commercial CAD drawing
software and then translated into STL format, a suitable file for a 3D printer. The file
was then sliced in a Z direction using the Photon Workshop software (Version 2.1.23.RC8).
The sliced file was then sent to the 3D printer. This SLA printer (ANYCUBIC Photon
Mono X) used an inverted lithography set-up with a 405 nm UV light irradiation and LCD
screen selective voxel curing that resulted in the finished 3D structure [26]. The transverse
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resolution was 47 μm and the longitudinal resolution was 1.25 μm (i.e., along the structure
height) [23].

Figure 3. (a) Schematic of the SLA printing process and 3D printed object. Optical microscopy images
of (b) the cross-section of the THz PC waveguide, (c) the periodically arranged unit cells of the THz
PC waveguide, (d) the lilac-shaped resonant cavities of the THz PC waveguide, and (e) one petal of
the lilac-shaped resonant cavities of the THz PC waveguide. (f) Statistical analysis of the size of four
parameters after multiple measurements.

3.3. THZ-TDS Setup

All of the experimental investigations were performed with a THz-TDS system (Menlo
TeraSmart, Martinsried, Germany). The centered wavelength of the femtosecond laser that
was used was 780 nm and the repetition rate was 100 MHz. The frequency resolution of
the THz-TDS system was 1.2 GHz with a signal to noise ratio (SNR) of about 80 dB. The
beam was guided between the transmitter and detector by off-axis parabolic mirrors.

3.4. Measurement and Discussion

As shown in Figure 4a, in the measurement of reflection loss, the signal is measured
by receiver (1#), which is set at the reflection optical path (red arrows). For measurement of
the transmission loss, the signal is measured by the receiver (2#) that is set at the transmis-
sion optical path (blue arrows). The RI of the photosensitive resin material used in THz
frequency range were measured by the THz-TDS system. As shown in Figure 4b,c, the
experimental and simulated loss of the proposed waveguide with different gap distances
were obtained from 0.1 to 0.5 THz in the potential 6G telecommunication band.

In the reflection spectra, it was found that the resonant frequency (fR) of the waveguide
shifted to the left with an increase in gap distance (g), which is shown in Figure 4b. The
experimental and simulated resonant frequency were both in the region of 0.2 to 0.3 THz.
The numerical simulation results showed that the reflection loss decreased by about −20 dB,
and the experimental results showed that it decreased by about −10 dB. As shown in
Figure 4c, in the transmission spectra from 0.1 to 0.3 THz, it was found that the experimental
and simulated results demonstrated approximately the same loss, of less than −45 dB,
and it showed a remarkable decrease trend higher than 0.3 THz. The magnitudes of loss
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observed in the experimental results did not exactly match that of the simulated results,
and this discrepancy could be attributed to the detection limitation of the experimental
apparatus. Overall, the numerical simulation results agreed well with the experimental
results, which indicates that the proposed waveguide has a good controllable performance.

Figure 4. (a) Optical path for the THz-TDS measurement setup, the above experiments are performed
in dry air. (b) The simulated and experimental reflection spectra for the THz PC waveguide with
the gap distance (g) set as 500 μm, 1000 μm, and 2000 μm, respectively. (c) The simulated and
experimental transmission spectra for the THz PC waveguide with the gap distance (g) set as 500 μm,
1000 μm, and 2000 μm, respectively.

To analyze the resonant performance of the waveguide, the Q factor and reflection
loss at the resonant frequency were calculated. Q factor can be expressed by [30]

Q =
ωr

FWHM
(3)

where ωr is the resonant frequency (ωr = 2πfR) and FWHM is the full width half max
of the resonant spectrum. As shown in Figure 5a, the resonant frequency has a shift of
33 GHz. Simultaneously, as shown in Figure 5b, with a gap distance of 500–2000 μm, the
measured Q factor was obtained from 1.55 to 2. The reflection loss was further analyzed at
the resonant frequency, as shown in Figure 5c. The difference in the reflection loss between
the experimental and simulated results was about 10 dB.
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Figure 5. Characteristics of the THz PC waveguide. Influence of the gap distance (g) on (a) the
resonant frequency fR, (b) Q factor, (c) the reflection loss (at f = fR), (d) the bandwidth (with FWHM
and −60 dB bandwidth, respectively), and (e) the transmission loss with f = 0.1 THz, f = 0.2 THz,
and f = 0.3 THz, respectively.

In order to better understand the transmission characteristics of the waveguide, the
FWHM and the −60 dB bandwidth were analyzed. As shown in Figure 5d, with a gap
distance of 500–1000 μm, FWHM was obtained from 0.2 to 0.3 THz. The −60 dB bandwidth
was obtained from 0.4 to 0.5 THz, which is within the detection limitation of most com-
mercial THz-TDS systems. In addition, in order to better illustrate the performance of the
transmission loss in diverse frequency conditions, the transmission loss was analyzed in
detail at different frequencies within 0.3 THz, individually (Figure 5e). The results revealed
that the transmission loss decreased with a larger gap distance, and a similar trend was
also indicated by the simulation results. The above results show that the waveguide perfor-
mance could be controlled by the gap distance. Thus, the optimum structural parameters
of the waveguide should be selected according to the application requirements.

4. Conclusions

In conclusion, a THz PC waveguide with a lilac-shaped defect is demonstrated in
this work. The reflection and transmission characteristics of the proposed waveguide
have been analyzed both in simulation and experiment. The waveguide spectral response
is further optimized by changing the distance of the lilac-shaped resonant cavities. The
designed waveguide performs a resonant reflection in the region of 0.2 to 0.3 THz and
a low-pass transmission in the 6G mobile communication window. These results have
demonstrated that the waveguide performance can be controlled by the gap distance. For
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some special occasions, the gap distance can be treated in order to evaluate the pros and
cons of this device. In addition, the proposed waveguide has many advantages, including a
designable structure, low-cost and easy fabrication, and operation in a low-THz frequency.
Although its reflection and transmission loss are larger than other types of waveguides, the
performance of the proposed waveguide will be optimized with the development of SLA
technology. It holds great promise for extensive applications in communication, sensing,
and imaging.
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Abstract: In this paper, the edge strain relaxation of InGaN/GaN MQW micro-pillars is studied.
Micro-pillar arrays with a diameter of 3–20 μm were prepared on a blue GaN LED wafer by induc-
tively coupled plasma (ICP) etching. The peak wavelength shift caused by edge strain relaxation was
tested using micro-LED pillar array room temperature photoluminescence (PL) spectrum measure-
ments. The results show that there is a nearly 3 nm peak wavelength shift between the micro-pillar
arrays, caused by a high range of the strain relaxation region in the small size LED pillar. Furthermore,
a 19 μm micro-LED pillar’s Raman spectrum was employed to observe the pillar strain relaxation. It
was found that the Raman E2

H mode at the edge of the micro-LED pillar moved to high frequency,
which verified an edge strain relaxation of = 0.1%. Then, the exact strain and peak wavelength distri-
bution of the InGaN quantum wells were simulated by the finite element method, which provides
effective verification of our PL and Raman strain relaxation analysis. The results and methods in this
paper provide good references for the design and analysis of small-size micro-LED devices.

Keywords: InGaN/GaN multiple quantum well (MQW); strain relaxation; micro-LED arrays;
photoluminescence (PL); Raman shift

1. Introduction

When the size of an LED chip is reduced to tens of microns or even a few microns,
it is called a micro-LED chip. Because the micro-display is based on red, green, and
blue (RGB) light, micro-LED chips have a high resolution, high brightness, long life, high
response speed, and low power consumption. Micro-LEDs have important applications
in high-resolution displays, augmented reality, high-speed visible light communication,
micro-projectors and other fields [1–3]. Therefore, micro-LED research has been highly
valued by researchers in academia and industry all over the world.

In order to improve the luminous efficiency, a multiple quantum well (MQW) structure
generally is adopted as the active layer in the micro-LED [4–6]. However, the difference in
the lattice constants of the two materials in the quantum well will have a certain impact on
the performance of the device. Using the blue LED as an example, stacked InGaN/GaN
layers are used to fabricate multiple quantum wells. Due to the ~11% lattice mismatch
between InN and GaN when the crystal grows along the c-axis, the InGaN/GaN multiple
quantum well (MQW) suffers from epitaxial strain and a strong piezoelectric field [7], which
leads to a quantum-confined Stark effect (QCSE) that further limits the internal quantum
efficiency of InGaN/GaN MQW LEDs [8,9]. In addition, recent studies have indicated that
the strain giving rise to the QCSE may be fully or partly relaxed at the boundary of micro-
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or nano-scale GaN pillars, stimulating many previous studies on the stress distributions
on such samples. For example, Y.Kawakami et al. compared the radiation recombination
rate of the quantum well of the micro-column structure at the edge and central regions of
the micro-column in a time-resolved spectroscopy test, and the radiation recombination
rate of the strain relaxation emission zone was higher than that of the strain zone, verifying
the existence of the edge stress release phenomenon [10]. The high-resolution CL test of
E.Y.Xie et al. performed a full scan of the sample and observed that there was a difference
in the radiation wavelength at the boundary and center of the cylindrical sample [11]. The
low photoluminescence measured by Peichen Yu from the embedded InGaN/GaN MQW
shows a blueshift energy of 68 meV [12]. The above experiments are conducted with ultra-
high-resolution CL and PL spectroscopy, which takes a long time and requires equipment
with a very high spatial resolution. Moreover, these studies are all tested on a single
MQW pillar and there are no reports studying the edge stress release phenomenon through
information obtained from a large number of samples, while the micro-LED applications
are generally based on the form of the arrays.

In this paper, several micro-LED arrays of different pillar diameters are fabricated to
observe the strain relaxation effect on InGaN/GaN MQWS wavelength modulation. The PL
spectra before and after the etching of the micro-LED pillar arrays are used to characterize
the MQW edge stress release effect on the arrays’ radiation.

Confocal Raman tests are also performed on the single micro-LED pillars to demon-
strate the release of lattice mismatch stress on the quantum well sidewalls. Finally, an
MQW solid mechanics finite element method (FEM) simulation is used to verify the
above analysis.

2. Experiments

2.1. Epitaxial Growth and InGaN/GaN Micro-LED Arrays Fabrication

The InGaN/GaN LED wafer was grown on a 4-inch c-plane sapphire substrate by
metal–organic chemical vapor deposition. The epitaxy layer is illustrated in Figure 1: a
3 μm undoped GaN buffer layer; a 1.5 μm n-type GaN layer; twelve periods 3 nm MQWs
separated by 12 nm GaN barrier layers; and a 0.2 μm p-type GaN top layer.

Figure 1. Schematic of GaN blue LED epitaxial wafer layers.

In order to study strain relaxation of InGaN/GaN MQWs, the top p-GaN layer thick-
ness was reduced to 100 nm by inductively coupled plasma (ICP) etching. Then, we divided
a 4-inch wafer into 18 areas of the same size with area sizes of 12.24 mm × 19.38 mm. We
etched an equal number of micro-pillars of different sizes in each area and the etching
period was 30 μm (row: 12,240 μm /30 μm = 408, column: 19,380 μm/30 μm = 646). The
diameters of the etched micro-pillars ranged from 3 μm to 20 μm. (as shown in Figure 2)
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Figure 2. Micro-pillar layout on the 4-inch wafer with diameters from 3 to 20 m.

2.2. PL and Raman Spectrum Measurements of Laser Confocal Scanning Imaging

After the epitaxy wafer was grown, a room-temperature PL mapping was performed
with the Etamax photoluminescence tester. The entire epitaxial wafer was scanned by a
40 mW 325 nm laser beam before and after etching. The PL-mapped image resolution is
~1 mm, a total of 7028-pixels.

Then, the single micro-pillars were characterized by room-temperature Raman spec-
troscopy. Raman measurements were performed using a Horiba XploRA PLUS confocal
Raman microscopy system, taking the Z incident direction along the wurtzite GaN c-axis
and X direction perpendicular to the c-axis. The theoretically allowed X polarization Z
backscattering geometric configuration Z(X, X)Z Raman modes for GaN materials are
A1(LO) and E2

H [13]. The 532 nm Raman laser spot diameter was 0.72 μm and the diffrac-
tion grating was set to 2400 grating/mm (high-resolution mode) in order to improve the
spectral-spatial resolution.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. InGaN/GaN Micro-Pillar Arrays PL Spectral Analysis

Figure 3a is the PL peak wavelength distribution of the entire epitaxial wafer after
epitaxial growth, which is recorded as the ORI (original wafer PL). The average wavelength
of the PL spectrum is 463.04 nm and the standard deviation is 0.82 nm. It can be seen that
the emission wavelengths generated by the epitaxial wafer are not completely consistent
after epitaxial growth.

Figure 3b shows the distribution of the PL peak wavelength obtained after micro-pillar
ICP etching according to the layout shown in Figure 2, denoted as AFT (after etching PL).
The obvious PL area outline proves that the etching was successful in dividing the wafer
into the 18 smaller areas. The peak wavelength distribution characteristics inherited from
the original wafer can also be seen in Figure 3b.

The wavelength distribution inhomogeneity caused by the original wafer epitaxy
affects the extraction of micro-pillar PL information. In order to suppress these influences,
we subtracted the AFT PL from the ORI PL and filtered the peak wavelength information
out of the micro-LED pillar area. Then, some abnormal values far from the average in
the ORI minus AFT PL results caused by etching damage and wafer boundary epitaxy
quality degradation are filtered based on the Chauvenet-criterion method [14]. The result
is shown in Figure 3c and we can obtain the peak wavelength blueshift caused by the
micro-LED pillar arrays. There is a wavelength shift of nearly 0–3 nm in the regions of
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different micro-column sizes. It can be concluded that the smaller the column size, the
greater the wavelength blueshift.

Figure 3. Features of PL spectral data: (a) PL spectrum of the GaN blue LED epitaxial wafer before
etching, denoted as ORI; (b) PL spectrum of the epitaxial wafer after micro-pillar etching, denoted as
AFT; (c) micro-pillar arrays’ wavelength shift, ORI-AFT wavelength shift; (d) average wavelength
shift for different pillar sizes.

To further illustrate micro-pillar arrays’ peak wavelength shift, we employed a non-
zero mean method to deal with the peak wavelength of each pillar region. As shown in
Figure 3d, the wavelength blueshift gradually decreased from 3.1166 nm in the 3 μm pillar
size region to a minimum of 0.6634 nm in the 19 μm pillar size region. We attribute these
PL peak wavelength blueshifts to the InGaN/GaN multi-quantum well stress release at the
side edge of the micro-pillar. As concluded in previous studies [10–12], the InGaN/GaN
quantum well sidewalls’ strain relaxation leads to the reduction of the piezoelectric polar-
ization field in the quantum well. Affected by this, the equivalent InGaN/GaN band gap
becomes larger and the emission wavelength is blueshifted.

3.2. Single InGaN/GaN Micro-Pillar Raman Measurements and Analysis

In order to verify the above micro-pillar arrays’ strain-related PL results, confocal
Raman microscopy measurements were employed to characterize micro-pillar strain re-
laxation. Figure 4 shows the InGaN/GaN wafer Raman spectra collected in the geometric
configuration of Z(X,X)Z. There are distinct peaks at approximately 567 cm−1 and 734 cm−1,
which are assigned to the E2

H and A1
LO modes of wurtzite GaN, respectively. The Raman

E2
H mode shift can provide strain relief information due to the biaxial stress caused by

lattice mismatch between GaN and InGaN [15,16].
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Figure 4. The Raman spectra of InGaN/GaN blue LED wafer.

Through our measurements, the strain relaxation at the edge of the micro-pillar has the
same characteristics, so we choose a large InGaN/GaN pillar (diameter of 19 μm) to analyze
more Raman information on the pillar surface. The center position of the cylindrical sample
was taken as the Raman test starting point, the step size along the radius was approximately
1 μm, and the endpoint was the cylinder boundary. Figure 5a shows the E2

H mode from
the center to the edge and it can be seen that the Raman E2

H mode tends to shift to the right
as the distance increases.

Figure 5. (a) E2
H modes of Raman spectra after Gaussian fitting and normalization at different

distances from center; (b) E2
H peaks at different distances from the center.

The peak of the E2
H mode at a different distance from the center was collected in

Figure 5b and the movement of the E2
H peak position could be observed in more detail.

As the distance from the center of the micro-pillar increases, the frequency of the Raman
peak remains relatively stable near 566.82 cm−1 until a distance ≥ 8 μm, when the Raman
frequency shift starts to move significantly towards the high-frequency direction. At the
boundary position, the frequency shift reaches 567.93 cm−1, which is close to the bulk GaN
E2

H mode. The change of E2
H indicates that there is strain inside the pillar, while there is

full strain relaxation at the edge.
The stress and strain relief at the pillar edge along the x-axis (Δσxx, Δεxx) can be

calculated through Equations (1) and (2).
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Δσxx =
Δω

k
=

Edge Raman shi f
(
EH

2
)− Center Raman shi f t

(
EH

2
)

2.56
(1)

Δεxx =
Δσxx

C11 + C12
(2)

Here, k is the stress coefficient, and C11 and C12 are the elastic moduli of In0.25Ga0.75N
(listed in Table 1).

From our fitted results in Figure 5b, the Raman frequency shift near the center area is
566.82cm−1 and the Raman frequency shift at the edge position is 567.93 cm−1. According
to Equations (1) and (2), it can be calculated that there is a stress release of Δσxx = 0.43 GPa
and a strain release of Δεxx = 0.10% at the pillar edge.

Furthermore, the micro-pillar strain-related bandgap and peak wavelength shift were
derived from Equations (3)–(8). The strain analysis parameters are summarized in Table 1.

Considering a strained InGaN-layer wurtzite crystal pseudomorphically grown along
the c-axis on a thick GaN layer, the strain tensor ε in the InGaN well region has the following
elements [17]:

εxx = εyy =
aGaN − aInGaN

aInGaN
(3)

εzz = −2
C13

C33
εxx (4)

εxy = εxz = εyz = 0 (5)

where aInGaN and aGaN are the stress-free lattice parameters of the well and barrier layers,
respectively. In this paper, the indium composition in the well layer is 0.25. and the
unstressed lattice parameters and elastic constants of In0.25Ga0.75N can be calculated by
linear interpolation of the data in [18].

The strain-induced band gap changes were considered, according to the follow-
ing equations:

Estrain
g = Eg + (acz − D1 − D3)εzz + (act − D2 − D4)

(
εxx + εyy

)
(6)

where acz and act are the conduction-band deformation potentials along the c-axis and perpen-
dicular to the c-axis, respectively. D1, D2, D3, and D4 are the shear deformation potentials.

With Equations (4) and (6), the micro-pillar band gap and wavelength shift (ΔEstrain
g , Δλ)

between the center and edge due to strain relief can be expressed in Equations (7) and (8):

ΔEstrain
g = Estrain

g (Edge)− Estrain
g (Center)

= 2
(

act − D2 − D4 − C13
C33

(acz − D1 − D3

)
Δεxx

(7)

Δλ =
h × c

Estrain
g (Edge)

− h × c
Estrain

g (Center)
(8)

where c is the speed of light in a vacuum and h is Planck’s constant.
According to Equations (3)–(8) and our Raman analysis, Δσxx and Δεxx, the peak

wavelength shift of GaN/InGaN pillar between the center and edge reached 2.45 nm. The
Raman shift data show that the strain relaxation at the edge of the pillar is notable, which
also provides the reason as to why the small-size InGaN/GaN pillar has a large variation
in PL (Figure 3d).
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Table 1. Parameters used for GaN and InGaN materials stress and strain analysis [18,19].

Material InN GaN In0.25Ga0.75N

k (cm−1/GPa) 2.56
a (Å) 3.545 3.189 3.278

acz (eV) −3.5 −4.9 −4.55
act (eV) −3.5 −11.3 −9.35
D1 (eV) −3.7 −3.7 −3.7
D2 (eV) 4.5 4.5 4.5
D3 (eV) 8.2 8.2 8.2
D4 (eV) −4.1 −4.1 −4.1

C11 (Gpa) 223 390 348.25
C12 (Gpa) 115 145 137.5
C13 (Gpa) 92 106 102.5
C33 (Gpa) 224 398 354.5
C44 (Gpa) 48 105 90.75

3.3. InGaN/GaN Quantum Well Finite Element Method (FEM) Simulation

From the above section, the strain’s relaxation was induced by the Raman shift of the
GaN layer, we assume that the stress in the GaN layer is equal to that in the InGaN layer,
and the direction is opposite. Then, we use the change of the GaN stress to characterize the
stress relaxation in the InGaN quantum well but each InGaN quantum well strain cannot
be described exactly.

To support the edge strain relaxation and micro size effects described above, a solid
mechanic’s finite element model in COMSOL Multiphysics was built to simulate the strain
distribution in a single micro-pillar. The isotropy of the in-plane strain in the [0001] growth
direction and the cylindrical symmetry simplified the simulation to a two-dimensional
case [20]. The simulation model was built according to the structure shown in Figure 1,
with the sidewall edge of the pillar set as the start of the x-axis. The free boundary
conditions were assigned to the micro-pillar side walls, and the up and bottom GaN
surfaces. Meanwhile, we assumed that the quantum wells are pseudo-morphically grown.
The initial strain ε0 between InGaN and GaN layers, calculated by the lattice mismatch
Equation (3), was set as the initial strain boundary conditions [21]. The strain and stress
were near the quantum well boundary and the carrier radiative recombination was mainly
in the quantum wells so that compressive strain of the InGaN quantum wells was observed.

The FEM calculated strain distribution of 12 In0.25Ga0.75N quantum wells is shown
in Figure 6a. The height marks the vertical position of the quantum wells in the micro-
LED pillar. At the transverse inside of the quantum well (distance from edge > ~600 nm),
the in-plane strain (εxx = εyy) of InGaN is about 2.67%, which is the complete strain of
In0.25Ga0.75N on GaN. The strain decreases as the boundary approaches. The strain εxx is
about 2.3% near the edge of pillar and the edge strain is too small to represent using a color
scale. Therefore, the exact strain distribution is listed in Figure 6b.

Figure 6b shows the calculated average strain of the 12 pairs of QW in a 19 μm
diameter pillar. The results show that in the micro-pillars, the strain distribution mainly
can be divided into three regions. The first region is the complete strain region, which is
located in the middle of the micro-pillars and the strain remains constant at 2.67%. The
second region is the gradual strain release region, where the strain decreases from 2.67% to
2.36% within ~600 nm to ~10 nm of the pillar edge. The third area is the mutation region,
where strain is released rapidly within 10 nm from the boundary and the strain change to
0.25% at the edge of the pillar.
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Figure 6. The simulated strain (εxx) of In0.25Ga0.75N well layer with a diameter of 19 μm GaN/InGaN
pillar: (a) the strain distribution at the boundaries of the 12 quantum wells; (b) the division of strained
regions after synthesizing 12 pairs of wells.

Furthermore, based on Equations (3)–(8), the quantum well strain-related PL peak
emission was estimated and shown in Figure 7a. In the complete strain region, the quantum
well peak wavelength is 459 nm. In the strain mutation region, the strain relaxation makes
the peak wavelength move to 416 nm. The emission wavelength in the strained relaxation
region is blueshifted by up to 43 nm.

According to the cylindrical symmetry, the distance from the edge (in Figure 7a) is
assumed to be the micro-LED pillar radius. With the simulation results in Figure 7a, we
statistically analyzed the intensity of the peak wavelengths in the 12 quantum wells in
the radius of 100 nm, 200 nm, 400 nm, and 800 nm. The results are shown in Figure 7b.
According to our simulations, the 800 nm radius pillar emission peak wavelength is about
457 nm. When the radius is reduced to 400 nm, 200 nm, and 100 nm, the corresponding
peak wavelengths are 456 nm, 455 nm, and 451 nm. The peak wavelength offset changes
from 1–4 nm. We can draw a conclusion that the piezoelectric polarization generated by
the strain in the quantum well directly affects the radiation wavelength. The range of strain
relaxation and wavelength shift is mainly related to the thickness of the quantum well and
the size of the pillar. The smaller the pillar size, the greater the size modulation effect on
the peak wavelength of the device.

With this method, the simulations were expanded to a series of columns with diam-
eters from 3 μm to 20 μm and the peak wavelength shift versus pillar size was explored.
As shown in Figure 7c, the red datapoints represent the calculated peak wavelength of
GaN/InGaN pillars of different diameter. When the column diameter increases from 3
to 20 um, the peak wavelength shift calculated by the simulation decreases from 1.92 nm
to 0.32 nm. With an increase in the diameter of the column, the proportion of the strain
relief area decreases continuously and the influence on the peak wavelength of the whole
micro-column is weakened.

The black datapoints in Figure 7c represent the results of the corresponding PL experi-
ment (also in Figure 3), which are in good agreement with the trends of the FEM simulation
results. However, there is a 0.5–1.1 nm difference between the simulation and the PL
test data. We attribute these offset deviations to the following reasons: the P GaN on the
original wafer is etched to 100 nm, which will create a strain relaxation from the top of the
InGaN/GaN quantum well, and subsequently create a peak wavelength offset increase
between the original wafer PL (ORI) and the PL wafer after ICP etching (AFT). On the
other hand, the GaN micro-pillar over-etching in the direction of the diameter will create
extra edge strain relaxation, which is another reason for the enhancement of the PL peak
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wavelength offset. These results confirm that the micro size has a modulation effect on the
devices’ emission wavelength.

 

 

Figure 7. (a) The simulated peak wavelength distribution (0–1000 nm) of In0.25Ga0.75N well layer
with a diameter of 20 μm; (b) the intensity of peak wavelengths in 12 pairs of wells in the radius of
100 nm, 200 nm, 400 nm, 800 nm, starting from the boundary; (c) experimental and simulated peak
wavelength shift as a function of pillar diameter.
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4. Conclusions

In this work, we prepared a 4-inch GaN blue LED wafer by metal–organic chemical
vapor deposition (MOCVD). Then, the wafer was divided into 18 areas and each area
was fabricated into micro-LED pillar arrays by ICP etching. The pillar diameter of the
18 areas changes from 3 μm to 20 μm. The relationship between the micro-LED pillars’
strain relaxation and peak wavelength shift was researched.

Through our PL mapping measurements, the 3 μm micro-LED pillars peak wavelength
blueshifts up to 3.1166 nm due to the InGaN/GaN multi-quantum well strain release at
the side edge of the micro-pillar. Then, confocal Raman microscopy measurements were
performed, and the existence of the pillar edge strain relaxation was verified by E2H mode
Raman shift. Finally, the above results were simulated using the finite element method
(FEM) in COMSOL software.

This work shows that with the reduction of micro-LED pillar size, the influence on
the peak wavelength shift of micro-LEDs increases. The smaller the device size, the more
obvious the strain relaxation effect on device peak wavelength. In the future, the high
resolution of micro-LED displays could allow the size of pixels and devices to be less
than 10 μm. More attention should be paid to the strain relaxation effect on the LED peak
wavelength shift. The results of this paper provide important guidance for the design and
application of micro-LED devices.
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Abstract: A tunable and compact mid-infrared optical parametric oscillator (OPO) based on BaGa4Se7

(BGSe) crystal with a repetition rate up to 250 Hz was demonstrated. A high energy and more
approachable side-pumped Q-switched Nd:YAG laser was employed as the pump for the BGSe
OPO. Due to the pump double-pass single-resonant oscillator (DP-SRO) configuration, the maximum
average power of 250 mW and the maximum pulse energy of 1.28 mJ at 4.06 μm was achieved
with the repetition rate of 250 Hz and 100 Hz, respectively. The tunable mid-infrared output from
3.42–4.73 μm was obtained. The influence of repetition rate and cavity length was studied and the
thermal effect was analyzed.

Keywords: optical parametric oscillator; BaGa4Se7; mid-infrared

1. Introduction

Widely tunable mid-infrared radiation source operating in 3~5 μm region has been ap-
plied to numerous frontier applications, including remote sensing, molecular spectroscopy
and atmosphere environmental monitoring [1–3]. OPOs pumped by a Q-switched laser
are commonly used in high energy, widely tunable mid-infrared pulse generation. The
nonlinear crystal is of great significance to the output performance OPO. Non-oxide crys-
tals usually have a wider transparent range than oxide crystals which have unneglectable
multi-phonon absorption over 4 μm [4]. Therefore, non-oxide crystals have advantages
in mid-infrared wave generation especially in the range over 4 μm. Due to the defects
from the grown process and the limit of the bandgap, the transmittance in visible to near-
infrared range of some non-oxide crystals is relatively low. It leads to a limitation on the
pump wavelength of non-oxide crystal-based OPOs. Non-oxide crystals used for 1 μm
laser pumped OPOs are of great interest, including AgGaS2 [5], HgGa2S4 [6], LiInSe2 [7],
LiGaS2 [8], BaGa4S7 [9], and CdSiP2 [10]. High-quality non-oxide crystals which can be
used for a commercial 1 μm laser pumped OPO are still urgently needed.

The newly developed mid-infrared crystal BaGa4Se7 (BGSe) exhibits a wide bandgap
(2.64 eV), wide transparent range (0.47–18 μm) and high laser damage threshold (557MW/cm2),
which is beneficial for OPOs pumped by an economical 1064 nm laser [11]. Generation of high
energy mid-infrared laser has been reported in both 3~5 μm mid-wave mid-infrared [12–14] and
8~14 μm long-wave mid-infrared range [14–16]. The maximum energy of 21.5 mJ/pulse has
been reported using a large-size BGSe of 10 × 10 × 16 mm3 [17]. However, due to the relatively
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low thermal conductivity [18] and the increasing damage probability under high repetition rate
laser pumping [19–21], reports on the high average power BGSe-OPO pumped with 1064 nm
laser are rare.

In this paper, we demonstrated a widely tunable BGSe optical parametric oscillator
with a repetition rate up to 250 Hz. Pumped by a side-pumped Q-switched Nd:YAG laser,
the BGSe-OPO reached a maximum output average power of 250 mW at 4.06 μm and
an optical-to-optical conversion efficiency of 11.1%, which is the highest in the current
results regarding 1064 nm laser pumped high repetition rate mid-infrared source based on
BGSe crystal. Using a pump double-pass configuration, the OPO threshold was reduced to
2.65 mJ/pulse with a cavity length of 30 mm. Tunable mid-infrared output from 3.42 μm to
4.73 μm is achieved by changing the critical phase-matching condition. The pulse width of
the generated mid-infrared wave was measured to be 13.6 ns and the linewidth at 4061 nm
is estimated to be 3.92 nm.

2. Experimental Setup

The experimental setup of the BGSe-based OPO is shown in Figure 1. A side-pumped
electro-optic Q-switched Nd:YAG laser was adopted as the fundamental 1064 nm pump
source. The side pump module was composed of five quasi-CW 808 nm laser diode
(LD) arrays and a 148 mm long Nd:YAG rod (0.6% doped). The pulse width of the
quasi-CW LD arrays was 200 μs and the repetition rate was adjustable in the range of
1–1000 Hz. The electro-optic Pockels cell consisted of two BBO crystals with dimensions of
6 mm × 6 mm × 20 mm. The laser cavity was a plano-plano cavity with a high reflection
mirror M1, an output coupler M2, a quarter wave plate and a Brewster polarizer. The
output coupler M2 was partial reflection (R ≈ 5%) to avoid laser damage to the crystal rod
caused by the high energy intensity in the cavity. The total length of the laser cavity was
350 mm.

A half wave plate and a Brewster polarizer were combined as an energy attenuator
to adjust the pump energy and maintained the polarization direction. An optical isolator
was employed to avoid the possible reflected damage to the Nd:YAG laser. The DP-SRO
BGSe-OPO was composed of two BaF2 mirror M3 (1.064 μm AR and 1.35–1.65 μm and
3.65–4.50 μm HR) and M4 (3.65–4.50 μm AR and 1.064 μm and 1.35–1.65 μm HR). The
DP-SRO configuration can effectively improve the mid-infrared output and reduce the
threshold [22].

A large-size BGSe crystal (shown in the inset of Figure 1) with dimensions of
8 mm × 8 mm × 15 mm was used as the nonlinear optical crystal in OPO. The BGSe
crystal employed was grown by vertical Bridgman method [23]. In addition, two
zone annealing technique was used to improve the optical properties. The BGSe
crystal exhibits high transmittance from 0.47 to 18 μm and low absorption coefficient
of 0.042 cm−1 at 4 μm. The BGSe crystal was cut at θ = 42.5◦ and ϕ = 0◦ for Type I
phase-matching condition (o-ee). Both sides of the BGSe crystal were well-polished
and AR-coated for 1.064 μm, 1.3–1.6 μm and 3–5 μm. The crystal was wrapped in
indium foil and cooled to 25 ◦C with brass heat sink to reduce the thermal effect in
BGSe crystal. The wavelength of the signal wave was measured by a spectrometer
(Agilent, 86142B, Santa Clara, CA, USA), which was used to calculated the wavelength
of the generated mid-infrared wave. A dichroic BaF2 mirror (3.65–4.50 μm AR and
1.064 μm and 1.35–1.65 μm HR) was used as the long-wave pass filter. The energy of
the generated mid-infrared wave was measured by a mid-infrared energy detector
(Newport corporation, 919E-0.1-12-25K, Irvine, CA, USA).
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Figure 1. Schematic of BaGa4Se7-OPO. The inset shows the photograph of the BaGa4Se7 crystal
and the transmittance curve (Adapted with permission from Ref. [23]. Copyright © 2019, American
Chemical Society).

3. Results and Discussion

The input-output characteristics in Q-switched operation are shown in Figure 2.
The maximum output energies of 22.0 mJ/pulse, 19.1 mJ/pulse, 17.7 mJ/pulse and
15.1 mJ/pulse were obtained with no saturation when the repetition rates were 100 Hz,
150 Hz, 200 Hz and 250 Hz, respectively. According to the theoretical analysis of transient
thermal distribution of repetitively pumped laser by W. Koechner, the temperature in the
center of the laser rod increases with the increase of the repetition rate [24]. Serious heat
accumulation at higher repetition rate will broaden the fluorescent spectrum and shorten
the upper-level lifetime, leading to the decrease of laser output. The higher pump current
was not tested to avoid the damage to the Nd:YAG crystal. The lasing thresholds were
about 45 A for different repetition rates. The spatial profile of pump beam at the front
surface of BGSe crystal was measured as shown in the inset of Figure 2 (linear in spatial
dimensions and color scale). The 1064 nm pump beam diameter was 2.5 mm (vertical
direction) × 1.0 mm (horizontal direction). The spot size in horizontal direction was shorter
than in vertical direction due to the aberration caused by the Brewster polarizer.

The input-output characteristics of the generated mid-infrared wave at 4.06 μm with
different repetition rates are shown in Figure 3a. With the increase of repetition rate, the
LIDT decreased rapidly. When the repetition rate was above 150 Hz, damage on the surface
of the BGSe crystal was observed with pump energy higher than 9 mJ/pulse (corresponding
to peak intensity of about 20 MW/cm2). For higher repetition rate of 500–1000 Hz, optical
damages were much more intense, which limited the further improvement in the repetition
rate of the BGSe-OPO. The LIDT is lower than our recent report on the low repetition rate
(10 Hz) experiment [25]. The thermal effect caused by the extra crystal absorption to the
pump wave and the relatively low beam quality from the side-pumped laser were other
possible reasons.
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Figure 2. Input-output characteristics of side-pumped Nd:YAG laser. Inset: spatial profile of pump
beam at the front surface of BGSe crystal.

Figure 3. (a) The input-output characteristics of the BGSe-based DP-SRO with different repetition
rate; (b) The conversion efficiency of the BGSe-based DP-SRO with different repetition rate.

The maximum output energy of 1.28 mJ/pulse was achieved at pump energy of
10 mJ/pulse with a repetition rate of 100 Hz. The maximum output average power was
250 mW with a repetition rate of 250 Hz. A slight increase in the OPO threshold was
observed with the increase of the repetition rate. The OPO thresholds were measured to be
2.65 mJ/pulse, 3.34 mJ/pulse, 3.54 mJ/pulse and 3.61 mJ/pulse for the repetition rate of
100 Hz, 150 Hz, 200 Hz and 250 Hz, respectively.

Figure 3b shows the conversion efficiencies of the BGSe-OPO with different repetition
rates. The maximum conversion efficiency of 12.8% was obtained for the repetition rate
of 100 Hz. For different repetition rates of 100 Hz, 150 Hz, 200 Hz and 250 Hz, the slope
efficiencies were measured to be 16.4%, 17.0%, 14.4% and 16.6%, respectively. No saturation
phenomenon was observed because the low pump peak intensity was limited by the LIDT.
Further optimization to pump beam quality could improve the output characteristics of
the BGSe-OPO.

The output energy and conversion efficiency of BGSe-OPO decreased with the increase
of repetition rate due to the severe thermal effect. It is especially significant for the mid-
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infrared crystal with poor thermal conductivity like AgGaS2 (1.4 W m−1 K−1), AgGaSe2
(1.0 W m−1 K−1) and BaGa4Se7 (0.56 W m−1 K−1) [11,18]. With low thermal conductivity,
the heat absorbed by the crystal from the pump pulse would accumulate because the pulse
interval is shorter than the thermal-relaxation time. With the repetition rate increasing,
the thermal effect would be more harmful [26]. The thermal diffusivity is 0.502 mm2 s−1

for BGSe crystal along the a crystallographic axis [18], while the thermal diffusion time
constant τ is about 376 ms, which is much longer than commonly used mid-infrared crystal,
e.g., 5.7 ms for ZGP crystal. The prolonged accumulation of heat would lead to thermal lens
effect and thermal dephasing which is unbeneficial to the parametric progress. Improving
the cooling structure and a using narrow pump beam with high quality could rapidly
reduce the thermal effects in BGSe crystal. The increase of the output energy of OPO at
250 Hz may be the joint result of the thermal focusing effect of Nd:YAG and the stabilization
of the thermal effect in BGSe crystal.

The influence of the OPO cavity length to the input-output characteristics were studied
at 4.06 μm with the fixed repetition rate at 100 Hz, as shown in Figure 4a. For different cavity
lengths of 30 mm, 50 mm and 80 mm, the maximum output energies were 1.28 mJ/pulse,
1 mJ/pulse and 0.87 mJ/pulse, respectively. With the decrease of the cavity length, the
transit period of the signal wave in the OPO cavity would decrease, which was beneficial
to the interaction between the pump and the signal wave and led to the increase of the
mid-infrared output energy.

Figure 4. (a) The input-output characteristics of the BGSe-based DP-SRO with different cavity lengths;
(b) The conversion efficiency of the BGSe-based DP-SRO with different cavity lengths.

The OPO thresholds were measured to be 2.65 mJ/pulse, 3.38 mJ/pulse and
5.00 mJ/pulse for the cavity lengths of 30 mm, 50 mm and 80 mm, respectively. The ex-
perimental results verify the OPO theory established by S. J. Brosnan and R. L. Byer [22].
With the decrease of the cavity length, the instantaneous cavity net gain increased
which leads to the decrease of threshold and the increase of conversion efficiency. The
conversion efficiencies of the BGSe-OPO with different cavity lengths were shown in
Figure 4b. The maximum conversion efficiency of 12.8% was obtained for the cavity
length of 30 mm. For different cavity lengths of 30 mm, 50 mm and 80 mm, the slope
efficiencies were measured to be 16.4%, 13.7% and 15.6%. The slope efficiency was mea-
sured to be almost constant for each cavity length, which means the back-conversion
effect is negligible. With the increase of pump energy, the thermal effect caused by
crystal absorption to the pump wave became more serious, causing the decrease of
conversion efficiency.
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By rotating the BGSe crystal, the tuning range of 3.62–4.10 μm was obtained in the
BGSe-OPO. The theoretical wavelength-tuning curves versus the phase-matching angle of
Type I BGSe-OPO is calculated based on the Sellmeier equations given in [27]:

n2
x = 5.952953 +

0.250172
λ2 − 0.081614

− 0.001709·λ2 (1)

n2
y = 6.021794 +

0.256951
λ2 − 0.079191

− 0.001925·λ2 (2)

n2
z = 6.293976 +

0.282648
λ2 − 0.094057

− 0.002579·λ2 (3)

The experimental results fit well with the theoretical calculation in Figure 5a. Figure 5b
shows the tuning output characteristics of the BGSe-OPO. The tunable output decreased at
both sides of the tuning curve due to the increasing pump loss from the Fresnel reflection.
The abnormal valley of the tuning curve in Figure 5b around 4.34 μm was deduced to be
related to the crystal impurities and defects.

Figure 5. (a) Comparison of the tuning curve between the experimental and the calculated results;
(b) The tuning output characteristics of the BGSe-OPO.

Figure 6 shows the temporal pulse profiles of the pump wave and the mid-infrared
wave, measured by Si photodiode (Thorlabs, DET025A/M, Newton, NJ, USA) and (HgCdZn)
Te photodiode (Vigo, PCI-9, Ozarow, Mazowiecki, Poland), respectively. With the rapid
decline of pump intensity at the trailing edge, the pulse width of the mid-infrared wave
(13.6 ns) was measured to be shorter than the pump wave (20.0 ns) [28].

The spectrum of signal wave at normal incidence was recorded by a spectrometer, as
shown in Figure 7. The Gaussian fitted curve has a full width at half maxima (FWHM) of
0.49 nm with a central wavelength of 1442.42 nm. According to the phase-match condition,
the FWHM of generated mid-infrared is estimated to be 3.92 nm at 4061 nm, much narrower
than the 2 μm pumped degenerate parametric conversion [21].
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Figure 6. Comparison of the temporal pulse profiles of the pump wave and the mid–infrared wave.

Figure 7. The signal wave spectrum at normal incidence.

4. Discussion and Conclusions

In this work, a 1064 nm laser pumping, tunable BGSe-OPO was demonstrated. Using
a side-pumped electro-optical Q-switched Nd:YAG laser as the fundamental pump source,
a tunable mid-infrared wave with high repetition rate up to 250 Hz was generated from
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BGSe-OPO. DP-SRO configuration was utilized to improve the conversion efficiency and
reduce the OPO threshold. The maximum average power of 250 mW was achieved at
4.06 μm, with the OPO cavity length of 30 mm. The influences of the repetition rate
and the cavity length were studied experimentally. By rotating the BGSe crystal, tunable
mid-infrared output from 3.42–4.73 μm was achieved. The pulse width of the generated
mid-infrared wave was measured to be 13.6 ns and the linewidth at 4061 nm was estimated
to be 3.92 nm.

The thermal effect of BGSe crystal was observed to be significant, especially in the high
repetition rate OPO. Additionally, the accumulation of the thermal effect would result in the
decrease of output power and LIDT with the increase of repetition rate, which was harmful
to the parametric conversion process. Further optimizations in the pump beam quality,
cooling method and cavity structure of DP-OPO would improve the output characteristics
of BGSe-OPO.

The BGSe-OPO has advantages in generating the mid-infrared wave with widely
tuning range, high power and high repetition rate. Furthermore, BGSe-OPO can be pumped
with a 1064 nm laser which is low-cost and usually has a simple structure. BGSe-OPO
has the advantages of both the tuning range of ZGP-OPO and the simple structure of
PPLN-OPO, which are commonly used in commercial products. The system in this work
will show great commercialization potential with the utilization of a commercial 1064 nm
laser with a compact size.
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Abstract: Electrochemical migration (ECM) of sintered nano-Ag could be a serious reliability concern
for power devices with high-density packaging. An anti-ECM nano-Ag-SiOx paste was proposed
by doping 0.1wt% SiOx nanoparticles rather than previously used expensive noble metals, e.g.,
palladium. The ECM lifetime of the sintered nano-Ag-SiOx was 1.5 to 3 times longer than that of the
sintered nano-Ag, due to the fact that the SiOx could protect the Ag from oxidation. The thermo-
mechanical reliability of the sintered nano-Ag-SiOx was also improved by sintering under 5 MPa
assisted pressure. The lesser porosity and smaller grain boundaries of the sintered nano-Ag-SiOx

could also be beneficial to retard the silver ECM. In the end, a double-sided semiconductor device
was demonstrated to validate the better resistance to the ECM using the sintered nano-Ag-SiOx.

Keywords: electrochemical migration; ionic migration; sintering; nanosilver; doping; Ag nanoparticles;
reliability

1. Introduction

Die-attach materials are crucial to power devices. It bonds the chip to the substrate
and performs the functions of conducting current and heat. Traditional lead-free and Sn-Pb
solders harm the environment and have lower operating temperatures, thus nano-Ag
paste as a die-attach material is a feasible option with excellent electrical and thermal
conductivity [1–3].

However, silver is prone to electrochemical migration (ECM) and forms dendritic
crystals, which result in short-circuit failure [4,5]. Generally, moisture is believed to play
a crucial role in the migration of silver, and as a result, silver migration is described as a
moisture migration phenomenon. However, recent studies have found that ECM failure
of silver occurs even in high temperature and dry environments. The role of O2 in dry
environments is similar to that of H2O in the classical moisture migration process [6]. Firstly,
silver oxidized at the anode and form the intermediate species Ag2O, which dissociated
into silver cations and oxygen anions at a high temperature above 250 ◦C. Driven by the
bias voltage, the silver cations move from anode to cathode through the insulating gap,
while the oxygen anions move in the opposite direction to maintain charge neutrality.
The continuous depletion of silver cations at the anode drives oxidation and dissociation
until silver dendrites formed between the two electrodes. Subsequently, silver dendrites
gradually appeared and result in short circuits [7,8].

It was concerned that the ECM of the sintered nano-Ag should be a failure risk for
packaging wide band-gap (WBG) power semiconductors devices, which can theoretically
be operated at extreme temperatures of 500 ◦C, not to mention the great increase of electrical
bias [9]. Furthermore, the previous ECM of silver was only focused on thick film conductors
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in conventional printed circuit boards (PCBs) [4,10]. Double-sided cooling (DSC) silicon
carbide (SiC) power devices have attracted more and more attention in industries, especially
in electric vehicle applications, because of their superior heat dissipation capability and
power density [11]. However, the DSC SiC devices have a very small electrode spacing,
e.g., 250 μm [12]. When the great sintered nano-Ag was used as die attachment in the DSC
SiC devices, it is crucial to avoid the ECM failure of sintered nano-Ag to guarantee the
reliability of electric vehicles. Unfortunately, there is a current lack of research on the ECM
of silver suppression for the DSC SiC power devices.

Inhibition of the ECM of silver, such as alloying silver with indium or copper to
form anti-ECM Ag-In and Ag-Cu alloys, had been studied [13,14]. Recently, we proposed
the method of alloying silver with palladium aimed at inhibiting the formation of silver
ions through oxidation and decomposition in the anode to delay the ECM of silver [15].
However, these alloying methods need very high processing temperatures in order to
improve the resistance to the ECM of silver by alloying more at the higher temperature, not
to mention the extremely high cost of indium, palladium, and so on.

In this paper, a nano-Ag composite paste was proposed with the 0.1wt% SiOx nanopar-
ticles (NPs) as fillers. The conventional nano-Ag paste was compared as a reference. The
lifetime for reaching the ECM failure was characterized in the first place. Then the thermo-
mechanical reliability of the proposed nano-Ag-SiOx paste was verified in the aspects of
die-shearing strength and thermal impedance by thermal shocking tests because it is critical
to ensure promising thermo-mechanical reliability besides the improvement of the resis-
tance to the ECM. Microstructures and porosity were analyzed to clarify the effects of SiOx
doping on the ECM and the thermo-mechanical reliability. In the end, the proposed nano-
Ag-SiOx paste was used as a die attachment for a DSC power device. The improvement of
the lifetime of the ECM was validated in the high power density demonstration.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Materials

The nano-Ag composite paste was made by ultrasonically mixing the 30 nm Ag NPs
and the 30 nm SiOx NPs with a specific weight ratio such as 0.1 wt%, accompanied by
organic vehicles that included surfactants, binders, and thinners [16]. Figure 1a shows that
the surfactant, binders, and thinners are dissolved by acetone in a beaker as a mixture. As
seen from Figure 1b, in order to disperse the SiOx NPs and the Ag NPs uniformly in the
mixture, the mixture was stirred at 2000 rpm for 10 min using a planetary centrifugal mixer
(THINKY ARE310).

2.2. Methods of Reliability Verification

Firstly, the capability of the sintered nano-Ag or nano-Ag-SiOx against the ECM was
verified in this work. The ECM samples were formed by stencil-printed the proposed
anti-ECM nano-Ag composite paste on an alumina ceramic substrate (30 × 30 mm2) to
form pairs of electrodes with identical gaps of 0.5 mm for ensuring uniform electrical bias
distributions (Figure 1c). The as-printed ECM samples were then heated to 280 ◦C at a
ramp rate of 5 ◦C/min and sintered at 280 ◦C for 30 min. These processes are shown in
Figure 1d. The leakage currents between the electrodes are monitored by a Pico ammeter
(RIGOL DM3068). The time when the leakage current first reaches 1 mA was defined as the
lifetime of the ECM. The environment temperature during the ECM test was 25 ± 2 ◦C and
the environment humidity during the ECM test was 50%.

Then thermal shocking tests were carried out according to the standard of JESD22-
A104C to verify the reliability of the nano-Ag composite paste. The temperature swung
from −40 ◦C to +125 ◦C and the soaking time at the extreme temperatures was 10 min.
Each period was about 25 min. The degradation of shear strength and thermal resistance of
the ECM samples was recorded every 100 cycles until 1000 cycles. The shear strength was
measured by a die-shearing tester (XYZTEC, CONDOR 150) and the thermal resistance
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was recorded by a thermal resistance measurement system that used Vge as temperature
sensitive parameter [17,18].

Figure 1. (a) Preparation process of nano silver paste; (b) preparation of proposed anti-ECM nano-
Ag-SiOx composite paste; (c) preparation of ECM samples; (d) schematic of the sintering process and
ECM test.

For the thermal resistance measurement, a 3.92 × 3.88 × 0.07 mm3 Insulated Gate-
Bipolar-Transistor (IGBT) (INFINEON, IGC15T65QE) was sinter-bonded on a 30 × 30 × 1 mm3

silver-plated direct-bond-copper (DBC) substrate under the same process as that of the
ECM samples.

For the die-shearing tests, a 3 × 3 × 0.25 mm3 dummy silicon chip with bottom
metallization layer of Al-Ti-Ni-Ag (1.2 μm) was sinter-bonded on a 30 × 30 × 1 mm3 silver-
plated DBC substrate using the same process as the ECM samples, under an additional
pressure of 5 MPa.

In the end, a DSC power device was demonstrated to verify the anti-ECM of the
proposed nano-Ag composite paste. The fabrication process of the DSC demonstra-
tion is shown in Figure 2. Firstly, the top side of a silicon carbide (SiC) dummy chip
of 4 × 4 × 0.17 mm3 was metalized with Ti-Ni-Ag using magnetron sputtering technology.
Then the proposed nano-Ag composite paste was printed onto two silver-plated DBC
substrates of 20 × 20 × 1 mm3 and the top Ti-Ni-Ag metallization of the SiC chip sepa-
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rately. Then the chip, the silver-plated copper block buffer of 2 × 2 × 2.2 mm3, and the
silver-plated power terminals were assembled with the DBC substrates. The as-assembled
DBC substrates were sintered at 280 ◦C and 5 MPa as the process of the previous samples
for the die-shearing tests.

Figure 2. Fabrication process of the DSC demonstration and verification of electrochemical migration
resistance for a DSC device using sintered nano-Ag-SiOx as die attachment.

During the ECM test for the demonstrated DSC power devices, a direct current (DC)
power supplier (Topower TN-XX702) was connected with the power terminals of the device.
A controllable heating plate was used to provide the ambient temperature required for
the ECM test. The leakage currents in the device were monitored by the Pico ammeter
(RIGOL DM3068).

3. Results and Discussion

The ECM experimental lifespan findings of the suggested nano-Ag composite paste
and the control samples of conventional nano-Ag paste are listed in Table 1. According
to Table 1, the nano-Ag-0.1%SiOx paste has a substantially longer failure lifetime than the
nano-Ag paste under identical conditions. The 0.1wt% SiOx doping in the original nano-Ag
paste serves a critical function in preventing the silver from migrating electrochemically.
Furthermore, the lifetime reduces greatly when the temperature and the electric field
are increased.
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Table 1. ECM testing conditions and lifetime comparisons.

Temperature (K) Electrode Spacing (mm) Voltage (V)
Lifetime (min)

Sintered Nano-Ag Sintered Nano-Ag-SiOx

673 0.5 200 332 512
673 0.5 260 294 477
673 0.5 300 236 412
773 0.5 200 134 341
773 0.5 260 81 244
773 0.5 300 74 208

It was believed that the ECM behavior of the sintered nano-Ag at high temperatures
initiates from the oxidation of the sintered anode and the decomposition of Ag2O [6]. When
the temperature is constant, the higher the electrode voltage applied, the faster the Ag+

formed after anodic oxidation. These Ag ions would reduce at the negative electrode as
metallic Ag under the action of the electric field, resulting in the accelerated growth of
conductive silver dendrites from the cathode and extended to the anode. As a result, the
leakage current can be detected between the anode and the cathode. When the voltage
remains constant, the higher the ambient temperature, the faster the ions travel. Then
the produced Ag+ speeds up the creation of silver dendrites under the specific electric
field. Therefore, the ECM lifetime of the sintered nano-Ag-SiOx in the temperature range of
573–673 K is 1.5 to 3 times that of the sintered nano-Ag. It was likely that the SiOx covered
on the silver, as shown in Figure 3a,b, should be susceptible to oxidation. The oxidation
electrode potential of SiOx oxidation to SiO2, i.e., ~0.06 VSCE, was reported as more than
one time lower than that of Ag oxidation to Ag2O, i.e., 0.13 VSCE [7,19]. As a result, silver
oxidation was reduced and the ECM was delayed.

Figure 3c shows the change in shear strength following temperature cycling. The shear
strength falls as the number of cycles increases. It should be noted that the shear strength of
the Ag-SiOx paste drops to less than 30 MPa after 600 cycles, but the shear strength of the
nano-Ag control samples remains ~30 MPa after 1000 cycles. It was likely that the atomic
diffusion rate of Ag into Ag, i.e., ~1.455 × 10−23 m2/s [20], is much higher than that of
Ag into SiOx, i.e., ~8.76 × 10−29 m2/s [21], resulting in an insufficient driving force for
the sinter-bonding of Ag-SiOx heterogeneous particles under the same pressure-free and
sintering temperature conditions [22]. The Young’s modulus of the SiOx nanoparticles, on
the other hand, is much higher than that of the Ag nanoparticles, and the thermal expansion
coefficient is much lower than that of the sintered nano-Ag, so the interfacial bonds of the
sintered Ag-SiOx were subjected to thermo-mechanical stress fatigue during temperature
cycling, eventually leading to its shear strength dropping faster in the case of pressureless
sintering [23].

It was known the driving force for the sintering can be increased greatly if assisted
pressure was applied [24]. An extra 5 MPa pressure was applied to promote the sintering
of the Ag-SiOx paste for better long-term reliability. Fortunately, the shear strength of the
pressure-assisted sintered Ag-SiOx can be kept at ~35 MPa even after 1000 cycles. It was
even higher than the shear strength of the nano-Ag control samples after 1000 cycles. It
was believed that the pressure can ensure the better thermo-mechanical reliability of the
nano-Ag-SiOx paste.

Figure 3c also shows the change in thermal resistance after the temperature cycling.
The thermal resistance grows steadily as the number of cycles increases. The thermal
resistance of the nano-Ag paste improves by ~9% after 1000 cycles, while the thermal
resistance of the nano-Ag-SiOx paste sintered with 5 MPa pressure increases by ~12%.
It was consistent with the variation of the die shear strength. Fortunately, the increase
in thermal resistance of the nano-Ag-SiOx pastes is still less than the common industrial
failure criterion in power electronics, which is usually required as less than 20% of the
thermal resistance after 1000 cycles of the temperature cycling.
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Figure 4 shows the microstructures and porosity of sintered Ag and sintered nano-Ag-
SiOx before and after the thermal shocking aging. The porosity of the sintered nano-Ag-SiOx
before and after the thermal shocking aging is always lower than that of the sintered nano-
Ag. It was believed that the nucleation of metallic Ag occurs preferentially adjacent to the
SiOx nanoparticles as seeds; this is called heterogeneous nucleation [25,26]. Therefore, for
example, the porosity of the as-sintered nano-Ag-SiOx, i.e., 21.8%, can be much lower than
that of the as-sintered nano-Ag, i.e., 34.5%.

Furthermore, the grains of the sintered nano-Ag-SiOx grew more than that of the
sintered nano-Ag under a similar sintering profile. The larger grain size indicated a smaller
grain boundary density as well. Considering that the grain boundaries are close to the free
surface as fast diffusion paths [27], the more the grain boundary, the more the Ag hillocks
could be formed by atomic diffusion or stress migration through the grain boundaries. The
fewer grain boundaries of the sintered nano-Ag-SiOx may be also beneficial to retard the
silver ECM to some extent as a result.

Figure 3. (a) Microstructures of as-sintered nano-Ag-SiOx; (b) the corresponding magnified im-
age; (c) the thermal impedance of sintered nano-Ag-SiOx variation with the number of thermal
shocking cycles.
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Figure 4. (a–d) Microstructures and (e–h) porosity comparisons of sintered nano-Ag and sintered
nano-Ag-SiOx before and after the thermal shocking test.

For the ECM verification for device packaging applications at 400 ◦C under the applied
voltage of 400 V, the ECM lifetime of the DSC device using the sintered nano-Ag-SiOx and
the sintered nano-Ag as die attachment is 240 h and only 96 h, respectively. The ECM
of silver was suppressed successfully. As seen from Figure 5, although silver dendrites
appeared after 240 h ECM testing of DSC devices using sintered nano-Ag-SiOx, significant
improvement in ECM lifetime was achieved by nano-Ag-SiOx paste. Herein, the nano-Ag-
SiOx paste could be a promising option to be used as a bonding material against specific
metal corrosion.
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Figure 5. (a) Schematic diagram of DSC device, (b) metallographic micrograph of the DSC device
after ECM failure, and (c) the corresponding magnified image.

4. Conclusions

Silver ECM at high temperatures could be significantly retarded by the addition of
SiOx nanoparticles in the nano-Ag paste. The thermo-mechanical reliability of the proposed
nano-Ag-SiOx paste has been verified and proved to be improved by sintering under 5 MPa
assisted pressures. It seems suitable as a new promising bonding material to prevent silver
ECM failure because its die shear strength and thermal resistance degradation still did not
reach the common failure criterion even after 1000 cycles of the thermal shock test. Finally,
the ECM verification of the DSC power device further confirms the improvement of the
sintered nano-Ag-SiOx as die attachment against the sintered nano-Ag ECM failure at high
temperatures. It is interesting to pay more attention to reducing the ECM failure of sintered
nano-Ag in economical and promising ways in the future.
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Abstract: In this study, a novel feature learning method for synthetic aperture radar (SAR) image
automatic target recognition is presented. It is based on spatial pyramid matching (SPM), which
represents an image by concatenating the pooling feature vectors that are obtained from different
resolution sub-regions. This method exploits the dependability of obtaining the weighted pooling
features generated from SPM sub-regions. The dependability is determined by the residuals obtained
from sparse representation. This method aims at enhancing the weights of the pooling features
generated in the sub-regions located in the target and suppressing the weights of the background. The
feature representation for SAR image target recognition is discriminative and robust to speckle noise
and background clutter. Experiments performed on the Moving and Stationary Target Acquisition
and Recognition public dataset prove the advantageous performance of the presented algorithm over
several state-of-the-art methods.

Keywords: synthetic aperture radar (SAR) images; automatic target recognition (ATR); spatial
pyramid matching (SPM); sparse representation; pooling

1. Introduction

Synthetic aperture radar (SAR) imagery has become a significant research object in
many areas, such as civilian and military fields [1–3]. It takes advantage of acquiring images
in all weather conditions and during the night as well as the day. Image target recognition
is a basic step in understanding and interpreting SAR images [4]. In this context, it is
important to develop discriminative and robust methods for automatic target recognition
(ATR) systems, and tremendous research attention has been paid to the study of ATR for
SAR images [5–9].

Recently, sparse representation (SR) has become a focus and has been used in many
areas [10]. It is robust to noise and can maintain natural discrimination without any prior
information. Even in SAR target recognition, SR could remove the need for the pose
estimating process. Recently, Thiagarajan et al. [11] applied SR to realize SAR image target
recognition and applied a local linear approximation to generate a classification prediction
for every target class manifold. This algorithm did not demand any specific pose estimation
or preprocessing, but the use of random projections in the high-dimensional space discarded
some discriminative locality information, thus making occlusion handling more difficult.
In another study [12], descriptors from local patches were extracted, and an image was
treated as a collection of the unordered descriptors; then, sparse representation was applied
to represent the local patches for SAR image target classification in the framework of
SPM. Additionally, the application of spatial pyramids was confirmed to be an effective
classification method for SAR images.

This model of spatial pyramid matching [13] for image classification is a statistics-
based model with the objective of providing a better image representation. In order to
obtain discriminant details of the images, the SPM needs to extract the low-level local
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features through, for example, scale-invariant feature transform (SIFT) [14] and histogram
of oriented gradient (HOG) [15]. However, the local features are not provided directly
to image classifiers due to their sensitivity to noise and computational complexity. One
solution is to represent the images by integrating the local features into the midlevel features.
This image representation works well with linear classifiers, and the results have achieved
a competitive performance in many image classification tasks. Nonetheless, the SPM model
is not perfect when implemented on SAR images. This is attributed to the fact that the
variety of targets posed in SAR images hinders the advantages of SPM. Noteworthy, locality
is more essential than sparsity [16], locality-constrained linear coding was presented in
place of the vector quantization (VQ) coding, and a good approximation was obtained.
Recently, Zhang et al. [17] proposed to apply a locality constraint to ensure similar patches
shared similar codes in the coding scheme for SAR image target recognition. However, its
complete codebook was obtained after preprocessing of the estimation of target poses.

In a literature study [5], a complementary spatial pyramid coding method was used
in change detection, and good performance was gained. The SAR targets suffer from the
effects of the speckle noise and the background; therefore, different parts of an image
play different roles in image representation. Combining the advantages of SPM and SR, a
novel SAR image target recognition method is proposed herein, which makes use of the
dependability obtained by SR to obtain weighted sub-regions at every pyramid level. Some
sub-regions in each level of the spatial pyramid may consist of background noise, and
other ones represent the target. Based on the sparse representation theory, the target parts
could be represented by the training samples from the same class [18]. Therefore, there
could be a small residual value corresponding to its class, which shows the dependability
of the sub-region. We apply the dependability to weight the pooling features obtained
from the SPM sub-regions [19]. Therefore, the pooling feature located in the target is
enhanced. Meanwhile, the pooling feature located in the background is suppressed. The
results obtained using real SAR Moving and Stationary Target Acquisition and Recognition
(MSTAR) database demonstrate that the method presented herein is more robust to variant
unconstrained conditions than the methods reported in other recent related studies.

The organization of this paper is as follows: Section 2 introduces the presented sub-
regions weighting method. Section 3 reports the experimental results of the presented
algorithm and compares the approach used herein with some classical approaches. Finally,
Section 4 includes the conclusion.

2. SAR Image Recognition with Sparse Weighting Spatial Pyramid Pooling

The method proposed herein simultaneously utilizes the SPM model and SR to deal
with SAR image recognition. Enlightened by the idea that different parts of an image
play different roles, a sparse weighting spatial pyramid pooling method is proposed to
extract a new type of feature. The main objective of utilizing this method is to reduce the
influence of background clutter and enhance the target. Figure 1 exhibits the flowchart
of the proposed SAR image target recognition method. Firstly, an image was divided
into gradual fine sub-regions; then, the dense local features were calculated, followed by
coding and pooling according to SPM, in order to obtain feature vectors of the sub-regions,
respectively. Additionally, the pooling feature vector of the sub-regions at each pyramid
level was weighted based on the dependability, which was determined according to the
residuals obtained by the SR. Finally, the representation for SAR images was built by
systematically concatenating the weighted feature vectors. With sparse representation
classification, the method is robust, in particular, in dealing with the speckle noise and
large clutter background.
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Figure 1. Overview of the SAR image target recognition flowchart.

2.1. Local Feature Extraction and Descriptor Quantization

Considering that the SIFT feature has the characteristic of invariance to scale, orienta-
tion, and affine distortion, in this study, dense-SIFT descriptors were extracted to express
an SAR image [14]. The image I can be denoted by a set of local features’ descriptors as:
I = [d1, d2, . . . , dN ] ∈ RD×N , where di represents the D−dimensional SIFT description vec-
tor. Given a codebook B = [b1, b2, . . . , bM] ∈ RD×N , the K-Means clustering algorithm [13]
was adopted with the Euclidean distance to cluster local features into groups, and the
generated centers of each group were taken as the codebook.

Sparse coding [10] was applied to encode the local feature vectors, as follows:

arg min
V

N

∑
i=1

||di − Bvi||2 + λ||vi||1. (1)

The feature vector for a descriptor di becomes an M-dimensional vector vi. vi is the
corresponding vector to the descriptor di. The sparse coding vectors are obtained by the
feature-sign search algorithm [20] by solving Equation (1) here.

The next step is the spatial pooling step aiming at obtaining more discriminative image
representation from each sub-region. This study applied the construction of a three-level
spatial pyramid. At every resolution e, e = 0, 1, 2, a grid was constructed such that there
were 2e resolution cells along every dimension, i.e., the 1 × 1, 2 × 2, 4 × 4 grid structures;
thus, the sub-regions were K = 21 in total. We let V be a collection containing T local
feature codes acquired from a sub-region. In addition, the max-pooling strategy was used
to concatenate all the descriptors for the sub-region, which can acquire many discriminative
features to SAR image spatial variations. The expression of the max-pooling is as follows:

tk = max(v1, v2, · · · , vT) (2)

where max represents the element-wisely maximization for the involved vectors. The
local features were pooled in all the sub-regions and concatenated to form the image
representation f = [t1; t2; · · · ; tK].

Considering a set of G training images from C classes, F = [ f1, f2, · · · , fG], where
fg is the feature vector, which is the pooling result of the gth image. Correspondingly, F

is partitioned as F =
[
FT

1 , FT
2 , · · · , FT

K
]T and Fk ∈ Rd×G with d < G. Distinctly, the gth

column of Fk is the feature vector for the kth sub-region of the gth image, and G represents
the image number of the training dataset. Analogously, a test image y is divided into
y = [y1; y2; · · · ; yK].

2.2. Determination of Sub-Region Weights

The traditional SPM models use all the extracted local descriptors for image repre-
sentation; therefore, some of them might not be the objects to be recognized. Thus, it was
required to learn the spatial weights to boost the target part and weaken the background
parts. Taking the sparse representation into account, the observation to be followed was
that the target part was sparser than the background one. The feature vectors of the sub-
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regions at every pyramid level were weighted on the residual basis to determine their
dependability [21]. Then, the following optimization problem [10] was obtained:

x̂k = argminxk
{||Fkxk − yk||22 + λ||xk||1

}
s.t. 1 ≤ k ≤ K , (3)

where yk is the pooling feature for each sub-region, and Fk is the dictionary.
The residuals of a sub-region can be measured simply by using the L2-norm as follows:

rkc = ||Fkδc(x̂k)− yk||2, (4)

where rkc is the residual corresponding to the cth class of the kth sub-region, δc(x̂k) is
the discriminative function, which selects the elements related with the cth class in x̂k,
c = [1, 2, · · · , C], and C is the class number of the training dataset.

All the residuals of the kth sub-region were concatenated to generate the residual
vector rk as follows:

rk = [rk1, rk2, · · · , rkC]. (5)

According to the theory of SR [10], target sub-regions can be accurately represented
only by the training samples from the same class. Therefore, the residual vector produced
contains only one small element. The background sub-regions could be far away from every
subspace spanned by the training samples of each class but nearly within the subspace
spanned by all training samples of all classes. The residual vector produced could include
almost similar elements. According to the abovementioned analysis, the following function
was applied for evaluating the sub-region sparsity:

ςk =
min(rk)

mean(rk)
. (6)

When rk has only a single zero or near zero residual, ςk reaches the minimum value
0. This shows that the sub-region could be well represented by its subspace. When all
residuals in rk are nonzero value and equal, ςk reaches the maximum value 1. This indicates
that the sub-region could contain noise or it could be the background part.

This is verified by the numerical value results shown in Figure 2. Figure 2a,b are
example images, which illustrate the distribution of sub-regions in the construction of a
three-level pyramid. Figure 2c,d show ςk of the sub-regions corresponding to Figure 2a,b
respectively. The obtained residuals indicated that the residuals’ sparsity ςk generated in
the sub-regions located in the target parts (such as the sub-regions marked by 11 and 12 in
Figure 2a) was smaller than the background parts (such as the sub-regions marked by 9
and 10 in Figure 2a) in the third-level pyramid. Additionally, a difference existed between
the residual values in the different resolutions, such that the residuals were much greater
in the low resolution level than in the high ones, in particular, the target parts. The reason
could be that more background cluster and speckle noise was included in a larger region.
Therefore, in order to differentiate the target sub-regions from the background ones, the
residual could be employed to obtain the weighted feature vector.

To tackle this problem, a simple way was to impair the feature representation of
the background sub-regions for the classification. This was achieved by weighting all
sub-regions with the reciprocal of the sparsity: ωk, which is viewed as the dependability:

ωk =
1
ςk

(7)
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Figure 2. Illustration of the numeric value results of the sub-region sparsity. (a,b) are example images
illustrating the distribution of sub-regions in the construction of the three-level pyramid. (c,d) show
the ςk of the sub-regions corresponding to the images (a,b).

2.3. Weighted SPM Sparse Representation

After weighting the sub-regions, the weighted sub-regions were integrated to re-
construct a global feature vector according to the SPM model. Each sub-region vector
yk was weighted by a corresponding weight to be represented as a sub-region weighted
query vector:

yω
k = ωkyk. (8)

We connected all sub-regions’ weighted query vectors in series to produce a weighted
feature vector as

yω =
[
yωT

1 , yωT
2 , · · · , yωT

K

]T
. (9)

Consider that yω can be represented by F in a linear manner as follows:

yω = Fuω. (10)

To obtain the primary label information from the training dataset matrix and weighted
query feature vector, the SR classification method [13] was applied to complete the target
image classification:

ûω = argminuω{||Fuω − yω ||22 + λ||uω ||1
}

. (11)

Linear approximation [15] is capable of selecting significant training vectors to provide
a good discrimination among all the classes.

2.4. Classification Procedure

After the representation coefficient ûω was obtained, the given weighted global query
vector yω and the global training matrix F were applied to calculate the minimum recon-
struction residual; then, the query image to the subject c that had the global minimum
residual [12] was allocated:

c = argminj||Fδj(ûω)− yω ||2. (12)
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3. Contrast Experiment Results and Analysis

3.1. Dataset and Experimental Conditions

This section presents the experimental results on the MSTAR [22] public database to
assess the performance of the presented algorithm. Three types of vehicles are included in
the dataset. They are BMP2 armored personnel carriers and BTR70 and T72 main battle
tanks with depression angles at 17 degrees and 15 degrees. Every image in the dataset is
128 × 128 pixels, covering the full 0–to–360 degree aspect range. The resolution of each
image is 0.3 m × 0.3 m. The training set contained the SAR target images whose depression
was 17 degrees. The other images with a depression of 15 degrees were regarded as the
testing set. The visible light images are illustrated in Figure 3. Table 1 lists the details of the
training set and testing set.

   
(a) (b) (c) 

Figure 3. Visible light images for three targets in the MSTAR database. (a) BMP2. (b) BTR70. (c) T72.

Table 1. The dataset of training and testing targets.

Target Name of Training Set Training Set Name of Testing Set Testing Set

BTR70 Sn-c71 233 Sn-c71 196

BMP2 Sn-9663 233
Sn-9663 195
Sn-9666 196
Sn-c21 196

T72 Sn-132 232
Sn-132 196
Sn-812 195
Sn-s7 191

To reduce the negative interaction of the redundant background, a 64 × 64 pixels
sub-image was cropped from the center of every image. Moreover, the amplitude of the
sub-image was normalized. Herein, the experiment result, which is reported, was the
average classification result of running 10 times.

In this experiment, the SIFT [14] was applied as the local feature. We extracted the
SIFT features from patches densely located by six pixels on the image, under the scales of
16 × 16. Furthermore, every SIFT descriptor had the dimension of 128.

3.2. Experiment 1: Investigation of the Proposed Method

In order to verify the superiority of the presented algorithm, the presented sparse
weighting sparse pyramid pooling (SWSPP) algorithm was compared with the state-of-
the-art methods: namely sparse coding SPM (ScSPM) [13] and locality-constrained linear
coding SPM (LLC) [16]. The classification results are listed in Table 2. The performance of
the codebook was compared under different dimensions dim from 100 to 1024. The greater
the dimensionality, the more the feature extracted was discriminative. Therefore, the results
improved as the dimension increased. In all three scenarios, the method presented in this
study was obviously superior to the ScSPM and LLC methods under all the dimensions of
the codebook. Since the proposed SWSPP took the sub-regions dependability into account,
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it enhanced the discrimination of the recognition target. From the experiment results,
we verified that the dependability generated according to the sparse representation was
effective for classification. The curves of the classification average results under the three
algorithms are shown in Figure 4.

Table 2. MSTAR classification results (%).

dim Data ScSPM LLC-SPM SWSPP

100

BMP2 77.27 76.17 80.99
BTR70 92.35 95.77 97.04

T72 85.36 88.24 85.02
av 84.99 86.72 87.68

200

BMP2 79.66 80.82 83.79
BTR70 94.13 95.36 98.03

T72 86.17 88.09 87.29
av 86.65 88.09 89.70

400

BMP2 83.65 83.48 87.67
BTR70 96.73 96.73 99.39

T72 86.87 87.79 88.14
av 89.08 89.33 91.73

600

BMP2 84.16 85.33 89.27
BTR70 97.19 97.86 100

T72 87.63 88.36 89.00
av 89.66 90.52 92.76

800

BMP2 84.67 86.51 91.31
BTR70 98.16 97.81 100

T72 88.38 88.95 90.03
av 90.41 91.09 93.78

1024

BMP2 87.05 86.46 90.46
BTR70 96.94 98.78 100

T72 89.18 89.78 92.27
av 91.06 91.67 94.24
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Figure 4. Curves of classification results of different codebook dimensions of the three different methods.

3.3. Experiment 2: Comparison of SWAPP with Related Algorithms

In order to show a more rounded analysis, the presented approach was compared
with the following methods: the sparse representation classification (SRC) method [11], the
PCA feature [23], and the LDA feature [24]. Table 3 gives the average classification results.
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According to this table, we can see that the presented method had advantages over all the
other methods. The average classification result of our proposed method was 2% higher
than the other approaches. On the basis of the results, we can see that the classification
accuracy of the presented method was better; in particular, the correct rate of the BTR70
was 100%. The result validates the effectiveness of the proposed dependability weighted
feature learning method for SAR image recognition.

Table 3. Classification results (%) of different methods.

Algorithm BMP2 BTR70 T72 Average

SRC [11] 84.48 98.33 94.59 92.47
PCA [23] 94.54 85.66 96.79 92.33
LDA [24] 98.47 67.80 95.86 87.38
SWSPP 90.46 100 92.27 94.24

4. Conclusions

In this study, a robust synthetic aperture radar (SAR) automatic target recognition
approach was presented that applied sparse representation to produce a weighted global
feature vector based on spatial pyramid matching. SAR image target recognition was
performed on the reconstructed image representation. The experimental results clearly and
consistently showed that the proposed framework was significantly more discriminative
than the traditional SPM methods. Moreover, the feature coding–pooling framework was
shown to perform well in image classification tasks, the unavoidable information loss
incurred by the feature quantization in the coding process and the undesired dependence
of pooling on the image spatial layout, however, may severely limit the recognition perfor-
mance. Therefore, more systematic investigations are still required to find a new coding
method to improve the classification performance in future research.
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Abstract: In view of the low-energy explosion foil detonation system’s requirements for the integra-
tion technology of high-voltage switches and technical overload resistance technology, a magnetron
sputtering coater is used to sputter copper film on the surface of the substrate. The thickness is
4.0 μm, the radius of the main electrode is 4 mm, the trigger electrode is 0.6 mm and 0.8 mm, and
the main gaps are 0.8 mm, 1.0 mm, 1.2 mm mm, 1.8 mm, 2.0 mm, 2.2 mm, and 2.6 mm. Copper foil
three-electrode planar spark gap high voltage switches are designed and manufactured; and the static
self-breakdown characteristics, dynamic operating characteristics, and discharge life characteristics
of the three-electrode planar spark gap high voltage switch based on copper foil are studied in this
paper. The test results show that with the increase of the main electrode gap from 0.8 mm to 2.6 mm,
the self-breakdown voltage of the planar spark gap switch increases, and the working voltage also
increases. When the main electrode gap is a maximum of 2.6 mm, the self-breakdown voltage of
the switch can reach 3480 V, which indicates that the maximum operating voltage of the switch is
3480 V. When the charging voltage is 2.0 kV, with the increase of the main electrode gap from 0.8 mm
to 2.6 mm, the minimum trigger voltage value of the planar spark gap switch increases from 677 V
to 1783 V (a = 0.6 mm), and from 685 V to 1766 V (a = 0.8 mm), the switch on time is 16 ns, 22 ns,
28 ns, 48 ns, 64 ns, 77 ns, 93 ns (a = 0.6 mm), and 26 ns, 34 ns, 51 ns, 67 ns, 81 ns, 102 ns (a = 0.6 mm).
With the increase of the gap between the two main electrodes of the switch, the maximum static
working voltage of the three-electrode plane spark gap high-voltage switch increases, the minimum
trigger voltage value also increases, and the on-time of the switch gradually becomes longer. The
peak current of the discharge circuit decreases and the dynamic impedance and inductive reactance
of the switch also increase; as the width of the trigger electrode increases, the minimum trigger
voltage decreases, the dynamic impedance and inductance decrease, and the switch operating voltage
with the same parameters is higher. The easier the switch is to turn on, the lower the minimum
trigger voltage. The electrode thickness of the three-electrode plane spark gap switch has a certain
influence on the field strength and the service life of the switch. The results of this study provide
useful references for promoting the research and development of LEEFIs.

Keywords: three-electrode planar spark gap high voltage switch; static characteristics; dynamic
characteristics; impedance characteristics; electric field strength

1. Introduction

The high-voltage switch is a core key component in exploding foil initiation systems
(EFIs). It can not only control the on-off of the current in the initiation discharge circuit, but
also has a high turn-off impedance to reduce the power consumption of the exploding foil
initiation system: it is more important to have lower on-resistance and inductive reactance
to improve the output characteristics of narrow pulse current. Technical indicators and
performance parameters directly affect the overall performance of exploding foil initiation
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systems (EFIs) [1–3]. With the continuous development of low-energy exploding foil ini-
tiators (LEEFI), high-voltage discharge switches are also constantly updated. Reynolds
Company reported the use of a spark-gap gas discharge switch at the 43rd Annual Meeting
of Fuzes in 1999 [4], and the use of an MCT (MOS controlled thyristor) switch was reported
at the 45th Annual Meeting of Fuzes in 2001 [5], Xu Cong, Zhu Peng and Chen Kai et al. [6]
made Schottky barrier diodes into single-trigger high-voltage switches through MEMS
technology in 2017. In 2021, Yang Zhi, Zhu Peng et al. [7] reported the spark-gap switch
triggered by a parallel plane sealed on a PCB base. The high-voltage discharge switches
reported in the data mainly include three-dimensional cold-cathode-triggered gas-spark-
gap high-voltage switches and vacuum-triggered high-voltage switches based on metal
ceramic packages, based on IGBT (insulated gate bipolar transistor, insulated gate bipo-
lar transistor) and MCT (metal- oxide-semiconductor controlled thyristor MOS control
thyristor) semiconductor high-voltage switches, based on micro-electro-mechanical system
(MEMS) and other processes, including the plane electric explosion high-voltage switch
and the plane spark gap high-voltage switch.

The cold cathode-triggered gas spark gap high-voltage switch and the vacuum-
triggered high-voltage switch based on the three-dimensional structure of the metal-ceramic
package have fast closing speed, high operating temperature, small current leakage, and
are little influence by radiation. Because this system has good performance and is favored,
it has always dominated. However, because it is a ceramic metal package structure, it has
the disadvantages of poor mechanical overload resistance, large volume, and high cost.
With the continuous development of semiconductor technology, Tom Nickolin [8] proposed
a metal oxide semiconductor field effect transistor switch (MOSFET) and N-channel MOS
control in LEEFI (low energy exploding foil initiator) at the 45th Fuse Annual Conference in
2001. In 2002, Hanks RL [9] published a design scheme using MCT to control the discharge
of high voltage capacitors in a patent. In 2008, Kluge Design Inc (KDI) [10] announced the
multiple launch rocket system (MLRS) using LEEFI, indicating that the MCT high voltage
switch has achieved engineering applications. In 2016, the U.S. Navy [11] announced a
high-voltage switch composed of stacked IGBTs, implemented a discharge test study under
short-circuit and load conditions, and planned to use it for live-fire testing at the end of the
year. As a typical representative of high-power MOS-controlled semiconductor devices,
MCT high-voltage switches have the advantage that conventional MOS gate control sig-
nals can be used to control the conduction of the switch, and the pulse current can reach
thousands of amperes within 100 nanoseconds, which is suitable for explosion foil ignition
with detonation. The on-current of the semiconductor high-voltage switch is large and the
working life is long. However, due to its large size, low operating voltage and large leakage
current, it is difficult to achieve derating design, resulting in low working reliability and
safety of the exploding foil initiation system. In addition, its performance is greatly affected
by environmental factors (temperature, electromagnetic, etc.). The above two switches
belong to the discrete structure, their volume and the comprehensive performance of the
ability to withstand high voltage are low, and the impedance and inductance introduced
into the discharge circuit are relatively large, which seriously affects the reliability of the
explosion foil initiator system andthe development of miniaturization and low energy of
exploding foil initiator.

The planar electric explosion switch is a high-voltage switch that uses the bridge foil
of the trigger electrode to generate an electric explosion to generate plasma with conductive
properties, thereby making the main electrodes on both sides perpendicular to the trigger
electrode conduct. As early as the 1980s, Graham et al. [12] studied the conductive proper-
ties of polymer films induced by explosive shock. In 1986, Richardson et al. [13] invented a
planar dielectric high-voltage switch suitable for exploding foil initiators (EFI), when the
switching dielectric layer is impacted at high speed by the RDX-driven flyer, the upper
and lower electrodes of the switch are turned on. In 1989, Nerheim E et al. invented a
silicon-based planar electrical explosion high-voltage switch [14], the structure of which is
shown in Figure 1. Its manufacturing process is to sequentially deposit switch high-voltage
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electrodes on a silicon substrate, the trigger electrode is made of amorphous silicon or
polysilicon of an electric explosion bridge, and an insulating gap is arranged between the
high-voltage electrode and the trigger electrode. Before switching, the two ends of the
high-voltage electrode are charged with high voltage, and the trigger electrode is excited
by a constant current source, so that when the polysilicon or amorphous silicon bridge foil
of the trigger electrode is electrically exploded, a conductive plasma cloud is generated.
Under the action of the electric field, the insulating gap between the high-voltage electrodes
is broken down and turned on, so as to realize the output of short pulse and large current,
and complete the conduction and closing function of the high-voltage switch.

Figure 1. Schematic representation of planar-electric explosion switch based on silicon substrate.

In 2009, Baginski T A et al. [15,16] designed and manufactured a planar dielectric
explosion high-voltage switch triggered by Schottky diode and a micro-bridge explosion
planar switch with a series structure, and proposed the idea of integrating the switch with
EFI. The switch structure is shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Schematic representation of planar high-voltage switch with SBD trigger and planar-
electric explosion switch with series structure. (a) Planar high-voltage switch with SBD trigger.
(b) Planar-electric explosion switch with series structure.
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The planar dielectric explosion high voltage switch based on Schottky diode is com-
posed of substrate, lower electrode, dielectric layer, upper electrode, and Schottky diode.
By applying a reverse voltage to the Schottky diode to cause reverse breakdown, and then
under the thermal effect of pulse current, an electrical explosion is caused, resulting in di-
electric breakdown; the upper and lower electrodes are connected, and the switch is turned
on. The series-structured micro-bridge explosive planar switch is based on the silicon-based
planar electro-explosive high-voltage switch, and adopts the series connection of multiple
planar electro-explosive high-voltage switches to improve the electrical performance and
reliability of the planar electro-explosive switch. In 2011, Baginski T A et al. [17] proposed
a planar trigger switch (PTS) containing a polyimide film insulating layer. The current test
and simulation study of the switch discharge circuit are completed, and the test results
are good. Combined with LEEFI, the HNS-IV was successfully detonated, verifying the
practicability of the switch. In 2012, Zhou Mi, Han Kehua et al. [18] prepared a single-bridge
planar electric explosion switch based on copper film by ion etching method, and studied
the effect of gap distance on the switch performance. The results show that as the gap
distance decreases, the action time of the switch decreases. In 2018, Wang Runyu et al. [19]
used an improved manufacturing process to replace the wet etching process to prepare
a miniature metal bridge foil explosive planar switch, and studied the influence of the
thickness of the adhesive layer and the insulation method on the insulation effect in the
switch insulation treatment. In 2020, Xu Cong et al. designed three trigger modes: the
Schottky diode [20], pn junction diode [21], and micro bridge foil [22,23] based on the
planar dielectric explosion high voltage switch of the Schottky diode, such as the Baginski
TA flat dielectric high voltage switch. The electrical characteristics of the three switches are
preliminarily studied, and the results show that, among the three trigger mode switches, the
micro-foil planar dielectric switch can obtain the highest peak current and the shortest rise
time at a lower operating voltage. When the planar electric explosion high-voltage switch
is turned on and closed, a trigger voltage needs to be added to make the core part of the
switch generate an electric explosion instantaneously and complete the closing function of
the switch, indicating that this type of switch can only perform a single action. Because the
characteristics of the planar electric explosion high-voltage switch is a one-time function,
the conduction of the switch is not reversible, so the switch cannot complete the testability
before the system is used in the exploding foil initiation system, which seriously affects the
reliability and safety of the system.

The use of micro-electromechanical machining technology to planarize the spark gap
high-voltage switch can effectively solve the above problems. The planar spark gap high-
voltage switch can not only complete multiple discharge functions, but also improve the
switch’s resistance to mechanical overload, reduce costs, and reduce system volume. It
can also realize the integration function of the high-voltage switch and the explosion foil,
reduce the parasitic impedance and inductive reactance in the discharge circuit, reduce
the energy consumption of the system, and improve the integration degree of the system.
In this paper, a copper foil-based three-electrode planar spark-gap high-voltage switch is
designed and fabricated by using a magnetron sputtering coater to sputter copper film on
the surface of the substrate. The static self-breakdown characteristics, dynamic operating
characteristics, and discharge life characteristics of the three-electrode planar spark gap
high voltage switch based on copper foil are studied.

2. Design and Fabrication of a Three-Electrode Planar Spark Gap High-Voltage Switch
Based on Copper Foil

2.1. The Design of Switches

The three-electrode planar spark gap high voltage switch was composed of two main
electrodes and trigger. The main electrode includes the cathode and anode, as shown in
Figure 1. The main electrode is semicircular in shape and placed in the opposite position.
The trigger electrode is located in the middle of the two main electrodes. Its principle is to
load high DC voltage between the cathode and anode of the switch. When a specific pulse
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voltage signal is applied to the trigger electrode, a high voltage gap is formed between the
cathode and the trigger electrode. A certain number of ions or electrons are produced by
the breakdown field strength, and the particles and gas undergo the collision multiplication
process, resulting in the instantaneous conduction of the anode and cathode of the switch.
In Figure 3, a represents the width of the trigger electrode, b represents the gap width of the
main electrode, and R represents the radius of the main electrode.

Figure 3. Integrated exploding foil initiator based on three-electrode planar spark gap high-voltage
switch. (a) Copper foil three-electrode planar spark-gap high-voltage switch integrated with EFI.
(b) Three-electrode planar spark-gap high-voltage switch based on copper foil.

As can be seen from Figure 3, the key structures of the planar three-electrode switch
include the main electrode radius (R), the main gap (b), the trigger gap ((b − a)/2) and the
trigger electrode width (a). The diameter R of the two main electrodes is a semi-circular
structure with a diameter of 4.0 mm ± 0.5 mm. The purpose of this design is to ensure
that a uniform electric field exists between the electrode gaps as much as possible, so as
to improve the service life of the switch. With the input of the trigger signal, the switch
conduction first occurs in the trigger gap. Therefore, reducing the trigger gap is beneficial
to improve the working reliability of the switch, but the gap is too small, which affects the
working voltage range and safety of the switch. Combined with the machining accuracy, the
structural design parameters for the plane three-electrode spark gap high-voltage switch
are shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Switch Structure Parameters.

Structure Name Code Parameter

Switch thickness d 4 μm ± 0.1 μm
main electrode radius R 4.0 mm ± 0.5 mm

main gap b 0.8/1.0/1.2/1.8/2.0/2.2/2.6 mm
Trigger electrode width a 0.6/0.8 mm

Trigger gap (b − a)/2
0.1/0.2/0.3/0.6/0.7/0.8/1.0 mm

0.1/0.2/0.5/0.6/0.7/0.9 mm

2.2. Switch Fabrication and Characterization

In the three-electrode planar spark gap high voltage switch, a magnetron sputtering
coater was used to sputter copper film on the surface of the substrate. The coating photore-
sist is spined on the surface of the copper film. Then the photoresist surface is covered with
a photoresist mask, which is exposed under a strong light to develop the substrate. Finally,
the final switch is formed after being etched with FeCl3 etching solution. The switch is
shown in Figure 4.
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Figure 4. Physical diagram of three-electrode plane spark gap high-voltage switch. (a) Planar
switching with different trigger electrodes. (b) Planar switching with different main electrode gaps.

The microscope stage micrometer is used to test the switch structure size accord-
ing to the parameter requirements in Table 1. The test results are all within the design
range requirements.

3. Research on the Characteristics of High-Voltage Switching with Three-Electrode
Plane Spark Gap

3.1. Test Device and Principle

For the performance test of the three-electrode planar spark gap high-voltage switch,
the test device includes a high-voltage power supplied with the output voltage of 0~4 kV
and accuracy of 1‰, a pulse trigger power supplied with the adjustable output voltage of
0~3 kV, a rising pulse time of no more than 100 ns and falling pulse time of no more than
1 μs, a digital high-voltage meter with input impedance of 1000 mΩ and measurement
accuracy of 1‰, the Rogofiski Roche current measuring coil with the model specification
of 5008c, a voltage divider of 1/1000, and a high voltage pulse capacitor with the model
specification of C471/0.2 μF/3.0 kV. The test principle is shown in Figure 5.

Figure 5. Schematic diagram of test principle.
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As shown in Figure 5, the high-voltage DC power supply outputs the working voltage
USB to the positive electrode of the high-voltage capacitor and the three-electrode plane
spark gap high-voltage switch, and the pulse trigger power supply provides the trigger
voltage Utrigger to the three-electrode plane spark-gap high-voltage switch. When the
electric field strength between the trigger electrode and the main electrode is greater than
the breakdown strength of the air in the gap, a breakdown occurs between the gaps, the
electric field in the gap is distorted, and a large number of electrons in the negative electrode
of the main electrode rapidly move to the positive electrode to turn on the switch. The
high-voltage capacitor discharges the load through the three-electrode plane spark gap
high-voltage switch, and uses the Rogowski coil, the high-voltage probe and the voltage
divider, and the oscilloscope to test the discharge current, working voltage, and trigger
voltage in the loop, respectively.

3.2. Static Self-Breakdown Characteristics

The three-electrode planar spark gap high-voltage switch based on copper foil, like
other high-voltage switches, needs to have a specific operating voltage range; that is, the
gap between the main electrode and the trigger electrode of the switch can withstand a
certain high voltage without self-breakdown. Therefore, the self-breakdown voltage USB of
the switch is also the maximum working voltage of the switch. The high voltage capacitor
(0.2 μF) is slowly charged at a rate of about 20 V/s from the high voltage DC power supply,
until the air in the gap between the two electrodes occurs self-breakdown. A high-voltage
probe and Rogowski coil were used to record the self-breakdown voltage USB and loop
current I changes. When the width a of the trigger electrode is 0.6 mm and the width b of the
gap between the two main electrodes is 1.2 mm, the test waveform of the self-breakdown
characteristic of the switch is shown in Figure 6a. The maximum operating voltage USB
is 2361 V, and the maximum output current peak value is 2892 A. The USB test curves of
different parameters of the plane spark gap switch by the orthogonal method are shown in
Figure 6b.

Figure 6. Waveform and curve of self-breakdown characteristic of three-electrode planar
switch. (a) Self-breakdown characteristic waveform (C = 0.2 μF) Figure. (b) Self-breakdown
characteristic curve.

It can be seen from Figure 6.b that as the main electrode gap increases from 0.8 mm to
2.6 mm, the self-breakdown voltage of the planar spark gap switch gradually increases,
and the operating voltage also increases. When the main electrode gap is a maximum of
2.6 mm, the self-breakdown voltage of the switch can reach 3480 V, which indicates that
the maximum operating voltage of the switch is 3480 V. According to Thomson’s theory
and Baschen’s law [24,25] of uniform electric field self-discharge under low pressure, the
breakdown voltage USB of the air gap is related to the air pressure p and the main electrode
gap b, and under the condition of a fixed gas atmosphere, the maximum operating voltage
USB is positively correlated with b. By carrying out a large number of self-breakdown
characteristic tests, it is shown that the self-breakdown voltage fluctuates greatly (the
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range is about 180 V), and the larger the gap, the greater the fluctuation. According to
the principle of electrostatic discharge, this is because the trigger electrode is right-angled,
and tip discharge is prone to occur during the conduction process, which makes the field
strength here larger, resulting in an increase in the unevenness of the electric field.

3.3. Dynamic Operating Characteristics
3.3.1. Dynamic Minimum Trigger Voltage

In order to determine the conduction condition of the three-electrode planar spark gap
high voltage switch with seven kinds of main electrode gaps, the three-electrode planar
spark gap high voltage switch with main electrode gaps of 0.8 mm, 1.0 mm, 1.2 mm, 1.8 mm,
2.0 mm, 2.2 mm, and 2.6 mm are designed, and the trigger electrode widths are 0.6 mm
and 0.8 mm, respectively. With the charging voltage of 2.0 kV, the minimum trigger voltage
curves of various switch parameters are shown in Figure 7.

Figure 7. The curves of minimum trigger voltage varying with gap.

As shown in Figure 7, under the condition of charging voltage of 2.0 kV, as the main
electrode gap increases from 0.8 mm to 2.6 mm, the minimum trigger voltage value of
the planar spark gap switch increases from 677 V to 1783 V (a = 0.6 mm), 685 V rises to
1766 V (a = 0.8 mm). This shows that with the continuous increase of the main electrode
gap, the minimum trigger voltage of the switch increases. With the same gap, the width of
the trigger electrode is wider, the minimum trigger voltage becomes lower, for the reason
that the conduction principle of the three-electrode planar spark gap high voltage switch
is to apply pulse trigger voltage to the trigger electrode. Herein, the gap electric field is
distorted and the air breakdown effect occurs between the gaps, making the two poles of
the switch conduct. When the three-electrode planar spark gap high voltage switch is in
the triggering state, the average electric field strength between the two poles is calculated
as follows [26,27]:

E =
USB
b − a

(1)

E: Average electric field, V/m;
USB: Working voltage, V;
b: Gap, mm;
a: Trigger electrode width.
As shown in Formula (2), under the condition of the same trigger electrode width,

when the applied voltage USB between the two poles is constant, the average electric field
strength E increases with the decrease of gap b, meaning that the smaller the gap between
the two poles of the switch is, the greater the average electric field strength becomes,
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and the easier the air gas breakdown effect occurs, so the energy required for the trigger
electrode is lower. On the contrary, the average electric field strength between the two
poles of the switch is stronger and the energy required for the trigger is higher, when the
switch is on. As shown in Formula (2), under the condition of the same gap, when the
applied voltage USB between the two poles is fixed, the width of the trigger electrode is
increased, the average electric field strength increases, and the air breakdown effect occurs
easily, resulting in the lower energy required for the trigger electrode.

The matching test between the working voltage and the trigger voltage was carried
out. The test results show that the relationship between the trigger voltage and the working
voltage is inversely proportional. When the working voltage was high, the switch turned
on easily, and the minimum trigger voltage was reduced. That is because when a relatively
high voltage is applied between the two poles of the switch, the average electric field
strength increases, and it is easier for breakdown effect to take place between the two poles
of the switches, the trigger pole and air interface. Therefore, the required trigger energy
will become low. The fitting curve of the relationship between the working voltage of the
switch and the trigger voltage was shown in Figure 8.

 
Figure 8. Relation curves between trigger voltage and working voltage.

3.3.2. Switch Dynamic Conduction Performance

The time ton is the conduction time of the three-electrode planar spark gap high voltage
switch. This is measured from the time when applying the trigger pulse voltage for the
trigger electrode to the time when completely connection of the two poles of the switch
and the oscillation current occurred in the discharge circuit. When the trigger electrodes
are 0.6 mm and 0.8 mm, the trigger voltage is 1.8 kV, and the working voltage is 2.0 kV, the
switch on-time ton test results of different gaps are 16 ns, 22 ns, 28 ns, 48 ns, 64 ns, 77 ns,
and 93 ns (a = 0.6 mm) and 26 ns, 34 ns, 51 ns, 67 ns, 81 ns, and 102 ns (a = 0.8 mm). The
test waveforms are shown in Figure 9.
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Figure 9. The tested waveform of switch conduction performance (a) b = 0.8 mm, (b) b = 1.0 mm,
(c) b = 1.2 mm, (d) b = 1.8 mm, (e) b = 2.0 mm, (f) b = 2.2 mm, (g) b = 2.6 mm.

In Figure 9, the tested waveform of the on-off performance of the switches can be seen.
With the increasing gap, the on-off time of the switch becomes gradually longer, and the
peak current of the discharge circuit is reduced. When the switch is on, the breakdown
effect starts between the pulse trigger voltage and the strong electric field with the air
interface, resulting in the electric field distortion between the two poles of the switches. A
certain number of ions or electrons are generated instantaneously and move with a high
speed under the electric field of the two poles of the switch. When the working voltage,
trigger voltage, and the width of trigger electrode are fixed, with the increase of the switch
gap, the average electric field strength between the two poles of the switch decreases, which
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leads to the decrease of the velocity of ions or electrons generated when the switch is on, so
that the on-time of the switch becomes longer. On the contrary, when the switch gap is low,
with the increase of the average electric field, the average electric field strength between the
two poles of the switch decreases, the velocity of ions or electrons increases and the on-time
decreases. In addition, with the increase of the gap between the two poles of the switch,
the average electric field strength between the two poles of the switch decreases. When the
breakdown effect occurs between the trigger pole and the air interface, the energy loss is
large, leading to a decrease in the peak current in the circuit. The regular curves between
the trigger voltage and operating voltage of the switch and the on-time of the switch are
shown in Figure 10.

Figure 10. Curve of factors affecting the conduction time of the three-electrode plane spark gap
high-voltage switch. (a) Trigger voltage and on-time relationship curve. (b) Working voltage and
on-time relationship curve.

3.3.3. Switch Dynamic Impedance and Inductive Reactance Characteristics

In order to realize the function of switching and disconnecting the narrow pulse
current in the exploding foil initiation circuit, the high voltage switch not only has a higher
turn-off impedance to reduce the power consumption of the exploding foil initiation system,
but also has a lower conductive impedance and inductive reactance to improve the narrow
pulse current output characteristics of the high-voltage pulse capacitor.

In principle, the initiation circuit of exploding foil can be equivalent to a RLC series
circuit [28–30]. The parasitic resistance and inductance of the three-electrode planar spark
gap high voltage switch can be calculated by measuring the waveform parameters of
discharge oscillation current of the circuit with oscilloscope.

The formula of parasitic inductance is as follows.

L0 = L − l (2)

L =
T2

4π2C
(3)

The formula of parasitic resistance is as follows.

R0 = R − r (4)

R =
2L
T

ln ξ, among them, ξ =

n
∑

j=1
λj

n
, λj =

Ij

Ij+1
(5)

L: Total inductance of discharge circuit, nH;
l: Load inductance, nH;
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R: Total resistance of discharge circuit, mΩ;
r: Load resistance, mΩ;
T: The average period of oscillation, μs;
Ij+1, Ij: The value of forward oscillation current, kA;
ξ: The average coefficient of current attenuation;
C: High voltage pulse capacitance, μF;
According to the test and calculation results, the corresponding data of the relationship

between the gaps of two main electrodes, the width of trigger electrode, the dynamic
impedance, and inductive reactance of the switch are shown in Tables 2 and 3, and the
corresponding curves are shown in Figure 11.

Table 2. The conductive impedance data of the switch.

b/mm
R0/mΩ

0.8 1.0 1.2 1.8 2.0 2.2 2.6

a/mm
0.6 32.8 51.2 88.4 117.2 133.1 171.8 223.9

0.8 / 42.7 68.5 96.7 127.0 153.9 207.1

Table 3. The inductive reactance data of conductive switch.

L0/nH
b/mm

0.8 1.0 1.2 1.8 2.0 2.2 2.6

a/mm
0.6 19.3 21.8 29.4 33.7 38.2 42.6 45.3

0.8 / 16.6 19.1 23.5 26.2 30.2 37.6

Figure 11. Corresponding curves of switch parameters with dynamic impedance and inductive
reactance of the switch.

As shown in Figure 11 and Tables 2 and 3, with the increase of the gap between the
two main electrodes of the switches, the dynamic impedance and inductive reactance of the
switches is increased, but they will decrease with the increase of the width of the trigger
electrode. The increase range of impedance relativity is larger than that of the inductive
reactance. With the increase of the gap between the two main electrodes of the switch,
the average electric field strength between the two main electrodes had been reduced and
the concentration of ions or electrons had been decreased, resulting in the decrease of
electric current density passing through. Therefore, the impedance and inductive reactance
will increase. As the width of trigger electrode increased, the gap between the two main
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electrodes becomes smaller and the average electric field strength between two main
electrodes increases, resulting in lower impedance and inductive reactance.

3.4. Discharge Life Characteristics of Planar Spark Gap Switch

The service life of the high-voltage switch seriously affects the working reliability of
the exploding foil initiation system. The performance of the three-electrode planar spark-
gap high-voltage switch based on copper foil was reduced after several discharge tests.
Under the same input voltage condition, the working reliability is reduced, the conduction
time is longer, and the trigger voltage needs to be increased. Moreover, it was found that
the trigger electrode of the switch had traces of burns, as shown in Figure 12.

 
Figure 12. Photo of ablation after switch discharge.

After analysis, this is because the electrode gap is filled with air, so that the three-
electrode planar spark gap switch can withstand a specific high voltage, but when the
switch needs to be triggered and turned on, it needs to form a sufficient electric field
strength in the trigger gap. Since the thickness of the copper foil-based three-electrode
plane spark gap high-voltage switch is only 4.0 μm, a large amount of ions or electrons
will be generated in the instant when the switch is turned on, and the narrow pulse
strong current generated by the discharge circuit will be turned on, causing burns to the
switch electrodes.

The electrode thickness of the three-electrode plane spark gap switch has a certain
influence on the field strength, and ultimately affects the service life of the switch. The
electrostatic field of the three-electrode plane switch is analyzed with the help of finite
element simulation software. In the simulation, copper was selected as the electrode mate-
rial, and air was selected as the dielectric material. The excitation source was electrostatic
field solver excitation source, and the boundary condition is balloon boundary condition.
The diameter of positive and negative main electrodes is 4.0 mm, the distance b is 2.0 mm
and the width of trigger electrode a is 1.2 mm. The setting negative voltage is 0 V, the
positive voltage is 1.3 kV, the trigger voltage is 1.5 kV, the number of calculation steps is
10, and the allowable error is 0.1%. Figure 13 shows the overall field intensity distribu-
tion cloud diagram of the three-electrode plane spark gap high voltage switch, Figure 14
shows the electric field distribution before triggering, and Figure 15 shows the electric field
distribution after triggering.
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Figure 13. Cloud diagram of the overall field intensity distribution of the three-electrode plane spark
gap high-voltage switch.

Figure 14. Electric field distribution before triggering.

 

Figure 15. Electric field distribution after triggering.

As shown in Figure 14, when a high voltage of 1.3 kV is provided between the two
main electrodes of the switch, the electric field is evenly distributed between the two main
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electrodes, and the field strength near the edge of the trigger electrode is the largest at
22.9 kV/cm. At this time, the maximum field strength is lower than the breakdown strength
of air by 30 kV/cm, so the switch cannot self-breakdown. Considering that the air in the
test environment is a non-ideal environment, the breakdown strength of the air will be
lower than the ideal 30 kV/cm due to factors such as humidity and temperature. In order
to improve the safety of the switch, it is necessary to reserve a certain distance to ensure
the insulation effect and avoid false triggering. As shown in Figure 15, the trigger electrode
was applied with a voltage of 1.5 kV, and the maximum electric field strength between the
trigger electrode and the cathode reached 52.5 kV/cm, which was 30 kV/cm higher than
the breakdown strength of air. At this time, the gas between the trigger electrode and the
cathode will be ionized, and electrical breakdown will occur, so that the main electrodes
will be broken down, and the conduction loop will discharge. In order to improve the
working reliability of the switch, when the trigger voltage is loaded, the minimum electric
field strength between the two main electrodes and the trigger electrode must be higher
than the breakdown strength of air by 30 kV/cm.

The maximum static operating voltage of the three-electrode planar switch is simulated
by the established simulation model. In the simulation, the dielectric material is air, no
trigger voltage is applied, the negative voltage is 0 V, and the anode voltage constantly
increases from 0 V. When the electric field strength of the main electrode gap is greater
than the air breakdown strength, the switch is considered to be broken down. Since the
breakdown strength of ideal air is 30 kV/cm, the lower limit of the field strength is set
to 30 kV/cm in the simulation results; only the electric field strength greater than the
breakdown strength of air is displayed, so that the self-breakdown process of the switch
can be visually observed, and the self-breakdown voltage can be obtained, as shown in
Figure 16.

Figure 17 is a partial enlarged view of the field strength of the switch gap. It can be
seen from Figure 17 that the field strength of the trigger gap has increased significantly,
and the field strength is greater as it is closer to the trigger electrode. The electrostatic
field simulation results show that the discharge first occurs in the trigger gap, and then
extends to the entire main electrode gap, but the field strength is the highest around the
main electrode closest to the trigger electrode, and a high concentration of electron clouds
appears. However, since the thickness of the switch electrode is only 4 μm, a burning
phenomenon occurs.
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Figure 16. Electric field distribution of integrated components under different charging voltages
(a) electric field distribution at 1500 V, (b) electric field distribution at 1500 V, (c) electric field distribu-
tion at 2500 V, (d) electric field distribution at 2500 V, (d) Electric field distribution at 2558 V.
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Figure 17. Simulation results of the field strength distribution in the trigger gap of the three-electrode
plane spark gap high-voltage switch.

4. Conclusions

In view of the low-energy explosion foil detonation system’s requirements for the
integration technology of high-voltage switches and the technical overload resistance
technology, a magnetron sputtering coater is used to sputter copper film on the surface
of the substrate. The thickness is 4.0 μm, the radius of the main electrode is 4 mm, the
trigger electrode is 0.6 mm and 0.8 mm, and the main gaps are 0.8 mm, 1.0 mm, 1.2 mm
mm, 1.8 mm, 2.0 mm, 2.2 mm, and 2.6 mm. Copper foil three-electrode planar spark
gap high voltage switches are designed and manufactured, and the static self-breakdown
characteristics, dynamic operating characteristics, and discharge life characteristics of the
three-electrode planar spark gap high voltage switch based on copper foil are studied in
this paper. The test results show that with the increase of the main electrode gap from
0.8 mm to 2.6 mm, the self-breakdown voltage of the planar spark gap switch increases,
and the working voltage also increases. When the main electrode gap is a maximum of
2.6 mm, the self-breakdown voltage of the switch can reach 3480 V, which indicates that
the maximum operating voltage of the switch is 3480 V. Under the condition of charging
voltage of 2.0 kV, with the increase of the main electrode gap from 0.8 mm to 2.6 mm, the
minimum trigger voltage value of the planar spark gap switch increases from 677 V to
1783 V (a = 0.6 mm), and from 685 V to 1766 V (a = 0.8 mm), the switch-on times are 16 ns,
22 ns, 28 ns, 48 ns, 64 ns, 77 ns, 93 ns (a = 0.6 mm), and 26 ns, 34 ns, 51 ns, 67 ns, 81 ns, 102 ns
(a = 0.6 mm). With the increase of the main electrode gap, the maximum static operating
voltage of the three-electrode planar spark gap high voltage switch increased. When the
same width of trigger electrode was used, the minimum trigger voltage increased, with the
increase of the main electrode gap. When the same width of the trigger electrode was used,
the minimum trigger voltage decreased. When the switch had the same parameters, the
trigger voltage was inversely proportional to the working voltage. When the same width
of the trigger electrode was used, with the increase of the gap between main electrodes, the
conduction time of the switch was longer, and the peak current of the discharging circuit
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decreased. The dynamic impedance and inductive reactance of the switch increase with
the increase of the gap between the two main electrodes, and decrease with the increase of
the width of the trigger electrode.
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Abstract: Early detection of caries is an urgent problem in the dental clinic. Current caries detection
methods do not detect early enamel caries accurately, and do not show microstructural changes in the
teeth. Optical coherence tomography (OCT) can provide imaging of tiny, demineralized regions of
teeth in real time and noninvasively detect dynamic changes in lesions with high resolution and high
sensitivity. Over the last 20 years, researchers have investigated different methods for quantitative
assessment of early caries using OCT. This review provides an overview of the principles of enamel
caries detection with OCT, the methods of characterizing caries lesion severity, and correlations
between OCT results and measurements from multiple histological detection techniques. Studies
have shown the feasibility of OCT in quantitative assessment of early enamel lesions but they vary
widely in approaches. Only integrated reflectivity and refractive index measured by OCT have proven
to have strong correlations with mineral loss calculated by digital microradiography or transverse
microradiography. OCT has great potential to be a standard inspection method for enamel lesions,
but a consensus on quantitative methods and indicators is an important prerequisite. Our review
provides a basis for future discussions.

Keywords: optical coherence tomography; early enamel caries; quantitative assessment; quantita-
tive indicators

1. Introduction

Dental caries is one of the most common chronic diseases in people worldwide because
of its high incidence and the wide range of the affected population [1]. Caries is a disease
of dental hard tissue caused by oral microorganisms. Normally the teeth are in a dynamic
balance of alternating demineralization and remineralization, in which demineralization is
the dissolution of dental minerals in the presence of acid, from which inorganic ions such as
calcium and phosphate are removed, and remineralization refers to the reprecipitation and
crystallization of minerals in tissues that have been demineralized [2]. If demineralization
continues, caries will occur. Early enamel caries involves the demineralization of the tooth
surface, and does not show substantial defects. There is no significant difference between
sound enamel and early enamel caries by visual observation. At this time, it is possible to
promote the repair of carious tissues through non-destructive treatment of remineralization
and interrupt caries progression. However, further irreversible dental hard tissue loss
will occur without interventional treatment, and then only traumatic treatment can be
performed [3]. Therefore, the detection of early caries is of great importance.

Common clinical diagnostic methods mainly include visual inspection and X-ray
radiography. Visual inspection lacks objectivity and has limited accuracy, while X-ray
radiography can only detect severe caries lesions [4,5]. These conventional methods cannot
detect early caries, which makes the early diagnosis of caries difficult and delays the best
time for treatment [6]. In recent years, optical-based caries detection methods, such as
Raman spectroscopy [7,8], quantitative light-induced fluorescence (QLF) [9,10] and fiber-
optic transillumination [11,12], have overcome some disadvantages of traditional methods,
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but they do not show the internal microstructural features of teeth and cannot quantify
dynamic changes in early stages of enamel lesions [13].

Optical Coherence Tomography (OCT) is a noninvasive imaging method with high
resolution and high sensitivity, regarded as an “optical biopsy” [14,15]. It has a wide
range of medical applications, including ophthalmology [16,17], dentistry [18,19], der-
matology [20,21], and gastroenterology [22,23]. For dental caries, OCT can detect tiny,
demineralized areas on the tooth surface and inside, overcoming the disadvantages of other
optical detection methods [24]. In dentistry, much research has demonstrated that OCT can
image dental tissue clearly and be applied to the quantitative assessment of early enamel
caries [25–28]. Mineral loss is the gold standard in cariology research that determines the
degree of demineralization of the lesion. Only when the quantitative index of enamel caries
obtained by OCT has a definite correlation with the enamel mineral loss, the severity of
early enamel caries can be quantified more objectively and accurately.

To advance the application of OCT for early caries detection, a standardized and
validated method to achieve quantitative detection of early caries is required. The purpose
of this paper is to present an overview of the principles, methods and applications for
the quantitative evaluation of early enamel caries by OCT and to provide a basis for
the establishment of a uniform clinical standard in the future. This paper first discusses
the optical properties of teeth and their changes with tooth demineralization, secondly
introduces methods of artificial caries preparation, and then summarizes current research
advances in evaluation of early enamel lesions using different quantitative indicators and
discusses the limitations of the methods.

2. Optical Properties of Teeth

Biological tissues’ optical properties have important theoretical significance and appli-
cation value for the diagnosis of diseases. The variation in optical properties of tooth tissue
during demineralization are the basis of OCT caries detection [29].

(1) Refractive Index

Refractive index describes the reflection and refraction of light as well as the temporal
properties of light transmission within a tissue. The refractive index of tooth enamel is 1.62
to 1.65 [30,31]. Demineralization in caries lesions alters the refractive index of enamel [32],
and can be considered as an index of its scattering properties [33].

Since hydroxyapatite in tooth enamel is an anisotropic crystal, tooth enamel has
birefringent properties [18]. When polarized light propagates through biological tissues,
its polarization state is altered by the scattering properties of the tissue. By detecting
changes in the polarization state of backscattered light from dental tissue, microstructural
information of the tissue can be obtained, and caries lesions can be detected.

(2) Scattering Properties

Dependent on the structure of hard dental tissue, two types of scattering occur when
light is transmitted inside the tooth. Dental enamel is an ordered array of hydroxyapatite
crystals surrounded by a protein/lipid/water matrix. The diameter of hydroxyapatite
crystals is about 30 ∼ 40 nm, and the crystals are clustered together into enamel rods with
a diameter of 4 μm [34]. In the near-IR (NIR), the crystal diameter is much smaller than the
source wavelength, so it is in accordance with the Rayleigh scattering law. The diameter of
the enamel rods is comparable to the source wavelength, so it obeys the Mie scattering law.

Enamel has the greatest transparency in the NIR close to 1310 nm. The attenuation
coefficients of sound enamel at 1310 nm and 1550 nm are 3.1 cm−1 and 3.8 cm−1 [35],
respectively, which are much lower than in the visible region. Thus, the NIR spectrum
is suited for tooth imaging to identify lesions [36]. Micropores form in the lesion as the
mineral crystals are partially dissolved during the demineralization process, and behave
as scattering centers. During initial lesion development, the scattering coefficient has
an exponential increase with increasing mineral loss. As the severity of the lesion increases,
the scattering gradually increases [29].
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(3) Absorption Properties

The absorption of enamel is quite weak in NIR. The absorption coefficient (μa) of
enamel at 1310 nm is around 0.12 cm−1 [36], which is much smaller than the scattering
coefficient. Therefore, scattering plays a major role in light transmission through the tooth.

3. Preparation of Artificial Carious Lesions

The study of early caries using OCT requires tracking of the caries process, but
natural early caries takes 6–18 months, and there are many influencing factors. Therefore,
the preparation of artificial caries using isolated teeth is the main way to study early
caries. The key to preparing artificial caries is to simulate the chemical and microbial
environment of natural caries formation. There are two main methods to prepare artificial
caries: chemical and biofilm methods. Chemical methods can be used for enamel surface
demineralization by adjusting the chemical state and pH of a using a partially saturated
acidic buffer [37,38] or an acid gel [39]. This method is easy and the most widely used,
while a biofilm method is performed by placing a cariogenic suspension on the surface of
the tooth, altering the metabolic environment of the bacteria and creating a carious sample
that more closely resembles natural caries [40,41]. However, the biofilm method is generally
used for studies related to the pathogenesis of dental caries because it is difficult to control
the experimental conditions.

4. Quantitative Assessment Methods of Early Enamel Caries with OCT

Most of the current caries detection studies based on OCT use frequency domain OCT,
which eliminates axial scanning of the reference arm and overcomes the disadvantage
of slow scanning speed of time-domain OCT (TD-OCT) [42]. Moreover, some functional
OCT systems are employed for caries detection due to the birefringent properties of dental
hard tissues. Polarization-sensitive OCT (PS-OCT) as a type of functional OCT system
can provides additional polarization-sensitive information about the sample compared to
conventional OCT systems [43–46]. In addition, as a new type of PS-OCT, Cross Polarization
OCT (CP-OCT) not only reflects the polarization-sensitive structural information of the
sample, but also better reveals the superficial microstructure of the sample by attenuating
the effect of strong reflected light on the sample surface [47].

4.1. Quantitative Assessment Based on Lesion Depths

During the demineralization process, the OCT image contrast of caries is formed as
the mineral content (MC) of the enamel decreases and the optical properties change [48].
Therefore, lesion depths determined by OCT images can be used to quantify early enamel
caries. First, the filters are applied to remove speckle noise and enhance contrast for the
OCT B-scan image, then the A-scan in the region of interest (ROI) is searched for the first
pixel that exceeds the intensity threshold point, and the distance from the enamel surface
to this pixel is taken as the lesion depth. The mean lesion depth is obtained by calculating
the lesion depth for each A-scan in the ROI. It has been suggested to select e−2 times the
peak intensity as the signal intensity threshold. The lesion depth measured by OCT is
proportional to the demineralization time [49–53]. Le et al. [49] investigated bovine enamel
caries lesions with 1310-nm PS-OCT. Figure 1 shows the PS-OCT B-scan of one of the bovine
enamel blocks in the perpendicular axis. It can be seen that the lesion depth increases with
the enhancement of the back-scattered intensity around the enamel surface, and the lesion
severity increases. The results show the mean lesion depths varies significantly from 10 to
75 μm for demineralization over 0–4 days. Moreover, there is strong correlation (r = 0.85)
between the mean depth of lesion measured by PS-OCT and polarized light microscopy
(PLM). Jones et al. [50] prepared artificial caries on the occlusal surfaces by using a 14-day
pH cycle model and detected them with PS-OCT and digital microradiography (DM). It was
found that the image contrast between the sound and lesion area in the perpendicular axis
was stronger than that in the parallel axis. The mean lesion depth of caries lesions calculated
from the perpendicular axis images of the ten teeth was 150 ± 30 μm, which was highly
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correlated with the lesion depths obtained from DM (r = 0.811). Meng [51] and Yao et al. [52]
observed an approximately linear relationship between lesion depth and demineralization
time using TD-OCT. Park et al. [53] established assessment criteria for OCT using lesion
depths, and conducted a concordance study between OCT and light microscopy using ex
vivo teeth, which showed moderate concordance (k = 0.54, p ≤ 0.001) with no significant
difference (p = 0.25). Then, smooth surface in vitro and in vivo evaluations were performed
using OCT and the International Caries Detection and Assessment System (ICDAS). The
extent of caries was seen to vary considerably within each ICDAS category using OCT,
which could effectively complement the visual assessment with ICDAS. Yavuz et al. [54]
utilized 840-nm SD-OCT to assess the remineralization of artificial enamel caries. The
results showed there was a significant reduction in the lesion depth after remineralization,
311.80 (344.38), 320.10 (244.36) and 312.70 (203.80) μm for the three remineralization agents,
respectively. The measured lesion depth was also compared with a surface microhardness
analysis but there was no correlation between the two.

Figure 1. PS-OCT B-scan of bovine enamel in the perpendicular axis. D0 represents the sound area
and D1–D4 represent areas demineralized for 1–4 days. A red-white-blue color chart was used,
with red indicating strong reflectivity and blue indicating low reflectivity. This figure was adapted
from [49].

Lesion depth is a common quantitative index used in early caries studies. The main
challenge for its calculation is the difficulty in selecting an intensity threshold as the
end point of a lesion, as the range of OCT images is relatively high. The method of
selecting e−2 times the peak intensity as the signal intensity threshold does not always
work effectively [55]. Le et al. [49] used edge-finding algorithms based on this method to
measure lesion depth. Other studies designed algorithms to determine the lesion boundary
in the image and obtained lesion depth [51,56,57]. A summary of the above research results
is shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Results of quantifying enamel caries with lesion depths.

Reference OCT System Sample Preparation Lesion Depth Result

Le et al. [49]
1310-nm PS-

OCT, axial/lateral resolution 22/50 μm.

Sample number: 10 bovine
enamel blocks for
in vitro detection

10–75 μm
Solution: pH 4.8

demineralization solution

Method: 5 windows for each
block, demineralization for

0–4 days, respectively.

Jones et al. [50]
1310-nm PS-

OCT, axial/lateral resolution 20/30 μm.

Sample number: 15 human
posterior teeth for
in vitro detection

150 ± 30 μmSolution: pH 4.3
demineralization solution

and pH 7.0
remineralization solution
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Table 1. Cont.

Reference OCT System Sample Preparation Lesion Depth Result

Method: occlusal areas were
exposed to 14-day pH

cycling, which consisted of
6 h demineralization and

17 h remineralization a day.

Meng et al. [51] 1310-nm
TD-OCT, axial resolution 10 μm.

Sample number: 6 human
isolated teeth for
in vitro detection d = 1.0804t + 8.6128

d is lesion depth, t is
demineralization time.

Method: demineralization
for 12, 24, 48, 72, 96 and

120 h.

Yao et al. [52]
1310-nm

TD-OCT, axial resolution 10 μm.

Sample number: 7 human
permanent teeth for

in vitro detection
d = 1.1266t + 6.7342
d is lesion depth, t is

demineralization time.
Solution: PH 4.5

demineralization solution

Method: demineralization
for 12, 24, 48, 72, 96, 120 h.

Park et al. [53]

1325-nm SS-OCT, axial/lateral
resolution < 12/25 μm, imaging speed

16 kHz. 13 human molars, 25 human
incisors, 11 premolars and

15 molars for ex vivo
detection, 18 patients for

in vivo detection.

Vary considerably within each
ICDAS category using OCT.

1310-nm SD-OCT, axial/lateral
resolution < 7.5/15 μm, imaging

speed 48–91 kHz, handheld scanning
probe (Non-intraoral probe).

Yavuz et al. [54]
840-nm

SD-OCT, axial resolution 5 μm.

Sample number: 40 human
enamel blocks

Reduction in lesion depth after
remineralization for three
remineralization agents:

311.80 (344.38)μm, 320.10 (244.36)μm,
312.70 (203.80) μm

Solution: PH 4.8
demineralization solution

and PH 7.0
remineralization solution

Method: 3 windows for each
block, with one window
demineralized for 3 days

and one window
remineralized for 6 days by

PH cycling.

Can et al. [55]
1310-nm PS-

OCT, axial/lateral resolution 20/20 μm.

Sample number: 15 bovine
enamel blocks for
in vitro detection

Approximately 100 μm
Solution: pH 4.9

demineralization solution

Method: 3 windows for each
block, demineralization for

9 days
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Table 1. Cont.

Reference OCT System Sample Preparation Lesion Depth Result

Jones et al. [57]
1310-nm PS-

OCT, axial/lateral resolution 11/30 μm.

Sample number: 20 human
posterior teeth for
in vitro detection

Demineralization :
115 ± 16 μm, Remineralization :

104 ± 12 μm.

Solution: pH 4.9
demineralization solution

and pH 7.0
remineralization solution

Method: demineralization
for 9 days and

remineralization for 20 days.

Lesion depths of caries can visually indicate the severity of caries to some extent.
However, they can only reflect part of the characteristics of the initial stage of enamel
lesions, as the amount of mineral loss may be different in a certain depth range [58].
Furthermore, there is a lack of solid criteria for determining the cut-off point to define
lesion depth.

4.2. Quantitative Assessment Based on Reflectivity

Many studies have used reflectivity for the quantitative assessment of early caries,
since the reflectivity of caries lesions can be obtained directly from OCT signals. A com-
monly used quantitative index related to reflectivity is the integrated reflectivity for
caries detection.

A line profile for each lesion depth is taken from B-scans, and the integrated reflectivity
(ΔR, dB × μm) can be calculated by integrating the reflectivity from the enamel surface to
various depths [50]. The observed optical depth should be divided by the enamel refraction
index (n = 1.63) to determine the real lesion depth when using the line profile.

Most studies have confirmed that integrated reflectivity increases after demineral-
ization and decreases after remineralization [49,50,57,59,60]. Le et al. [49] utilized a fixed
depth algorithm and an edge detection algorithm to calculate integrated reflectivity. In the
first algorithm the integration was performed to a fixed depth that needed to be greater
than the maximum lesion depth, while the second algorithm could obtain the depth of the
lesion. The results showed both algorithms were able to detect the difference in demineral-
ization from 0 to 4 days, except that the fixed depth algorithm yielded a higher integrated
reflectivity. Jones et al. [50] calculated the mean integrated reflectivity of artificial caries
prepared by applying a 14-day pH cycle model based on the perpendicular axis PS-OCT
images, and the result was 450 ± 110 arbitrary units. Meanwhile, it was demonstrated that
the integrated reflectivity calculated by PS-OCT was linearly correlated with the relative
mineral loss determined by DM (r = 0.755). Nee et al. [59] detected demineralization around
adhesive-bound orthodontic brackets in vivo using CP-OCT for a period of 1 year and
acquired 2D projection images of ΔR with automated algorithms. The results indicated ΔR
for both adhesives increased remarkably with time, varying in the range from 10.2 (10.5)
to 29.7 (9.4) dB × μm. PS-OCT was applied to monitor the process of remineralization of
caries using an acid remineralization model by Kang et al. [60]. There were significant
alterations in the integrated reflectivity of the lesion region after remineralization, from
257 ± 60.2 to 168 ± 58.5 dB × μm.

Amaechi et al. [61] scanned demineralized bovine teeth using 850-nm OCT and demon-
strated that ΔR of the enamel reduced with the time of demineralization. They proposed
the percentage reflectivity loss (R%) as a quantitative index as follows:

R%(dB × mm) =
(Rsound − Rdemineralized)

Rsound
× 100% (1)
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where Rsound is the reflectivity of sound enamel and Rdemineralized is the reflectivity of
enamel lesion.

The results showed that R% increased from 54.0 ± 11.27 to 86.64 ± 7.57 dB × μm
with demineralization time. In a follow-on study it was demonstrated that R% was lin-
early correlated with both the mineral loss determined by transverse microradiography
(TMR) (r = 1.00) [62] and the percentage of fluorescence loss calculated (ΔQ) by QLF
(R% = 45.56 + ΔQ, r = 0.963) [63]. However, R% is rarely applied. A summary of the
above research results is shown in Table 2.

Table 2. Results of quantifyin0p-[g enamel caries with reflectivity.

Reference OCT System Sample Preparation Reflectivity Result (dB×μm)

Le et al. [49] 1310-nm PS-OCT, axial/lateral.

Sample number: 10 bovine
enamel blocks for
in vitro detection ΔR for the fixed depth

algorithm: 100–770
ΔR for the edge detection

algorithm: 20–500

Solution: pH 4.8
demineralization solution

Method: 5 windows for each
block, demineralization for

0–4 days, respectively.

Jones et al. [50]
1310-nm

PS-OCT, axial/lateral
resolution 20/30 μm.

Sample number: 15 human
posterior teeth for
in vitro detection

ΔR: 450 ± 110

Solution: pH 4.3
demineralization solution and

pH 7.0
remineralization solution

Method: occlusal areas were
exposed to 14-day PH cycling,

which consisted of 6 h
demineralization and 17 h

remineralization a day.

Nee et al. [59]

1321-nm CP-
OCT, axial/lateral resolution 11.4/80 μm,

body/imaging tip of the handpiece
7 × 18 cm/1.5 × 4 cm, 6 × 6 × 7 mm

volume imaging time 3 s.

Sample number: Two teeth in
20 patients for

in vivo detection

ΔR: 10.2 (10.5)–29.7 (9.4)

Solution: two types
of adhesives

Method: The adhesives were
used to bond the brackets.
Demineralization around
orthodontic brackets was

detected every 3 months for
one year.

Kang et al. [60] 1317-nm PS-
OCT, axial/lateral resolution 20/20 μm.

Sample number: 10 bovine
enamel blocks for
in vitro detection

ΔR for 8 days
demineralization: 257 ± 60.2

ΔR for 4, 8, 12 days
remineralization: 236 ± 73.8,

206 ± 96.0, 168 ± 58.5

Solution: pH 4.6
demineralization solution and

pH 4.8
remineralization solution

Method: 6 windows for each
block, demineralization for 8
days and remineralization for

three 4-day periods
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Table 2. Cont.

Reference OCT System Sample Preparation Reflectivity Result (dB×μm)

Amaechi et al. [61] 850-nm TD-OCT.

Sample number: 15 bovine
teeth for in vitro detection

R% for 1 to 3 days:
54.0 ± 11.27, 71.87 ± 4.79,

86.64 ± 7.57

Solution: pH 4.5
demineralization solution

Method: demineralization for
3 days

Amaechi et al. [63]
850-nm

TD-OCT, axial/lateral resolution
16/10 μm.

Sample number: 15 bovine
incisor teeth for

in vitro detection Reflectivity of
demineralization for 0, 24, 48,

72 h: 31.86 ± 9.30,
14.45 ± 5.47, 8.66 ± 1.96,

4.32 ± 2.72

Solution: pH 4.5
demineralization solution

Method: 3 windows for each
teeth. Demineralization for 24,

48, 72 h, respectively.

In addition, other researchers have used the mean relative reflectivity (mRR) proposed
in retinal OCT imaging to assess fissure caries by using 1325-nm SS-OCT [64]. The mRR
is calculated from the difference between the fissure area signal and sound enamel signal.
Although the mRR of demineralized fissures were at least 6 times higher than those of
sound fissures at 250, 500 and 1000 μm depths beneath the surface, the mRR was unable to
accurately describe lesion mineral density (rs = −0.31).

In summary, the integrated reflectivity of enamel lesion calculated by OCT is linearly
correlated with mineral loss. Most results confirm that the integrated reflectivity of enamel
increases after demineralization, but individual studies show the opposite. Researchers
often use the integrated reflectivity in combination with lesion depth to evaluate the
lesion severity. However, the calculation of the integrated reflectivity suffers from similar
problems to the lesion depth calculation.

4.3. Quantitative Assessment Based on Attenuation Coefficient

The attenuation coefficient is the sum of the absorption coefficient and scattering
coefficient [35]. The attenuation characteristics of sound and carious enamel are different
because of the alteration in optical properties of the teeth after demineralization. Hence,
the attenuation coefficient can be used to quantify early enamel caries. Attenuation coeffi-
cients can be obtained by fitting the normalized A-scan signal with the Beer-Lambert law
equation [65] as follows:

I(z) ∝ exp(−2μtz) (2)

where I is the OCT signal intensity, μt is the attenuation coefficient, and z is the depth
beneath the tooth surface.

Mandurah et al. [66] reported that attenuation coefficients for sound areas of the
samples were the smallest, ranging from 0.08 to 0.29 mm−1, increasing to a range of 1.34 to
3.4 mm−1 after demineralization, and decreasing after remineralization with mean values of
0.81 and 0.85 mm−1. Moreover, there was a strong linear regression (r = −0.97) between the
μt measured by OCT and integrated nanohardness (INH) measured by a nanoindentation
device. Hardness has been recognized as a measure of hard tissue’s mineral density for
a long time [67]. Maia et al. [68] studied morphological alterations between sound enamel
and artificial white spot lesions in human teeth using OCT and QLF. The attenuation
coefficient increases of enamel lesions ranged between 27.8% and 62.5%, while fluorescence
intensity reduction ranged between 11.9% and 34.2%. Therefore, it was demonstrated that
μt determined by OCT was more sensitive to alterations than fluorescence measured by
QLF. Cara et al. [69] verified that the attenuation coefficient could be employed for the
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initial lesion to effectively discriminate between sound and demineralized enamel with
0.93 sensitivity and 0.96 specificity.

A weaker attenuation of the OCT signal in enamel lesions was observed in Popescu
et al.’s work [70,71]. The mean attenuation coefficient was 1.35 mm−1 for sound enamel
and 0.77 mm−1 for caries lesions [70]. They attributed the results to the high porosity of
demineralized enamel. One possible reason for the contradictory results of the studies
mentioned above is the use of different wavelengths. Mandurah et al.’s study used the
1310-nm SS-OCT system, while Popescu et al.’s study used the 850-nm OCT system. The
optical properties of enamel at the two wavelength ranges are different. A summary of the
above research results is shown in Table 3.

Table 3. Results of quantifying enamel caries with the attenuation coefficient.

Reference OCT System Sample Preparation Attenuation Coefficient Result

Mandurah et al. [66]
1310-nm SS-

OCT, axial/lateral resolution 11/17μm,
sweep rate 20 kHz.

Sample number: 24 bovine
enamel blocks for
in vitro detection

Sound area : 0.08 – 0.29 mm−1,
demineralization area :

1.34–3.4 mm−1, remineralization
area: 0.81 and 0.85 mm−1 (mean).

Solution: pH 4.6
demineralization solution and

two types of
remineralization solution

Method: 3 windows for each
block, demineralization for

14 days and remineralization
for 14 days.

Maia et al. [68]
930-nm SD-

OCT, axial/lateral resolution 4/6 μm.

Sample number: 5 human
premolar teeth for
in vitro detection

Attenuation coefficient increase:
27.8–62.5%

Solution: pH 5.0
demineralization solution

Method: demineralization for
9 days.

Cara et al. [69]
930-nm SD-

OCT, axial/lateral resolution 4/6μm.

Sample number: 40 third
molars for in vitro detection

0.93 sensitivity, 0.96 specificity

Solution: pH 4.3
demineralization solution and

pH 7.4
remineralization solution

Method: four groups
performed 0–21 days pH
cycling, consisting of 3 h

demineralization and 20 h
remineralization a day.

Popescu et al. [70] 850-nm TD-
OCT, 890axial/lateral resolution 15/10 μm.

21 human molars and
premolars for

in vitro detection

Sound enamel : 0.70–2.14 mm−1,
caries lesion : 0.47–1.88 mm−1

The Beer-Lambert equation used in the methods is based on a single scattering model.
The single scattering model only considers single scattering, while the demineralization
of caries enhances the effect of multiple scattering. This leads to bias of the obtained
attenuation coefficients. In addition, reliably extracting attenuation coefficients from OCT
signals can be affected by noise. These features diminish the utility of employing the
attenuation coefficient as a marker for early enamel caries detection.
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4.4. Quantitative Assessment Based on Degree of Polarization

Demineralized enamel results in rapid depolarization of polarized light in the NIR
due to increased scattering [72], which has been confirmed by PS-OCT measurements [73].
Polarization imaging can provide higher contrast images of early enamel caries. Since OCT
is an interferometric imaging method, only the contribution of fully polarized light can be
measured. Thus, the degree of polarization within a single speckle is always equal to 1.
However, when depolarized, the polarization state of the adjacent speckles is uncorrelated.
Therefore, the degree of polarization uniformity (DOPU) has been proposed to assess
carious lesions [74]. DOPU can be derived by an averaging of Stokes vectors over adjacent
speckles, as follows:

DOPU =
√

Q2
mean + U2

mean + V2
mean (3)

where Qmean, Umean and Vmean are the mean values of the Stokes vector elements within
a certain evaluation kernel. It can be seen that the value of DOPU depends on the number
of speckles in the chosen kernel.

The combination of the DOPU algorithm and PS-OCT was first applied to detect
carious lesions by Golde et al. [74], and has been used for ophthalmologic research [75].
They measured three tooth samples with different proximal lesions, and the significant
DOPU contrast provided better identification of lesions in comparison with reflectivity
images. Furthermore, the effect of different DOPU evaluation kernel sizes on the resulting
contrast was investigated. In a following study, they improved the DOPU algorithm
by noise-immune processing, and adopted this approach to examine two tooth samples
with stains and occlusal lesions [76]. Then, the research group measured the DOPU of
bovine enamel at different stages of demineralization by using PS-OCT, and compared it
with lesion depth obtained from PLM measurements [77]. The results showed that there
was no depolarization in sound enamel, but an increased depolarization after 15 days of
demineralization, corresponding to a decrease in DOPU. There was a high linear correlation
(R2 = 0.7118) between the DOPU and measured lesion depth with PLM, as shown in
Figure 2. The summary of the above research results is shown in Table 4.

 

Figure 2. Correlation between the calculated mean DOP by PS-OCT and determined lesion depths
by PLM. This figure was adapted from [77].

While the above results indicate the feasibility of assessing the demineralization stage
by DOPU, there is a need to investigate the validity of DOPU at various polarization changes
and the correlation between DOPU and mineral loss measured by TMR for further studies.
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Table 4. Results of quantifying enamel caries with degree of polarization.

Reference OCT System Sample Preparation DOPU Result

Golde et al. [74]
1310-nm SD

PS-OCT, axial/lateral resolution
15.1/15.6 μm, sweep rate 50 kHz.

3 human molar teeth with
different proximal lesions

The significant DOPU contrast
provided better identification
of lesions in comparison with

the reflectivity images.

Tetschke et al. [77]
1310-nm SD

PS-OCT, axial/lateral resolution
15.1/15.6 μm, sweep rate 50 kHz.

Sample number: 18 bovine
enamel blocks for
in vitro detection

0.6–0.97Solution: pH 4.95
demineralization solution

Method: demineralization for
49 days.

4.5. Quantitative Assessment Based on Refractive Index

Demineralization causes a change in the refractive index of enamel, and accurate
measurement of this change can assist in the identification of early caries [32]. The refractive
index of teeth can be determined with the optical path-length matching method using
OCT [78]. Samples are put onto a metal plate to acquire OCT images. The depth position
of the reflection surface of the metal plate before the sample is placed is Z0. After adding
samples, the depth positions of the sample surface and the metal plate surface are Z1 and
Z′

0, respectively. The thickness of the sample is Z1 − Z0. Then, the refractive index of teeth
is determined by [79]:

n =
Z1 − Z′

0
Z1 − Z0

(4)

Hariri et al. [80] measured refractive index of sound bovine enamel, demineralized
for 2 months, and remineralized for 2 months, by 1310-nm SS-OCT with an axial/lateral
resolution 11/17 μm, and analyzed mineral content by TMR. The results showed that at an
n range between 1.52 and 1.63, the mineral content ranged between 50 and 87 (vol.%). This
indicates there were strong positive linear correlations between n and mineral content in
both demineralized enamel (R2 = 0.89) and remineralized enamel (R2 = 0.86). However,
this method required sectioning of the sample to measure the refractive index, which is
destructive and cannot be applied in clinical practice.

4.6. Quantitative Assessment Based on Scattering Coefficient

Since the scattering properties of the enamel changes significantly after demineraliza-
tion, the scattering coefficient can serve as an indicator of enamel lesion severity. A single
scattering model combined with dynamic focusing can be used to determine the scattering
coefficients of sound and carious enamel [81]. The OCT signal intensity is:

I(z) ∝

√√√√√ e−2μs z[
1 +

( z−zc f
zR

)2
] (5)

where z is the depth, zc f is the focal plane position, zR is Rayleigh length, and I(z) is the
OCT depth profile.

Tsai et al. [81] applied acid gel to demineralize enamel and scanned the sample in vitro
before and after demineralization using 850-nm SD-OCT with an axial/lateral resolution
3/4 μm. The estimated scattering coefficient is shown in Figure 3. The scattering coefficient
increased with the demineralization time and leveled out at times greater than 120 s.
Moreover, the average scattering coefficients were 4.60 mm−1 and 8.46 mm−1 for sound
and carious enamel, respectively.
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Figure 3. Variation of scattering coefficient with demineralization time. This figure was adapted
from [81] and was created with Microsoft Word (Microsoft Corp., Redmond, WA, USA).

However, as mentioned above, the single scattering model used above is inaccurate for
enamel caries. According to the optical properties of the caries lesion, it shows a significant
growth in the scattering coefficient of enamel during the production of the initial lesion.
Hence, if an accurate scattering coefficient is used for the quantitative assessment of early
caries, early demineralization can be detected more sensitively. However, there are few
studies using scattering coefficient to quantitatively evaluate early caries.

4.7. Quantitative Assessment Based on the Surface Roughness of Enamel

Acid or bacterial erosion alters the surface roughness of enamel. The root mean square
of the surface roughness can be expressed as [81]:

Rq =

√
1
n∑(zb − zt)

2 (6)

where n is the total number of A-scans, zt and zb are the surface and underlying depth
positions of lesion area in A-scan, respectively.

Tsai et al. [81] estimated the surface roughness of the demineralized enamel, as shown
in Figure 4. The surface roughness of the enamel increased gradually with demineralization
time, and tended to level out, varying from 5.11 μm to 31.7 μm. Although the results
demonstrated that the surface roughness could be applied for the detection of early caries,
there were estimation errors compared with the results of scanning electron microscopy
(SEM), and the effect of artificial caries and natural caries on enamel surface roughness may
be different. In addition, there are few relevant studies.

 

Figure 4. Variation of the surface roughness with demineralization time. This figure was adapted
from [81] and was created with Microsoft Word (Microsoft Corp., Redmond, WA, USA).
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4.8. Quantitative Assessment Based on the Volume of Residual Enamel

Demineralization caused by caries lesions changes the volume of residual enamel.
Wijesinghe et al. [82] obtained cross-sectional images of sound, partially demineralized and
completely demineralized teeth in vitro by using 1310-nm SD-OCT with an axial/lateral
resolution 6/25 μm, and measured the volume of residual enamel with an automated
calculation method based on pixel intensity. The volumetric evaluation algorithm is shown
in Figure 5. For the precise selection of residual enamel, an image window is applied to the
2D OCT images, as shown in Figure 5a. Then, the pixels that satisfy the pre-determined
intensity threshold range are selected as shown in Figure 5b. Finally, a 3D OCT volumetric
image is obtained as shown in Figure 5c. The volume of residual enamel is determined by:

Vtot =
(

N1 × lx × ly
)× lz +

(
N2 × lx × ly

)× lz + · · ·+ (
Nn × lx × ly

)× lz (7)

where Ni(i = 1, 2, . . . , n) is the number of pixels in each window that satisfy the predeter-
mined intensity cut-off points, n is the number of 2D images contained in the 3D image. lx,
ly and lz are the pixel sizes in the x, y and z directions, respectively.

 

Figure 5. Evaluation algorithm for the volume of residual enamel. (a) 2D images with the applied
image window; (b) Pixels that meet the predetermined intensity cut-off points; (c) 3D volumetric
image. This figure was adapted from [82].

The volume of residual enamel for carious samples, partially demineralized samples
and sound samples ranged from 12.26 to 28.72 mm3. The progression of dental caries is
determined by detecting changes in the volume of residual enamel. When reduction in
tooth volume is identified, medication can be taken immediately to inhibit the development
of caries. The key in this method is the determination of threshold parameters, which
requires the evaluation and standardization of volumetric information for multiple in vivo
teeth to enhance accuracy.

4.9. Quantitative Assessment Based on the Dehydration Parameter

Recent research has revealed the impact of hydration on OCT images by conventional
polarization-insensitive OCT [83,84]. A method for assessing early enamel lesions with the
dehydration parameter (DH) based on the integrated reflectivity has been presented [85].
The dehydration parameter refers to the positive difference between the two OCT signals
of tooth enamel under dry and hydrated conditions, i.e., the integrated area between the
two signals.

Nazari et al. [85] detected sound and demineralized bovine enamel blocks after 3,
9, and 15 days of demineralization using 1310-nm SS-OCT with axial/lateral resolution
11/17 μm, and calculated the dehydration parameters. The experimental results showed
DH for sound and demineralized bovine enamel ranged from 272(204) to 3304(751), and
a strong linear correlation (R2 = 0.9922) between the dehydration parameter and the square
root of demineralization day. The benefit of this method is that the DH calculation does not
involve determination of the cut-off depth, and the evaluation results are not influenced by
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surface reflections. Although this method has the potential to quantitatively assess early
enamel caries, there are few relevant studies, and optimization of the methodology requires
evaluation of large amounts of demineralized and remineralized enamel.

5. Conclusions

In conclusion, the common aim of the discussed studies was to investigate and im-
prove the capabilities of OCT in monitoring the pathophysiological process of early enamel
caries and remineralization. Researchers have proposed multiple quantitative indicators
for the assessment of early enamel caries and have studied correlations with the results
of multiple histological detection techniques. By far the most widely used quantitative
indicators include lesion depth, integrated reflectivity and attenuation coefficients. The
differences in quantitative results are mainly attributed to the use of different systems,
different methods and different sample preparation. Among them, there is a high linear cor-
relation between depths of enamel lesions determined by OCT and DM, as well as between
integrated reflectivity calculated by OCT and mineral loss determined by DM. However, the
assessment methods using these three quantitative indicators still have certain limitations
and lack objectivity and accuracy. It is a remarkable fact that the scattering coefficient of
tooth enamel is very sensitive to changes in mineral content and increases significantly
with increasing mineral loss at the initial stages of the enamel caries process. Therefore, the
early detection of enamel lesions using the scattering coefficient based on OCT is a potential
research direction. Meanwhile, most studies on quantitative assessment of enamel caries
have been performed in vitro due to the limitations of the probe, and in vivo studies are
mainly focused on the buccal and incisal/occlusal surfaces of premolars and anterior teeth.
With the development of intraoral probes [4,86], the problem of device availability is being
solved slowly. However, a very important issue is the lack of consensus on the method,
and OCT has not been applied for the clinical diagnosis of early caries. Although OCT has
made great progress as a noninvasive imaging method for quantitatively assessing early
enamel caries, efforts to standardize rigorous methodology in future research are crucial
for detection, diagnosis, and treatment guidance of early enamel lesions using OCT.
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